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JUSTICE BOLICK authored the opinion of the Court, in which CHIEF 
JUSTICE BRUTINEL, VICE CHIEF JUSTICE TIMMER, and JUSTICES 
GOULD, and MONTGOMERY joined*.  

_______________ 

JUSTICE BOLICK, opinion of the Court: 

¶1 The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals found this Court erred on 
independent review of Robert Allen Poyson’s death sentences and 
remanded the case to federal district court with instructions to grant a writ 
of habeas corpus unless the State initiates proceedings either to correct the 
constitutional error in Poyson’s death sentences or to vacate the sentences.  
We granted the State’s motion to conduct a new independent review and 
now affirm Poyson’s death sentences. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

¶2 As a child, Poyson suffered delayed development, physical 
abuse, the tragic loss of the only true father figure he knew, and rape at the 
age of eleven by a family friend.  Following these traumatic events, he 
struggled academically, abused alcohol and drugs, committed numerous 
juvenile offenses, failed to maintain stable employment, and ultimately 
ended up homeless.  In 1996, Elliot and Leta Kagen met Poyson and let him 
stay on their remote property in Golden Valley, Arizona, for $100 a month.  
Poyson became angry with the Kagens after learning they charged him the 
entire cost of their monthly rent and, along with fellow tenants Frank 
Anderson and Kimberly Lane, plotted to kill the Kagens, their son, and 
another tenant, Roland Wear, so they could steal Wear’s truck and flee to 
Chicago.   
 
¶3 Poyson’s first victim was Leta’s son, Robert Delahunt, whom 
Poyson and Anderson beat and stabbed to death over the course of 
forty-five minutes.  Poyson then killed Leta in her bed with a single shot to 
the face and beat Wear to death as he tried to flee.  Poyson, Anderson, and 
Lane proceeded to steal Wear’s truck and flee to Illinois, where they were 
arrested.  See State v. Poyson (“Poyson I”), 198 Ariz. 70, 74 ¶¶ 4–6 (2000). 

* Justice John R. Lopez, IV and Justice James P. Beene have recused 
themselves from this case.   
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¶4 A jury convicted Poyson on three counts of first-degree 
murder.  Id.  During sentencing, the trial court found three aggravating 
factors beyond a reasonable doubt: (1) each murder was committed in 
expectation of pecuniary gain, (2) the murders of Delahunt and Wear were 
committed in an especially cruel manner, and (3) multiple homicides were 
committed.  Id. at 78 ¶ 23.  Finding only one mitigating factor, cooperation 
with law enforcement, the trial court sentenced Poyson to death.  Id. at 73 
¶ 1, 81 ¶ 41. 
 
¶5 On direct review, this Court found additional mitigating 
factors of age, family support, and potential for rehabilitation, but 
nevertheless upheld Poyson’s sentence because the mitigating evidence 
was not sufficiently substantial to call for leniency.  Id. at 82 ¶ 48. 
 
¶6 In 2003, Poyson filed a petition for post-conviction relief, 
which the trial court denied.  This Court denied his subsequent petition for 
review.  See Poyson v. Ryan (“Poyson III”), 879 F.3d 875, 886 (9th Cir. 2018), 
cert. denied, 138 S. Ct. 2652 (2018).  Poyson then filed a petition for a writ of 
habeas corpus in the United States District Court for the District of Arizona, 
which was denied.  Poyson v. Ryan (“Poyson II”), 685 F. Supp. 2d 956, 961 (D. 
Ariz. 2010).  The Ninth Circuit reversed and granted relief, concluding that 
habeas relief was warranted because this Court erred in its independent 
review of the death sentences when considering Poyson’s mitigation 
evidence.  Poyson III, 879 F.3d at 890–93.  The Ninth Circuit reasoned that 
this Court’s application of the “unconstitutional causal nexus test” to 
Poyson’s mitigation evidence of a troubled childhood and mental health 
issues constituted error under Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104 (1982), and 
this error “had [a] ‘substantial and injurious effect or influence’” on the 
sentencing decision.  Poyson III, 879 F.3d at 890–93 (quoting McKinney v. 
Ryan, 813 F.3d 798, 822 (9th Cir. 2015).  
 
¶7 Consistent with State v. Hedlund, 245 Ariz. 467, 470 ¶ 4 (2018), 
cert. denied, 140 S. Ct. 1270, we granted the State’s motion to conduct a new 
independent review.  We have jurisdiction under article 6, section 5(6) of 
the Arizona Constitution and A.R.S. §§ 13-755(A), -4031, and -4032(4). 
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DISCUSSION 

I. Scope of Review 

¶8 In granting the State’s motion, we ordered the parties to 
submit briefing on “[w]hether the proffered mitigation is sufficiently 
substantial to warrant leniency in light of the existing aggravation.” This 
order reflects that our new independent review is focused on correcting the 
constitutional error identified by the Ninth Circuit.  See, e.g., Hedlund, 245 
Ariz. at 470 ¶ 5. 
 
¶9 The Ninth Circuit found error with our application of an 
unconstitutional causal nexus test to exclude Poyson’s mitigating evidence 
of childhood abuse and mental health issues.  Thus, our independent 
review is limited to considering the mitigating factors without the causal 
nexus requirement and reweighing them against the established 
aggravators in this case.  See id.; State v. Styers, 227 Ariz. 186, 188 ¶ 7 (2011). 
 
¶10 Poyson argues, however, that his case is non-final and 
therefore he should be entitled to jury resentencing under Hurst v. Florida, 
577 U.S. 92 (2016), and Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584 (2002).  We recently 
rejected this same argument in Hedlund, 245 Ariz. at 470 ¶ 6, and do so again 
here, reaffirming the scope of review established in our prior cases.  See, e.g., 
State v. McKinney (“McKinney I”), 245 Ariz. 225, 227 ¶ 6 (2018); Hedlund, 245 
Ariz. at 470 ¶ 6; Styers, 227 Ariz. at 188 ¶ 7. 
 
¶11 Poyson’s case became final in 2001 after the Supreme Court 
denied his writ of certiorari.  Poyson v. Arizona, 531 U.S. 1165 (2001).  See 
Styers, 227 Ariz. at 187 ¶ 5 (finding a “case is final when ‘a judgment of 
conviction has been rendered, the availability of appeal exhausted, 
and . . . a petition for certiorari finally denied .  .  .  .’” (quoting Griffith v. 
Kentucky, 479 U.S. 314, 321 n.6 (1987))).  As such, Poyson’s case is here on 
collateral review.  See McKinney v. Arizona (“McKinney II”), 140 S. Ct. 702, 
708 (2020) (“As a matter of state law, the reweighing proceeding in 
McKinney’s case occurred on collateral review.”).  Because his case became 
final before Ring and Hurst were decided, Poyson is not entitled to the 
benefit of jury resentencing in this collateral proceeding.  See id. (“Ring and 
Hurst do not apply retroactively on collateral review.”); Hedlund, 245 Ariz. 
at 470 ¶ 6 (holding that jury resentencing proceedings under Ring do not 
apply to cases deemed final). 
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¶12 Finally, for the same reasons as in Hedlund, we decline 
Poyson’s invitation to consider evidence developed after the original 
proceedings as part of our independent review.  Hedlund, 245 Ariz. at 470–
71 ¶ 9 (“[A]dditional evidence should be admitted first in the trial court 
rather than in this Court.”). 
 

II. Independent Review 

¶13 In 2000, this Court upheld Poyson’s death sentences, finding 
that the mitigation evidence was not “sufficiently substantial to call for 
leniency.”  Poyson I, 198 Ariz. at 82 ¶ 48.  However, the Ninth Circuit 
concluded this Court failed to consider mitigating evidence that was not 
causally related to Poyson’s crimes.  Poyson III, 879 F.3d at 889.  
Accordingly, we conduct a new independent review of the mitigation 
evidence and balance it against the aggravators. 
 

Aggravator 

¶14 The jury found, and this Court agreed on direct review, that 
the State proved the existence of three statutory aggravators: A.R.S. 
§ 13-703(F)(5) (murder committed for pecuniary gain); -703(F)(6) (murder 
committed in an especially cruel manner); and -703(F)(8) (multiple murders 
committed).1  Poyson I, 198 Ariz. at 81 ¶ 40. 
 
¶15 Poyson challenges the trial court’s finding of the (F)(5) and 
(F)(8) aggravators, arguing they were not proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt and that the plain language of § 13-755 requires us to reconsider 
aggravating factors in our independent review.  Because the Ninth Circuit 
found no error in the aggravating factors, we reject this argument.  See 
Hedlund, 245 Ariz. at 470 ¶ 5 (review limited to mitigating factors and 
reweighing them against the established aggravators); Styers, 227 Ariz. 
at 188 ¶ 7 (“Because no error was found regarding these aggravating 
factors, in this independent review we deem those factors established.”). 

1 After Poyson’s sentencing, Arizona’s capital sentencing statutes were 
reorganized and renumbered as A.R.S. §§ 13-751 to -759 (2009).  2008 Ariz. 
Sess. Laws, ch. 301, §§ 26, 38–41 (2d Reg. Sess.).  We cite to the previous 
versions, as used in Poyson’s sentencing, for consistency.  
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Mitigating Factors 

¶16 Poyson “has the burden of proving mitigating factors by a 
preponderance of the evidence.”  Hedlund, 245 Ariz. at 471 ¶ 12.  “When he 
fails to do so, the asserted mitigation is entitled to no weight.”  Id.  When 
assessing the weight and quality of a mitigating factor, we can consider how 
the mitigating factor relates to the offense.  Styers, 227 Ariz. at 189 ¶ 12.  This 
Court will consider all mitigating evidence presented without requiring a 
causal nexus between the evidence and the crime.  But “we may consider 
the failure to show such a connection as we assess ‘the quality and strength 
of the mitigation evidence,’” and may attribute less mitigating weight to 
evidence that lacks a connection to the crime.  Id. (quoting State v. Newell, 
212 Ariz. 389, 405 ¶ 82 (2006)); see also Poyson III, 879 F.3d at 888. 
 
¶17 In this proceeding, Poyson claims the existence of two 
statutory mitigating factors and six non-statutory mitigating factors.  For 
each, we determine if the factor has been proved by a preponderance of the 
evidence and then assign mitigating weight to that factor.  In so doing, we 
consider only the evidence presented at sentencing. 

A. Impairment  

¶18 Poyson claims the existence of the statutory mitigator of 
impairment as well as non-statutory mitigating factors of substance abuse 
and mental health issues.  Because all these mitigating factors deal with 
some aspect of the defendant’s impairment, we address them together. 
 
¶19 Impairment is a statutory mitigator when “[t]he defendant’s 
capacity to appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct or to conform his 
conduct to the requirements of law was significantly impaired, but not so 
impaired as to constitute a defense to prosecution.” A.R.S. § 13-751(G)(1).  
Personality or character disorders do not typically satisfy this statutory 
mitigator.  State v. Medina, 232 Ariz. 391, 412 ¶ 103 (2013).  Yet even when 
mental health issues or substance abuse fail to satisfy this statutory 
mitigator, we often consider such evidence as non-statutory mitigation.  
State v. Prince, 226 Ariz. 516, 542 ¶ 113 (2011); State v. Moore, 222 Ariz. 1, 21 
¶ 121 (2009). 
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¶20 Substance abuse and mental health issues are entitled to little 
weight when there is no connection to the crime and no effect on the 
defendant’s ability to conform to the requirements of the law or appreciate 
the wrongfulness of his conduct.  Prince, 226 Ariz. at 542 ¶ 113 (noting 
mental health mitigation is weighed in proportion to the defendant’s ability 
to conform or appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct); State v. Garcia, 
224 Ariz. 1, 22 ¶ 104 (2010) (finding evidence of long-term drug addiction 
entitled to little weight because no connection to crime or mental function 
at time of murder). 
 
¶21 We will not find that a defendant’s ability to conform or 
appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct was impaired when the 
defendant’s actions were planned and deliberate, or when the defendant 
seeks to cover up his crime.  See Hedlund, 245 Ariz. at 472–73 ¶ 20 (finding 
that evidence showing the defendant “acted lucidly in planning and 
executing the crimes and in attempting to dispose of and hide the murder 
weapon” undermines arguments of significant impairment); McKinney I, 
245 Ariz. at 227 ¶ 10 (finding PTSD mitigation evidence insufficiently 
substantial to warrant leniency when defendant’s actions during the 
murder were “planned and deliberate”); State v. Bocharski, 218 Ariz. 476, 499 
¶ 111 (2008) (finding weight of defendant’s alcohol impairment weakened 
by his “purposeful steps to avoid prosecution”); State v. Rienhardt, 190 Ariz. 
579, 591–92 (1997) (“[A] defendant’s claim of alcohol or drug impairment 
fails when .  .  .  the defendant took steps to avoid prosecution shortly after 
the murder, or when it appears that intoxication did not overwhelm the 
defendant’s ability to control his physical behavior.”). 
 
¶22 On direct review, we agreed with the trial court’s conclusion 
that Poyson did not prove the statutory impairment mitigator, finding 
“scant evidence that [Poyson] was actually intoxicated on the day of the 
murders.” Poyson I, 198 Ariz. at 79 ¶ 32.  We also found Poyson’s mental 
health issues did not control his conduct or impair his judgment and 
therefore afforded them no mitigating weight.  Id. at 81–82 ¶ 43. 
 
¶23 As an initial matter, we reaffirm our finding that Poyson 
failed to prove the existence of the (G)(1) statutory impairment mitigator.  
Our independent review similarly finds “scant evidence” of Poyson’s 
intoxication at the time of the murders.  Although Poyson drank heavily the 
night before the murders, he did not drink the day of the murders.  On the 
day of the murders, Poyson smoked marijuana to allay the effects of his 
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hangover and claimed he had a PCP “flashback” during the murder of 
Delahunt.  But as we determined in our direct review, this evidence is 
insufficient to show Poyson was substantially impaired when he murdered 
Delahunt, Leta, and Wear.  Poyson exhibited numerous examples of “goal-
oriented” behavior that belie a claim of substantial impairment.  Indeed, 
Poyson took preparatory steps, such as cutting the telephone wires to 
prevent calls for help, checking the murder weapon to ensure proper 
functioning, and obtaining bullets beforehand.  Additionally, he made 
conscious attempts to conceal his crimes after the fact, such as covering 
Wear’s body with debris.  These deliberate actions indicate that Poyson’s 
drug and alcohol use neither rendered him unable to conform his conduct 
to the requirements of the law nor left him unable to appreciate the 
wrongfulness of his actions. 
 
¶24 Poyson also provided evidence of long-term substance abuse 
and mental health issues.  As an adolescent, he had “a clear and chronic 
history of substance abuse.”  Before trial, he was variously diagnosed with 
depression, polysubstance dependence, and antisocial personality 
disorder.  Dr. Celia Drake, who conducted a forensic evaluation of Poyson, 
concluded that “there are a multitude of factors which have predisposed 
Robert Poyson to his history of delinquency and subsequent criminal acts.”  
Thus, the evidence shows that Poyson suffered from mental health issues, 
and we find the non-statutory mitigating factor established.  See Prince, 226 
Ariz. at 542 ¶ 114.  Nevertheless, no evidence developed at trial suggests 
that Poyson’s mental health issues significantly impaired his capacity to 
conform his behavior to the law or appreciate the wrongfulness of his 
conduct.  As explained above, supra ¶ 23, Poyson took deliberate and 
calculated steps to ensure that his murderous plot and flight from Golden 
Valley would be successful and that he would avoid capture by law 
enforcement.  Moreover, Poyson’s own statements demonstrate he knew 
his actions were wrong, morally and legally.  Accordingly, we assign little 
weight to this mitigation evidence. 
 
¶25 Ultimately, despite some evidence of drug abuse and his 
mental health issues, the record indicates Poyson was capable of 
conforming to the law and appreciated the wrongfulness of his conduct.  
His actions were not intoxicated and impulsive but constituted a planned 
and deliberate attack on his three victims over the course of a night.  And 
despite his low intelligence, he was able to flee across the country and 
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briefly evade capture by law enforcement.  As a result, we give little weight 
to his drug use or mental health issues as mitigation evidence. 

B. Age 

¶26 Poyson was nineteen years old at the time of the murders.  A 
defendant’s age can be a statutory mitigating factor.  A.R.S. § 13-751(G)(5).  
The mitigating weight of a defendant’s age depends upon the “defendant’s 
level of intelligence, maturity, involvement in the crime, and past 
experience.”  McKinney I, 245 Ariz. at 227 ¶ 11 (quoting State v. Jackson, 186 
Ariz. 20, 30 (1996)).  As such, the mitigating weight is less when the 
defendant was a major participant in the crime or has a substantial criminal 
history.  Id. at 227–28 ¶¶ 11–12 (attributing little mitigating weight to 
twenty-three-year-old defendant who took a leading role in executing and 
planning burglaries leading to murder); State v. Hargrave, 225 Ariz. 1, 18 
¶ 80 (2010) (“We discount age as a mitigating factor when the defendant 
had a significant criminal record or actively participated in the murders.”); 
State v. Womble, 225 Ariz. 91, 104 ¶¶ 57–58 (2010) (finding significance of a 
nineteen-year-old defendant diminished when he is a major participant and 
helps plan the crime in advance). 
 
¶27 While the trial court found Poyson failed to establish the 
(G)(5) mitigator, this Court attributed some mitigating weight to this factor 
on direct review.  Poyson I, 198 Ariz. at 81 ¶ 39.  However, this weight was 
ultimately diminished by Poyson’s criminal history, as well as his extensive 
participation in these crimes.  Id.  A review of the record leads us to 
conclude the same today. 
 
¶28 First, Poyson had a long history of adjudicated offenses as a 
juvenile, including sexual assault of a minor and multiple violent offenses.  
Second, despite Poyson now claiming he was manipulated by Anderson, 
his own testimony clearly demonstrates he was a major participant in the 
murders of Delahunt, Leta, and Wear.  Regarding the murder plans, he 
claimed, “I came up with most of it but [Anderson] came up with a little 
bit.”  Poyson was the one who searched for murder weapons beforehand 
and who devised a plan to goad Anderson into killing Delahunt when 
Anderson hesitated.  Ultimately, Poyson delivered the fatal blow to each of 
his victims. 
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¶29 Given Poyson’s substantial role in these murders and his 
previous juvenile offenses, we afford his age little mitigating weight. 

C. Abusive Childhood 

¶30 When childhood abuse is established by a preponderance of 
the evidence, its mitigating weight depends on the age of the defendant at 
the time of the murder and the causal connection between the abuse and 
crime committed.  Prince, 226 Ariz. at 541 ¶ 109.  The mitigating weight of 
childhood abuse may diminish as a defendant ages.  See State v. Hidalgo, 241 
Ariz. 543, 558 ¶ 68 (2017) (defendant did not “convincingly” explain how 
admittedly “cruel and traumatic” childhood conditions caused murders 
committed by twenty-three-year-old adult).  The mitigating weight of 
childhood abuse is also reduced when there is no causal link between the 
abuse and the murder.  Hedlund, 245 Ariz. at 473 ¶ 25 (assigning evidence 
of defendant’s abusive childhood little weight when it did not affect 
defendant’s ability to conform his behavior to the law or render him 
“unable to differentiate right from wrong”).  And evidence that murders 
were planned or deliberate and not motivated by passion or rage decreases 
the mitigating effect of prior childhood abuse.  State v. Cropper, 223 Ariz. 
522, 529 ¶ 30 (2010); State v. Armstrong, 218 Ariz. 451, 465 ¶¶ 75–76 (2008). 
 
¶31 The trial court found Poyson proved he suffered from a 
dysfunctional childhood, physical abuse, mental abuse, neglect, sexual 
abuse, and family tragedy.  The record establishes that as a child, Poyson 
was subjected to physical abuse by his caregivers, was forced to consume 
alcohol at the age of three or four, was raped at eleven years old by a family 
friend, and had an unstable childhood with multiple stepfathers.   
Following the suicide of a stepfather he had grown close to and the sexual 
assault, Poyson began to struggle academically, frequently got into trouble, 
and started drinking alcohol.  Evaluations taken while he was a juvenile 
and undergoing treatment attributed his antisocial behavior to his chaotic 
upbringing and childhood abuse.  During trial, Poyson introduced a report 
from Dr. Drake, who attributed his behavioral problems and need for 
attention to his inconsistent parenting and the lack of treatment he received 
as a juvenile. 
 
¶32 Because Poyson was only nineteen when he committed the 
triple murder, the childhood abuse he endured is temporally proximate to 
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his crimes.  However, the causal link is weak.  While Poyson’s situation and 
mental health issues may be attributed to his childhood abuse, any 
connection is weakened by the fact that the murders were not spontaneous 
or motivated by rage or passion but were planned, deliberate, and 
calculated.  Poyson planned the murders ahead of time with Anderson and 
Lane.  He engaged in planning and preparation by finding ammunition to 
use, disabling the Kagens’ telephone so they could not call for help, and 
tricking Delahunt to join in their plan so he would not expose them.  Even 
after the murders, Poyson demonstrated his ability to appreciate the 
wrongfulness of his conduct was not impaired by seeking to conceal Wear’s 
body and suggesting Anderson get rid of Wear’s truck so they would not 
be caught. 
 
¶33 While Poyson’s abusive childhood is given some mitigating 
weight because of his age, its weight is not substantial because Poyson has 
not proved his abuse impacted his ability to conform his behavior to follow 
the law or to know right from wrong. 

D. Remorse and Cooperation with Law Enforcement 

¶34 When established, the presence of remorse can serve as a non-
statutory mitigating factor, Prince, 226 Ariz. at 543 ¶ 121, as can admissions 
of guilt or cooperation with law enforcement.  State v. Miller, 186 Ariz. 314, 
326 (1996).  But when the sincerity of the remorse is in question, its 
mitigating weight is reduced.  Medina, 232 Ariz. at 413 ¶¶ 112–113 (finding 
sincerity of defendant’s remorse doubtful when grounded in fear of being 
caught); Cropper, 223 Ariz. at 529 ¶¶ 27–28 (sincerity of remorse doubted 
when defendant’s behavior contradicted his expressions of remorse).  
Similarly, admissions of guilt or cooperation with law enforcement are 
afforded little mitigating weight when the defendant has nothing to lose by 
cooperating or confessing.  See, e.g., State v. Murdaugh, 209 Ariz. 19, 36 ¶ 84 
(2004) (concluding evidence of cooperation entitled to little mitigating 
weight when defendant agreed to cooperate only after learning police 
found the crime scene). 
 
¶35 During sentencing, the trial court found Poyson established 
he was remorseful by a preponderance of the evidence but that his remorse 
was not mitigating because it did not stop him from going through with a 
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procession of murders and did not lead him to turn himself in.  On direct 
review, this Court agreed.  Poyson I, 198 Ariz. at 82 ¶ 45. 
 
¶36 In fact, the record is replete with evidence that Poyson had 
some remorse for the murders he committed.  Poyson stated he had second 
thoughts about going through with it, even at the beginning of the spree 
while killing Delahunt, until Anderson talked him back into it.  During his 
interview with police, Poyson explicitly expressed remorse for what he had 
done, especially as to the murder of Delahunt, with whom he had a 
particularly close relationship.  Both officers who interviewed Poyson, as 
well as his mitigation specialist, testified that they believe Poyson had 
remorse for what he did.  Ultimately, Poyson’s remorse is mitigating but 
pales in significance when compared to the strong aggravating factors. 
 
¶37 Regarding Poyson’s cooperation with law enforcement, both 
the trial court and this Court on direct review found his cooperation to be 
mitigating.  Id. ¶ 48.  The record demonstrates that while on the run with 
Anderson and Lane, Poyson wanted to turn himself in.  But once he was 
finally apprehended, he initially falsely downplayed Lane’s involvement in 
the murders while confessing to his part in the murders.  Given that Poyson 
had little to gain from not cooperating and that he originally sought to 
conceal Lane’s involvement in the murders, his confessions and 
cooperation are given little mitigating weight. 

E. Potential for Rehabilitation and Good Behavior 

¶38 The potential for rehabilitation can be considered a mitigating 
factor.  State v. Villalobos, 225 Ariz. 74, 82 ¶ 34 (2010).  During sentencing, 
the trial court determined there was insufficient evidence to prove this as a 
mitigating factor.  But on direct review, this Court disagreed and found the 
rehabilitation factor was entitled to some mitigating weight because expert 
testimony showed Poyson was able to be rehabilitated in institutional 
settings.  Poyson I, 198 Ariz. at 82 ¶ 46.  We find no reason to disagree with 
that conclusion. 
 
¶39 Although we do not consider evidence that was not before the 
trial court on direct review, Poyson now wants us to consider the mitigating 
weight of his good behavior in prison and his status as a model inmate.  He 
cites Skipper v. South Carolina, 476 U.S. 1, 7 (1986), for the premise that this 
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Court cannot exclude and refuse to consider evidence of good behavior in 
prison.  Poyson also cites our previous decision in State v. Richmond, where 
we found that the defendant’s good behavior in prison was sufficiently 
mitigating to warrant leniency.  180 Ariz. 573, 580–81 (1994), abrogated on 
other grounds by State v. Mata, 185 Ariz. 319 (1996).  Yet Richmond is 
distinguishable.  The procedural posture of Richmond was significantly 
different; the Court was considering evidence presented in a prior 
resentencing, not new evidence developed in post-conviction proceedings.  
See id. at 580 n.8.  Moreover, the defendant presented “quite persuasive and 
most unusual” testimony from guards and prison counselors who gave 
specific examples about how the defendant had gone out of his way to 
better not only himself but also the lives of his fellow inmates.  Id. at 580–
81.  Here, Poyson has not presented such compelling evidence of reform 
beyond being a model prisoner.  Furthermore, in more recent cases, this 
Court has assigned very little mitigating weight to good behavior because 
inmates are expected to be good.  See, e.g., State v. Payne, 233 Ariz. 484, 518 
¶ 157 (2013); State v. Kiles, 222 Ariz. 25, 42 ¶ 89 (2009); State v. Dann, 220 
Ariz. 351, 375 ¶ 141 (2009).  Thus, even if we consider Poyson’s good 
behavior in prison to be mitigating, we would only assign it minimal 
weight. 

F. Family Support 

¶40 Family ties and support may be mitigating, but general 
statements of support are entitled to little weight.  Medina, 232 Ariz. at 413 
¶ 111; State v. Jones, 197 Ariz. 290, 313 ¶ 77 (2000).  While the trial court 
found Poyson failed to establish meaningful family support, on direct 
review this Court found evidence of family support from the testimony, 
cooperation, and written letters of Poyson’s relatives but accorded it 
minimal mitigating weight.  Poyson I, 198 Ariz. at 82 ¶ 47.  We do the same 
today. 
 
Leniency is Not Warranted 

¶41 When conducting independent review, “we must consider 
the aggravator[s]  .  .  .  and all mitigating evidence presented to determine 
whether the mitigation evidence individually or cumulatively is 
sufficiently substantial to call for leniency.”  Hedlund, 245 Ariz. at 475 ¶ 34.  
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“We consider the quality and the strength, not simply the number, of 
aggravating and mitigating factors.”  Hidalgo, 241 Ariz. at 558 ¶ 69. 
 
¶42 Here, all three aggravating factors are particularly weighty.  
The cruelty aggravator is “entitled to great weight.”  McKinney I, 245 Ariz. 
at 228 ¶ 15.  The evidence of the prolonged and brutal way Poyson 
murdered both Delahunt and Wear strongly supports assigning 
considerable weight to this aggravator.  The pecuniary gain aggravator is 
also especially strong and “weighs heavily in favor of a death sentence,” id. 
¶ 14, when pecuniary gain is the “catalyst for the entire chain of events 
leading to the murders.”  State v. McKinney, 185 Ariz. 567, 584 (1996).  See 
also Hedlund, 245 Ariz. at 475 ¶ 34.  Given that the murders of Delahunt, 
Leta, and Wear were not simply incidental to the stealing of Wear’s truck 
but were an integral part of the plan, the pecuniary gain aggravator is 
especially strong here. 
 
¶43 Of the three aggravators, the strongest is the multiple 
homicides aggravator.  Compared to other aggravators, we have 
consistently given “extraordinary weight” to this aggravator.  See, e.g., 
Hidalgo, 241 Ariz. at 558 ¶ 69; State v. Garza, 216 Ariz. 56, 72 ¶ 81 (2007).  
Even when the multiple homicides aggravator is the only aggravator 
weighed against multiple mitigating factors, we have found the mitigation 
insufficient to warrant leniency.  See, e.g., Moore, 222 Ariz. at 23 ¶¶ 137–38 
(finding significant mitigating evidence of age and drug abuse insufficient 
to warrant leniency in light of multiple murders aggravator); Dann, 220 
Ariz. at 376–77 ¶¶ 137–39, 145–49, 152 (finding mitigating evidence of 
childhood abuse, impairment, and family support insufficient to warrant 
leniency in light of sole aggravator of multiple murders); Armstrong, 218 
Ariz. at 466 ¶ 83–84 (similar). 
 
¶44 In arguing for leniency, Poyson likens his case to three 
decisions where we reduced the death sentence to a life sentence:  Bocharski; 
State v. Roque, 213 Ariz. 193 (2006); and Richmond.  Yet these cases can easily 
be distinguished.  First, unlike Poyson, all the defendants in these cases 
were convicted and sentenced for only one count of murder and did not 
have the multiple murder aggravator.  Bocharski, 218 Ariz. at 481 ¶ 1; Roque, 
213 Ariz. at 203 ¶ 9; Richmond, 180 Ariz. at 575.  Considering the 
extraordinary weight we apply to this aggravator, this is a significant 
difference.  Second, each of these cases involve the presence of only one 
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aggravator, unlike Poyson’s case involving three, and none of the 
aggravators in Poyson’s case are present in these other cases.  Bocharski, 218 
Ariz. at 499 ¶ 112; Roque, 213 Ariz. at 231 ¶ 170; Richmond, 180 Ariz. at 580. 
 
¶45 Finally, the mitigating evidence in these other cases had much 
more support and weight than the evidence Poyson presented.  In Bocharski, 
we noted how the evidence of the defendant’s childhood abuse was unique 
in its depth and that experts specifically testified that the defendant’s 
childhood abuse helped cause the defendant to commit murder.  218 Ariz. 
at 498–99 ¶¶ 109–10.  Unlike Bocharski, Poyson had no expert testify in 
definite terms as to whether his childhood abuse would have caused him 
to commit murder.  In Roque, we gave substantial mitigating weight to the 
defendant’s mental health issues, as all four mental health experts who 
testified agreed his mental health issues impaired his capacity to conform 
with the law.  213 Ariz. at 230–31 ¶ 168.  In addition to Poyson lacking such 
a definite diagnosis, the record actually demonstrates that Poyson’s 
capacity to conform to the law was not impaired.  And in Richmond, we 
found the defendant’s reformation in prison to be mitigating as the 
defendant presented substantial evidence of how he bettered himself and 
the lives of other inmates from both prison counselors and guards.  180 
Ariz. at 580–81.  But beyond some evidence of self-improvement and a light 
disciplinary history, Poyson has not presented any similar substantial 
evidence. 
 
¶46 Having considered all the mitigating evidence, we conclude 
it is not sufficient to warrant leniency in light of the three aggravators 
proven by the State, especially given the extraordinary weight of the 
multiple murders aggravator and the particular weightiness of the other 
two aggravators.  See McKinney I, 245 Ariz. at 227 ¶¶ 7–10 (affirming 
defendant’s death sentence upon weighing pecuniary gain and especially 
cruel aggravators against childhood abuse and mental health mitigators); 
Hargrave, 225 Ariz. at 19 ¶ 86 (affirming defendant’s death sentence 
involving same three aggravators as Poyson);  State v. Boggs, 218 Ariz. 325, 
340–342 ¶¶ 73–83, 344 ¶¶ 94–95 (2008) (affirming death sentence in light of 
same three aggravators weighed against similar mitigation evidence). 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

¶47 We affirm Poyson’s death sentences. 
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 On November 24, 2020, Appellant Poyson filed a “Motion for 
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Z L A K E T, Chief Justice. 

fl A jury convicted defendant Robert Allen Poyson on three 

counts of first degree murder, one count of conspiracy to commit 

first degree murder, and one count of armed robbery. The trial 

court sentenced him to death for the murders, and to terms of 

imprisonment for the, other offenses. Defendant appeals from his 

capital convictions and sentences.1 We review this case pursuant 

Poyson also filed a notice of appeal from his robbery and 
conspiracy convictions but did not raise or brief any issues 
pertaining to them. We therefore affirm those convictions and 
sentences. See State v. Van Adams, 194 Ariz. 408, 411 n.l, 984 
P.2d 16, 19 n.l (1999), cert, denied, 120 S. Ct. 1199 (2000); Ariz. 
R. Crim. P. 31.2(b). 
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to Art. 6, § 5(3) of the Arizona Constitution, A.R.S. § 13-4031, 

and Rule 31.2(b), Ariz. R. Crim. P. For the following' reasons, we 

affirm. 

PACTS 

12 Poyson met Leta Kagen, her fifteen year-old son, Robert 

Delahunt, and Roland Wear in April of 1996. The defendant was then 

nineteen years old and homeless. Kagen allowed him to stay with 

her and the others at their trailer in Golden Valley, near Kingman, 

Arizona. In August of the same year, Kagen was introduced to 

forty-eight year-old Frank Anderson and his fourteen year-old 

girlfriend, Kimberly Lane. They, too, needed a place to live, and 

Kagen invited them to stay at the trailer. 

f3 Anderson informed the defendant that he was eager to 

travel to Chicago, where he claimed to have organized crime 

connections. Because none of them had a way of getting to'Chicago, 

Anderson, Poyson and Lane formulated a plan to kill Kagen, 

Delahunt, and Wear in order to steal the latter's truck. 

54 On the evening of August 13, 1996, Lane lured Delahunt 

into a small travel trailer on the property, ostensibly for sex. 

There, Anderson commenced an attack on the boy by slitting' his 

throat with a bread knife. Poyson heard Delahunt's screams and ran 

to the travel trailer. While Anderson held Delahunt down, the 

defendant bashed his head against the floor. He also beat the 

victim's head with his fists, and pounded it with a rock. This, 
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however, did not kill Delahunt, so Poyson took the bread knife and 

drove it through his ear. Although the blade penetrated the 

victim's skull and exited through his nose, the wound was not 

fatal. Defendant thereafter continued to- slam Delahunt's head 

against the floor until he lost consciousness. According to the 

medical examiner, Delahunt died of massive blunt force head trauma. 

In all, the attack lasted about 45 minutes. Remarkably, Kagen and 

Wear, who were in the main trailer with the radio on, never heard 

the commotion coming from the small trailer. 

55 After cleaning themselves up, Poyson and Anderson 

prepared to kill Kagen and Wear. They first located Wear's .22 

caliber rifle. Unable to find any ammunition, the defendant 

borrowed two rounds from a young girl who lived next door, telling 

her that Delahunt was in the desert surrounded by snakes and the 

bullets were needed to help rescue him. Defendant loaded the rifle 

and tested it for about five minutes to make sure it would function 

properly. He then stashed it near a shed. Later that evening, he 

cut the telephone line to the trailer so that neither of the 

remaining victims could call for help. 

J6 After Kagen and Wear were asleep, Poyson and Anderson 

went into their bedroom. Defendant first shot Kagen in the head, 

killing her instantly. After quickly reloading the rifle, he shot 

Wear in the mouth, shattering his upper right teeth. A struggle 

ensued, during which the defendant repeatedly clubbed Wear in the 
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head with the rifle. The fracas eventually moved outside. At s6me 

point, Anderson threw a cinder block at Wear, hitting him in the 

back and knocking him to the ground. While the victim was lying 

there, the defendant twice kicked him in the head. He then picked 

up the cinder block and threw it several times at Wear's head. 

After Wear stopped moving, the defendant took his wallet and the 

keys to his truck. In order to conceal the body, the defendant 

covered it with debris from the yard. Poyson, Anderson, and Lane 

then took the. truck and traveled to Illinois, where they were 

apprehended several days later. 

TRIAL ISSUES 

Admission of Statements to Police 

fl Poyson was arrested just after 10:00 p.m. on August 23, 

1996, at an Evanston, Illinois homeless shelter. Over the next 

twenty1four hours, he was questioned three times at the Evanston 

police station and made incriminating statements. He now 

challenges the admission of those statements at trial, contending 

that they were involuntary, given without proper Miranda warnings, 

and recorded in violation of the Illinois eavesdropping statute. 

f8 Soon after he was brought into custody, the defendant was 

placed in an interview room and handcuffed to a beam mounted on the 

wall. He was then questioned by Sgt. Ralph Stegall of the Illinois 

State Police. After being advised of his Miranda rights, the 

defendant confessed to the murders of Delahunt, Kagen, and Wear. 
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This first interview began at 10:40 p.m. and lasted just over two 

hours. Defendant was then left alone in the interview room for 

about an hour and a half. During this period, he was given; a 

cigarette, a cold soda and a cheeseburger. He was also allowed to 

use the bathroom. Stegall then conducted a second interview, which 

began at 2:55 a.m. and ended at 3:25 a.m. Defendant was advised of 

his Miranda rights and again made incriminating statements. 

Afterward, he was taken back to his holding cell, where he slept 

for five or six hours. 

59 The final interview began on the evening of August 24, 

1996, at 8:38 p.m. and lasted about two hours. This time, the 

defendant was interviewed by Detective Eric Cooper of the Mohave 

County Sheriff's Office, who had flown to Illinois. Defendant was 

advised of his rights and then gave a detailed, tape-recorded 

account of his involvement in the murders. He drank a soda during 

the interview and smoked a cigarette during a five to ten minute 

break. 

flO Poyson argues that these confessions were given under 

conditions so oppressive that his statements must be deemed 

involuntary. In Arizona, confessions are presumed to> be 
H 

involuntary, and the State has the burden of proving otherwise. 

See State v. Scott, 177 Ariz. 131, 136, 865 P.2d 792, 797 (1993). 

In ruling on voluntariness, a court must examine the totality of 

circumstances. See id. ; State v. Arnett, 119 Ariz. 38, 42, 579 
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P.2d 542, 546 (1978). Although "personal circumstances, • such' as 

intelligence and mental or emotional status, may be considered in 

a voluntariness inquiry, the critical element . . . is whether 

police conduct constituted overreaching." State v. Stanley, 167 

Ariz. 519, 524', 809 P.2d 944, 949 (1991); see also Colorado v. 

Connelly, 479 U.S. 157, 167, 107 S. Ct. 515, 522 (1986) (holding 

that "coercive police activity is a necessary predicate" to an 

involuntariness finding); Scott, 177 Ariz, at 136, 865 P.2d at 797. 

A trial' court's finding of voluntariness will be sustained absent 

clear and manifest error. See Scott, 177 Ariz, at 136, 865 P.2d at 

797; Arnett, 119 Ariz, at 38, 579 P.2d at 546. 

511 Defendant relies on his allegedly vulnerable mental state 

at the time of the statements. He emphasizes that he was depressed 

and remorseful when he made them. Defendant also' cites his age 

(twenty at the time of the confessions), his "low average 

intelligence," and his fright at being interrogated by the police. 

He does not, however, point to any evidence in the record 

indicating that the officers exploited his remorse, his age, or his 

fear to gain a confession. In fact, we find no suggestion of 

police overreaching. The three interviews were not long, and 

occurred over a twenty-four hour period. One lasted only thirty 

minutes. The others were each about two hours in length. We find 

no indication that the questioning was particularly intense or 

marked by coercion. The officers scrupulously advised the 
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defendant of his Miranda rights. Although handcuffed, he could 

comfortably sit or stand as he chose. See United States v. Elie, 

111 F.3d 1135, 1144 (4th Cir. 1997) (noting that handcuffing alone 

does not establish involuntariness). The officers never denied the 

defendant an opportunity to eat, drink, smoke, or use the bathroom. 

In fact, they made sure those needs were taken care of while he was 

in their custody. 

512 Poyson makes much of the fact that the interviews took 

place at night and suggests that the police exploited his fatigue 

to extract a confession. We reject this contention. Sgt. Stegall 

testified that the defendant was alert and answered questions 

coherently. Defendant never asked for an opportunity to sleep nor 

did he otherwise indicate that he was too tired to continue the 

interviews. Nothing in the record establishes a sleep-deprived 

condition that the police should have recognized on their own. 

After the first two interviews with Stegall, the defendant was left 

undisturbed in his cell for over fourteen hours. By his own 

account, he slept five or six of those hours. Nothing the police 

did prevented him from getting more sleep prior to the final 

interview that evening with Detective Cooper. 

513 in short, the State proved that the defendant's 

statements were voluntary. See, e.g., State v. Spears, 184 Ariz. 

277, 285-86, 908 P.2d 1062, 1070-71 (1996) (confession during a 

4:00 a.m. interview held voluntary where defendant was in custody 
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for sixteen hours without being offered food, drink or bedding, dnd 

without having used the bathroom); Scott, 177 Ariz, at 136-37, 865 

P.2d at 797-98 (confession held voluntary where defendant went to 

police station at,2:00 a.m., was questioned for fourteen hours, and 

was given soft drinks and cigarettes upon request). 

514 Defendant next argues that he did not receive proper 

Miranda warnings before the interview with Detective Cooper. The 

officer testified that he advised Poyson of his rights before he 

turned on the tape recorder. Although the warnings themselves were 

not recorded, the following exchange took place when the 

questioning began: 

Cooper: [A] couple of minutes ago, Bobby, I advised 
you of your Miranda rights, is that correct? 

Poyson: Yes, you did. 

Cooper: And did I do it from memory or did I read 'era? 

Poyson: You read Aem and from memory. 

Cooper: Okay. And did you understand those rights? 

• Poyson: Yes, I did. 

Cooper: Okay, Do you re - can you just repeat 'em back 
to me? 

Poyson: I HAVE THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT. AND 
ANYTHING I SAY CAN AND WILL BE USED AGAINST ME 
IN A COURT OF LAW. 

I HAVE THE RIGHT TO AN ATTORNEY. IF I CANNOT 
AFFORD ONE, ONE WILL, ONE WILL [sic] BE 
APPOINTED TO ME. 

Cooper: Okay. And did you understand all that? 
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Poyson: Yes, I.did. 

[Capitals in original]. 

Defendant argues that because he did not say the words, /"I 

have the right to an attorney present during questioning" when 

repeating what he had been told, there is evidence that Cooper 

never specifically advised him of that right. Thus, he asserts, 

the Miranda warnings were defective. After hearing testimony at 

the suppression hearing, the trial court found that the officer 

properly advised Poyson and concluded that the defendant simply 

"paraphras[ed] his rights in a manner less sophisticated than might 

be done by a lawyer or a police officer." 

515 The trial court's ruling on a motion to suppress will be 

upheld absent clear and manifest error. See State v. Spreitz, 190 

Ariz. 129, 144, 945 P.2d 1260,' 1274 (1997); Stanley, 167 Ariz, at 

523, 809 P.2d at 948. Here, the court's finding was not clearly 

erroneous. Cooper testified that he read Poyson his rights, and 

the defendant has never explicitly denied that fact. When 

questioned at the suppression hearing, Poyson said that he could 

not recall whether he was so advised; however, he conceded on 

cross-examination that it was possible the officer may have,done 

so. On re-direct, the defendant repeated this testimony. Perhaps 

the best evidence on this subject is the statement itself, in which 

the defendant admits that Cooper read him his rights both from a 

card and from memory. This admission was made only minutes after 
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the warnings were read, when the defendant's recollection was 

fresh. Based on such evidence, the trial court could reasonably 

find that Poyson was fully advised, even though he was not able to 

recite the Miranda litany verbatim. 

516 Finally, the defendant contends that the interview with 

Cooper was taped in violation of the Illinois eavesdropping statute 

and should have been suppressed. Illinois law makes it a crime to 

record a conversation without the permission of the parties. See 

720 111. Comp.. Stat. Ann. 5/14-1 to 5/14-5 (West 1993 & Supp. 

1999) . Statements obtained in violation of the statute are 

inadmissible in both civil and criminal cases. See id. 5/14-5. 

517 The trial court found that,Cooper obtained permission 

prior to questioning, although the only recorded request for 

permission occurs about a third of the way through the interview. 

Cooper'said that he asked for, and received, consent to tape the 

interview before it began. Sgt. Stegall testified that he did not 

specifically recall whether Cooper requested permission to record 

the interview. Nevertheless, he said that he would not have 

participated in the interview unless Cooper had secured permission. 

Defendant denied that "Cooper ever sought his consent to record 

their discussion. It is clear that the trial judge regarded Cooper 

and Stegall as the more credible witnesses. We cannot say that his 

resolution of this factual conflict was clearly erroneous. 

Admission of the Palm Print 

10 
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518 Defendant argues that the trial court erred in denying 

his motion to preclude evidence of a palm print found in the small 

travel trailer where Robert Delahunt was murdered. ' 

519 On February 4, 1998, the court ordered both the 

prosecution and defense to "disclose to the other side any names of 

witnesses, addresses of witnesses, [and] statements or reports that 

have been written by such witnesses" no later than two weeks before 

the trial date of March 2, 1998. On February 25, defense counsel 

interviewed Glenda Hardy, a print examiner for the Arizona 

Department of Public •• Safety. During the interview, Ms. Hardy 

referred to a "bloody palm print" that was taken from a shelf in 

the travel trailer where Delahunt was killed, which she identified 

as belonging to the defendant. 

520 Defendant asked the trial court to exclude the palm print 

because the State had violated the discovery deadline. He'asserted 

that Hardy's previous reports had referred only to "latent" prints 

(which he understood to mean "invisible") and had never mentioned 

a "bloody palm print." The late disclosure was unduly prejudicial, 

he argued, because "[u]p to that point, there was no physical 

evidence linking Robert Poyson to those homicides." The court 

denied the motion on the ground that previous reports had disclosed 

the existence of "latent prints." "Perhaps [the State] didn't 

refer to [the palm print] with as much specificity as they could 

have," the court said, "but I think the State has complied with the 

11 
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discovery requirements." For the same reason, the court also 

denied the defendant's motion to continue in order to have an 

expert analyze the palm print. 

521 A trial .court's erroneous decision to admit evidence not 

timely disclosed by the prosecution may, under some circumstances, 

be deemed harmless. See State v. Krone, 182 Ariz. 319, 321, 897 

P.2d 621, 623 (1995) . Error is harmless if the reviewing court can 

say, beyond a reasonable doubt, that it did not contribute to or 

affect the verdict. See State v. Fulminante, 193 Ariz. 485, 500, 

975 P.2d 75, 90 (1999); Krone, 182 Ariz, at 321, 897 P.2d at 623; 

State v. McVav, 127 Ariz. 450, 453, 622 P.2d 9, 12 (1980). This is 

a fact-specific inquiry; there is ,no bright-line method of 

determining whether a particular error is harmless. See State v. 

Bible, 175 Ariz. 549, 588, 858 P.2d 1152, 1191 (1993). 

522 ' Assuming, arguendo, that the trial court should not have 

admitted the palm print, we nevertheless conclude that the error 

was harmless. During his interview with Detective Cooper, Poyson 

gave a tape-recorded statement in which he admitted his involvement 

in these murders. The jury heard the tape at trial. Along with 

this voluntary confession, the State presented physical evidence 

from the scene and testimony by the medical examiner, all of which 

confirmed that the murders occurred exactly as the defendant said 

they had. Given the weight of this evidence, a jury would almost 

certainly have returned a guilty verdict even without the palm 

12 
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print. Any error in admitting it or in denying the motion for a 

continuance was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. • See,—e. q._, 

stai-P v. Sharp, 193 Ariz. 414, 420, 973 P.2d 1171, 1177, cert. 

denied, 120 S. Ct. 341 (1999) (admission of victim's broken and 

bloodied eyeglasses, which were found hidden under defendant's 

mattress, was harmless error in light of overwhelming evidence 

against defendant); State v. Spreitz, 190 Ariz. 129, 142, 945 P.2d 

1260, 1273 (1997)(erroneous admission of gruesome autopsy photos 

was harmless due to the overwhelming evidence of defendant's guilt, 

"including, most importantly, his own uncoerced confession"); 

Bible, 175 Ariz, at 588, 858 P.2d at 1191 (erroneous admission of 

DNA evidence was harmless where other evidence unequivocally 

pointed to defendant's guilt). 

SENTENCING ISSUES 

AGGRAVATION 

523 - The trial court found that the State proved the following 

three aggravating factors beyond a reasonable doubt: that each of 

these murders was committed in expectation of pecuniary gain, see 

A.R.S. § 13-703(F)(5); that the murders of Delahunt and Wear were 

especially cruel, see i i § 13-703(F)(6); and that the defendant 

was convicted of multiple homicides committed during the same 

offense. See id. § 13-703 (F) (8) . Defendant does not challenge 

these findings. Nevertheless, we must independently review the 

aggravating circumstances identified by the trial court. See 

13 
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A.R.S. § 13-703.01 (A) ; State v. Tankerslev, 191 Ariz. 359, 371, 956 

P.2d 486, 498 (1998) . 

Pecuniary Gain 

524 For the, pecuniary gain factor to apply, the State must 

prove beyond a reasonable doubt that receiving something of value 

was a "motive, cause or impetus [for the murder] and not merely the 

result." State v. Spencer, 176 Ariz. 36, 43, 859 P.2d 146, 153 

(1993) . In this case, the record is repletewith evidence that the 

defendant and Anderson committed the murders in order to steal 

Roland Wear's truck. As soon as Anderson arrived in Golden Valley, 

he told the defendant that he was eager to leave. Two days later, 

the pair agreed to kill Delahunt, Wear,and Kagen so that they could 

steal the truck and drive to Chicago. As Poyson admitted in his 

confession, this was the motive for the killings. This evidence is 

sufficient to support the pecuniary gain aggravator. See State v. 

Trostle, 191 Ariz. 4, 17-18, 951 P.2d 869, 882-83 (1997) (upholding 

(F)(5) finding where the defendant's motivation for the murder was 

to facilitate stealing a truck). 

Especially Cruel, Heinous or Depraved 

525 A murder is especially cruel if the victim consciously 

suffers physical pain or mental anguish before death. See, e.g.. 

State v. Bolton, 182 Ariz. 290, 311, 896 P.2d 830, 851 (1995); 

State v. Medrano, 173 Ariz. 393, 397, 844 P.2d 560, 564 (1992).. 

"Mental anguish can result when the victim experiences significant 
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uncertainty about his or her ultimate fate." State v. Schackart, 

190 Ariz. 238, 248, 947 P.2d 315, 325 (1997); see also State 'v. 

Medina, 193 Ariz. 504, 513, 975 P.2d 94, 103 (1999). Here, t,he 

State proved beyond a reasonable doubt that Delahunt and Wear 

engaged in protracted struggles for their lives, during which they 

undoubtedly experienced extreme mental anguish and physical pain. 

526 The existence of mental distress is apparent from the 

length of time during which both victims fought off the attacks of 

the defendant and Frank Anderson, as well as the victims' 

statements during the attacks. After Delahunt's throat was 

slashed, he struggled with Anderson and the defendant for some 

forty-five minutes before dying. He had two defensive wounds on 

his left hand, confirming that he was conscious throughout the 

ordeal. See Medrano, 173 Ariz', at 397, 844 P.2d at 564; State v. 

Amava-Ruiz, 166 Ariz. 152, 177, 800 P.2d 1260, 1285, (1990). 

According to the defendant's confession, Delahunt repeatedly asked 

why he and Anderson were trying to kill him. Likewise, after being 

shot in the mouth, Wear fought with Poyson and Anderson for several 

minutes before he died. During the attack, Wear begged the 

defendant not to hurt him, saying "Bobby, stop. Bobby don't. I 

never did anything to hurt you." In our view, it is beyond dispute 

that these victims suffered unspeakable mental anguish. See 

Medina, 193 Ariz, at 513, 975 P.2d at 103 (concluding that victim's 

cries of "Please don't hit me. Don't hit me. Don't. Don't," 
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evidenced both physical and mental pain and suffering); State 'v. 

Rienhardt, 190 Ariz. 579, 590, 951 P.2d 454, 455 (1997) (upholding 

cruelty finding where victim experienced twenty minute ride to the 

desert after being told he would be killed, and made statements 

revealing that he feared for his life). 

527 Clearly, the victims also suffered severe physical pain. 

Delahunt's throat was slashed by Anderson. Defendant then slammed 

the victim's head against the floor and pounded it with a rock. 

Later, he drove a knife into Delahunt's ear while the boy was still 

conscious and struggling. Similarly, Wear suffered a gunshot wound 

to the mouth that shattered several of his teeth. He was then 

struck in the head numerous times with, a rifle. Like Delahunt, he 

was conscious during much of the attack. Thus, the State proved 

beyond a reasonable doubt that the victims suffered great physical 

pain before their deaths. See State v. Apelt (Michael), 176 Ariz. 

349, 367, 861 P.2d 634, 652 (1993) (affirming cruelty finding where 

victim was conscious when struck repeatedly with great force, 

stabbed in the back and chest, and her throat was slashed); State 

v. Brewer, 170 Ariz. 486, 501, 826 P.2d 783, 799 (1992) (upholding 

cruelty finding where victim was conscious during forty-five minute 

attack). 

Multiple Homicides 

528 The murders occurred over a relatively short period of 

time (about five hours), at the same residence, and were a part of 
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A 

a single course of conduct. See State v. ,Dierf, 191 Ariz. 583, 

597, 959 P.2d 1274, 1288 (1998) (upholding (F)(8) finding where all 

four murders were committed in the same house during a period ,of 

about five hours) . Thus, Poyson was convicted of one or more other 

homicides committed during the course of each victim's murder. See 

A.R.S. § 13-703(F) (8) . This aggravating factor was proven beyond 

a reasonable doubt. 

MITIGATION 

529 The trial court found that the defendant did not prove 

any of the statutory-mitigating factors set out in A.R.S. § 13-

703(G) (l)-(5) . Defendant challenges the court's (G) (1) and (G) (5) 

findings. We independently review the mitigating circumstances. 

See A.R.S. § 13-703.01(A). 

Drug Use 

530 The trial court rejected Poyson's claim that drugs 

significantly impaired his ability to appreciate the wrongfulness 

of his actions or to conform his conduct to the requirements of the 

law. See A.R.S. § 13-703 (G) (1) . It reasoned that because the 

defendant was able to carry out the plan to murder Kagen, Wear, and 

Delahunt, it is unlikely that he was impaired by drugs. Defendant, 

on the other hand, argues that his drug use in the days leading up 

to, and on the day of, the murders caused significant impairment. 

531 A.R.S. § 13-703 (G) (1) is phrased disjunctively. See 

State v. Rossi, 154 Ariz. 245, 251, 741 P.2d 1223, 1229 (1987). 
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Thus, the defendant can show either that he'was unable to .conform 

his conduct to the requirements of the law, or that he could not 

appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct; he is not required to 

prove both. See. id^ In this case, we hold that the defendant has 

failed to prove' either prong of the statute. 

532 We cannot say that the defendant's drug use rendered him 

unable to conform his conduct to the requirements of the law. 

First of all, there is scant evidence that he was actually 

intoxicated on ttye day of the murders. Although Poyson purportedly 

used both marijuana and PCP "on an as available basis" in days 

preceding these crimes, the only substance he apparently used on 

the date in question was marijuana. However, the defendant 

reported smoking the marijuana at least six hours before killing 

Delahunt and eleven hours before the murders of Kagen and Wear. 

Thus, even if he was still "high" at the time of these crimes, it 

is unlikely that he was so intoxicated as to be unable to conform 

his conduct to the requirements of the law. In order to constitute 

(G)(1) mitigation, the defendant must prove substantial impairment 

from drugs or alcohol, not merely that he was "'buzzed.'" State v. 

Schackart, 190 Ariz. 238, 251, 947 P.2d 315, 328 (1997). 

533 Defendant also claims to have had a PCP "flashback" 

during the murder of Delahunt. The trial court did not find the 

evidence credible on this point. We agree. Other than the 

defendant's self-reporting, nothing in the record supports this 
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claim, nor is there evidence that any such "flashback" had an 

effect on his ability to control himself. Even taking the evidence 

at face value, the episode appears to have lasted only a few 

moments during Delahunt's murder. The defendant was apparently not 

under the influence of PCP at any other time. Thus, the flashback 

could not have affected his decision to begin the attack or to 

continue it once the flashback subsided; nor could it have played 

a role in his decision to kill Kagen and Wear later that night. We 

are therefore not convinced that Poyson's ability to control his 

conduct was significantly affected by PCP use. 

534 Other evidence in the record belies the defendant's claim 

of impairment. For instance, he was able to concoct a ruse to 

obtain bullets from the neighbor. He also had the foresight' to 

test the rifle, making sure it would work properly when needed, and 

to cut the telephone line to prevent Kagen and Wear from calling 

for help. These actions, coupled with the deliberateness with 

which the murders were carried out, lead us to conclude that the 

defendant was not suffering from any substantial impairment on the 

day in question. See State v. Tittle, 147 Ariz. 339, 343-44, 710 

P.2d 449, 453-54 (1985) (detailed plan to commit murder, was 

inconsistent with claim of impairment). 

535 Poyson's attempts to conceal his crimes also indicate 

that he was able to appreciate the wrongfulness of his actions. 

For example, he had Kimberly Lane sneak him into the main trailer 
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after murdering Delahunt so that he could wash the blood from his 

hands. He also covered Wear's body with debris in order to delay 

its discovery by police after he and the others had fled. These 

actions show that,, he "understood the wrongfulness of his acts and 

attempted to avoid prosecution." State v. Jones, 185 Ariz. 471, 

489, 917 P.2d 200, 218 (1996) ((G) (1) not satisfied where defendant 

took significant steps to conceal his crimes and evade capture); 

see also State v. Sharp, 193 Ariz. 414, 424, 973 P.2d 1171, 1181, 

cert, denied, 1?0 S. Ct. 341 (1999) ((G)(1) not proven where 

defendant attempted to hide evidence that might link him to the 

crime) . We also note that the defendant was able to recall in 

remarkable detail how he committed these murders. We have found 

this to be a significant fact in rejecting a perpetrator's claim 

that he could not appreciate the wrongfulness of his actions. See, 

e.g.. State v. Gallegos, 185 Ariz. 340, 345, 916 P.2d 1056, 1061 

(1996); Rossi, 154 Ariz, at 251, 741 P.2d at 1229; State v. 

Wallace, 151 Ariz. 362, 369, 728 P.2d 232, 239 (1986). We hold, 

therefore, that the defendant failed to prove the (G)(1) mitigating 

circumstance. 

Age 

536 Although Poyson was only nineteen at the time of the 

murders, the trial court ruled that his age was not a statutory 

mitigating factor under A.R.S. § 13-703(G)(5). The judge 

acknowledged that he was "relatively young, chronologically 
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speaking," but said that he was not so young, "[a]s far as the 

criminal justice system goes." The court cited the fact that the 

defendant had lived on his own for some time before.the crimes and 

had been working. Defendant argues that because of his age and 

immaturity, he was easily influenced by others, including his co-

defendants in this case. 

537 "The age of the defendant at the time of the murder can 

be a substantial and relevant mitigating circumstance." State v. 

Laird, 186 Ariz. 203, 209, 920 P.2d 769, 775 (1.996). We have found 

the '(G) (5) factor to exist in cases where defendants were as old as 

nineteen and twenty. See State v. Trostle, 191 Ariz. 4, 21, 951 

P.2d 869, 886 (1997) (twenty); State v. Bolton, 182 Ariz. 290, 314, 

896 P.2d 830, 854 (1995) (nineteen); State v. Herrera, Jr., 17,6 

Ariz. 21, 34, 859 P.2d 131, 144"(1993) (twenty); State v. Greenway, 

170 Ariz. 155, 170, 823 P.2d 22, 37 (1991) (nineteen). 

Chronological age, however, is not the end of the inquiry. To 

determine how much weight to assign the defendant's age, we must 

also consider his level of intelligence, maturity, past experience, 

and level of participation in the killings. See Trostle, 191 Ariz, 

at 21, 951 P.2d at 886; Laird, 186 Ariz, at 209, 920 P.2d at ,775. 

If a defendant has a substantial criminal history or was a major 

participant in the commission of the murder, the weight his or her 

age will be given may be discounted. See, e.g.. State v. Gallegos, 

185 Ariz. 340, 346, 916 P.2d 1056, 1062 (1996); Bolton, 182 Ariz. 
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at 314, 896 P.2d at 854; Greenway, 170 Ariz, at 170, 823 P.2d>at 

37. 

538 At his sentencing hearing, Poyson presented evidence that 

he was of "low average" intelligence. We agree with the trial 

court that this fact was shown by a preponderance of the evidence. 

Defendant also presented some evidence that he was immature and 

easily led by others. One of his cousins, for example, believed 

that because he lacked a consistent father figure growing up, he 

was prone to be influenced by older men like Frank Anderson. 

Arguably, these facts weigh in favor of assigning some mitigating 

weight to the defendant's age. However, he was no stranger to the 

criminal justice system. As a juvenile, he had committed several 

serious offenses, including burglary and assault, for which he 

served time in a detention facility. Moreover, it is clear that he 

was a major participant in these murders at both the planning and 

execution stages. 

539 We conclude that Poyson's age is a mitigating 

circumstance. However, in light of his criminal history and his 

extensive participation in these crimes, we accord this factor 

little weight. See Jackson. 186 Ariz, at 31-32, 918 P.2d at 1049-

50 (discounting defendant's age based on his high level of 

participation in the murder); Gallegos, 185 Ariz, at 346, 916 P.2d 

at 1062 (same); Bolton, 182 Ariz, at 314, 896 P.2d at 854 (same). 

INDEPENDENT REWEIGHING 
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540 A.R.S. § 13-703.01(A) requires us to independently review 

and reweigh the aggravating and mitigating circumstances in every 

capital case in order to determine the propriety of the death 

sentence. See, e.g., State v. Medina, 193 Ariz. 5 04, 516, 975 P.2d 

94, 106 (1999) . As noted above, the trial court found, as to 

victims Wear and Delahunt, that the State had proven three 

statutory aggravators: A.R.S. §§ 13-703(F) (5) , murder committed for 

pecuniary gain; (F)(6), murder committed in an especially cruel 

manner; and (F)(8), multiple homicides. As to the victim Kagen, 

the court concluded that the State had proven two aggravators: 

(F)(5) and (F)(8). The trial court also held that the defendant 

had failed to prove any statutory mitigators. We agree with the 

court's findings regarding the aggravating factors. However,' as 

indicated above, we believe the defendant's age is a mitigating 

circumstance that should be given some weight, albeit minimal. 

541 Poyson also presented evidence regarding several 

nonstatutory mitigating factors but the trial judge found that he 

had proven only one by a preponderance of the evidence: cooperation 

with law enforcement. As to the others, the court concluded that 

either (1) the mitigator had not been proven, or (2) the mitigator 

had been proven but was not entitled to any weight. Defendant 

challenges several of these rulings. We briefly summarize the 

court's findings and the evidence presented at the sentencing 

hearing. 
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Drug Use 

542 The trial judge refused to accord any weight to the 

defendant's substance abuse as a nonstatutory mitigating 

circumstance. It•• characterized the defendant's claims that he had 

used drugs or alcohol in the past or was under the influence of 

drugs on the day of the murders as little more than "vague 

allegations." As discussed above, we agree. 

Mental Health 

543 The trial court found that Poyson suffers from "certain 

personality disorders" but did not assign any weight to this 

factor. Dr. Celia Drake diagnosed the defendant with antisocial 

personality disorder, which she attributed to the "chaotic 

environment in which he was raised." She found that there was, 

among other things, no "appropriate model for moral reasoning 

within' the family setting" to which the defendant could look for 

guidance. However, we find no indication in the record that "the 

disorder controlled [his] conduct or impaired his mental capacity 

to such a degree that leniency is required." State v. Brewer, 170 

Ariz. 486, 505, 826 P.2d 783, 802 (1992); see also Medina, 193 

Ariz, at 517, 975 P.2d at 107 (holding that the defendant's 

personality disorder "ha[d] little or no mitigating value" where 

the defendant's desire to emulate his friends, not his mental 

disorder, was the cause of his criminal behavior). We therefore 

accord this factor no mitigating weight. 
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) ) 

Abusive Childhood 

544 The trial court found that the defendant failed to prove 

a dysfunctional family background or that he suffered physical 'or 

sexual abuse as a child. Defendant presented some evidence that as 

a youngster he was physically and mentally abused by several 

stepfathers and his maternal grandmother. He also self-reported 

one instance of sexual assault by a neighbor. Again, however, 

defendant did not show that: his traumatic childhood somehow 

rendered him unable to control his conduct. Thus, the evidence is 

without mitigating value. 

Remorse 

545 The trial court found that the defendant was remorseful 

about the commission of the offenses but gave that circumstance no 

weight. The court thought that if he were truly remorseful, he 

would have prevented one or two of the killings or would have 

turned himself in. Defendant presented some evidence of remorse. 

Sgt. Stegall testified that during questioning Poyson expressed 

remorse, particularly about the murder of Delahunt. In his 

statement to Detective Cooper, the defendant said that he felt 

"bad" about all of the murders. We find this evidence unpersuasive 

and, like the trial judge, accord it no real significance. 

546 The trial court ruled that the defendant failed to prove 

that he could be rehabilitated. The judge said that "[i]f there is 
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anything that.has been presented to even suggest that, I must have 

missed it." Dr. Drake's report suggests that the defendant is 

rehabilitatable, based on his past history of success in other 

institutional settings. She said that "[t]here are some 

indications that he . . . was responsive to the structure provided 

in various placements. In discharge summaries from all three 

institutions in which he was placed there was documented progress." 

We find that this evidence has some mitigating value. See State v. 

Murray, 184 Ariz,. 9, 40, 906 P.2d 542, 573 (1995) (potential for 

rehabilitation can be a mitigating circumstance). 

Family Support 

547 The trial court found that the defendant failed to 

establish any meaningful family support. At the mitigation 

hearing, the defendant's mother and aunt testified. Other 

relatives cooperated with Mr. Abbott, the defense mitigation 

specialist, during his investigation, and several family members 

wrote letters asking the court to spare Poyson's life. We accord 

this factor minimal mitigating weight. See State v. Gonzales, 181 

Ariz. 502, 515, 892 P.2d 838, 851 (1995) (family support can be 

given de minimis weight in mitigation). 

548 After our independent review, we conclude that even 

crediting defendant's cooperation with law enforcement, age, 

potential for rehabilitation, and family support, the mitigating 

evidence in this case is not sufficiently substantial to call for 
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leniency. 

ISSUES RAISED TO AVOID PRECLUSION 

549 Defendant seeks to preserve numerous constitutional 

challenges to Arizona's death penalty scheme. We have 

dispositively addressed these issues in previous cases as follows: 

550 Prosecutor has unfettered discretion to seek the death 

penalty, rejected in State v. Sharp, 193 Ariz. 414, 426, 973 P.2d 

1171, 1183, cert, denied, 120 S. Ct. 341 (1999). 

551 Pecuniary gain aggravating factor does not sufficiently 

narrow the class of death eligible individuals, rejected in State 

v. West, 176 Ariz. 432, 448-49, 862 P.2d 192, 208-09 (1993). 

552 Judge alone makes aggravation or mitigation findings, 

rejected in State v.--Schackart, 190 Ariz. 238, 260, 947 P.2d 315, 

337 (1997) . 

553 The death penalty discriminates against young, poor and 

male defendants, rejected in Schackart, 190 Ariz, at 260, 947 P.2d 

at 337. 

554 Capital punishment is unconstitutional on its face and as 

applied, rejected in State v. White, 194 Ariz. 344, 355, 982 P.2d 

819, 830 (1999), cert, denied 120 S. Ct. 1272 (2000) (not 

unconstitutional on its face); State v. Van Adams, 194 Ariz. 408, 

422, 984 P.2d 16, 30 (1999), cert, denied, 120 S. Ct. 1199 (2000) 

(not per se cruel and unusual punishment); Schackart, 190 Ariz, at 

260, 947 P.2d at 337 (not imposed arbitrarily and irrationally). 
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^ 

f55 No opportunity to death-qualify the sentencing judge, 

rejected in Schackart, 190 Ariz, at 260, 947 P.2d at 337. 

556 A.R.S. § 13-703(F)(6) violates the Equal Protection 

Clause, rejected in State v. Gallegos, 185 Ariz. 340, 348, 916 P.2d 

1056, 1064 (1996). 

557 No statutory standards for weighing, rejected in 

Schackart, 190 Ariz, at 260, 947 P.2d at 337. 

558 No proportionality review, rejected in Schackart, 190 

Ariz, at 260, 947 P.2d at 337. 

559 The statute does not require sentencer to find beyond a 

reasonable doubt that the aggravating circumstances outweigh the 

mitigating circumstances, rejected in White, 194 Ariz, at 355, 982 

P.2d at 830. 

DISPOSITION 

560 For the foregoing reasons, we affirm the defendant's 

convictions and sentences. 

THOMAS A. ZLAKET, Chief Justice 

CONCURRING: 

CHARLES E. JONES, Vice Chief Justice 

STANLEY G. FELDMAN, Justice 
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Jr *J 

FREDERICK J. MARTONE, Justice 

RUTH V. MCGREGOR, Justice 
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NOV 201998 

SUPERIOR COURT OF ARIZONA 
MOHAVE COUNTY 

KINGMAN AZ 

LINDA SEAPY , 
t'ly. CLERK s~ COURT 
fJ • 0S!.tf:i::l. DEPUTY 

-L 
Div. 

NOV. 20, 1998 
'Date 

NO: CR-96-865 

STATE OF ARIZONA 
Vs. 

ROBERT ALLEN POYSON, 

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 15,1976. 

SENTENCE OF IMPRISONMENT 

STEVEN F. CONN 
Judge 

CINDY ROTH 
Linda Seapy, Clerk 
By: Deputy Clerk 

County Attorney by: 
DEREK CARLISLE 

BILLY K. SIPE, JR. 
Defense Counsel 

_ The State is represented by the above named Deputy County Attorney; the 
Defendant is present with counsel named above. 

Court Reporter SANDRA BRICE, is present. 

The defendant is advised of the charge, the determination of guilt and is given the 
opportunity to speak. 

Pursuant to A.R.S. § 13-607, the Court finds as follows: 

[] WAIVER OF TRIAL: The defendant knowingly, intelligently and voluntarily waived 
his/her right to a trial with a jury, his/her right to confront and cross examine witnesses, 
his/her right to testify or remain silent and his/her right to present evidence and call his/her 
own witnesses after having been advised of these rights. The determination of guilt was 
based upon a plea of gUilty. 

[] WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL: The defendant knowingly, intelligently and voluntarily 
waived his/her right to a trial by jury after having been advised of his/her right to same. 
The determination of guilt was based upon a trial to the Court. 

[X ] JURY VERDICT: The determination of guilt was based upon a verdict of guilty after 
a jury trial. 

Having found no legal cause to delay rendition of judgment and pronoLincement of 
sentence, the Court enters the following Judgment and Sentence. 
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~ 
Div. 

NOV. 20, 1998 
Date 

NO: CR-96-865 
STATE VS. ROBERT ALLEN POYSON 

STEVEN F. CONN 
Judge 

CINDY ROTH 
Deputy Clerk 

IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that the Defendant is gUilty of the following 
crime(s), that upon due consideration of all the facts, law and circumstances relevant here, 
the Court finds that suspension of sentence and a term of probation are not appropriate 
and that a sentence of imprisonment with the Department of Corrections is appropriate. 

THE COURT FURTHER FINDS that there are circumstances sufficiently substantial to call 
for a Presumptive or Aggravated or Mitigated term as indicated. These circumstances are 
stated by the Court on the record. 

AS PUNISHMENT, IT IS ORDERED that the defendant is sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment and is committed to the Arizona Department of Corrections as follows: 

OFFENSE: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT FIRST DEGREE MURDER - COUNT I 

FELONY CLASS:_1 

IN VIOLATION OF A.R.S. § 13-1003.13-1005,13-604,13-701 & 13-801 

DATE OF OFFENSE: AUGUST 12, 1996 

SENTENCE: LIFE IN PRISON WITHOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF PAROLE FOR 25 CALENDAR 
YEARS 

and the reasons therefore are stated by the Court on the record. 

This sentence is to date from November 20, 1998. The defendant is to be given credit for 
819 days served prior to sentencing. 

AND; 

AS PUNISHMENT, IT IS ORDERED that the defendant is sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment and is committed to the Arizona Department of Corrections as follows: 

OFFENSE: FIRST DEGREE MURDER (ROBERT DELAHUNT) - COUNT II 

FELONY CLASS: _1 

{105 
IN VIOLATION OF A.R.S. § 13-~, 13-604.13-703,13-701 & 13-801 
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-L 
Div. 

NOV. 20. 1998 
Date 

NO: CR-96-865 
STATE VS. ROBERT ALLEN POYSON 

DATE OF OFFENSE: AUGUST 13. 1996 

SENTENCE: DEATH 

STEVEN F. CONN 
Judge 

and the reasons therefore are stated by the Court on the record. 

This sentence is to date from November 20, 1998. 

AND; 

CINDY ROTH 
Deputy Clerk 

AS PUNISHMENT, IT IS ORDERED that the defendant is sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment and is committed to the Arizona Department of Corrections as follows: 

OFFENSE: FIRST DEGREE MURDER (LETA KAGEN) - COUNT "I 

FELONY CLASS: _1 

IN VIOLATION OF A.R.S. § 13-1105.13-604.13-703.13-701 & 13-801 

DATE OF OFFENSE: AUGUST 13. 1996 

SENTENCE: DEATH 

and the reasons therefore are stated by the Court on the record. 

This sentence is to date from November 20, 1998 . 

AND; 

AS PUNISHMENT, IT IS ORDERED that the defendant is sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment and is committed to the Arizona Department of Corrections as follows: 

OFFENSE: FIRST DEGREE MURDER (ROLAND WEAR) - COUNT IV 

FELONY CLASS:_1 
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~ 
Div. 

NOV. 20, 1998 
Date 

NO: CR-96-865 
STATE VS. ROBERT ALLEN POYSON 

1/05 

STEVEN F. CONN 
Judge 

D. BARBER 
Deputy Clerk 

IN VIOLATION OF A.R.S. § 13-:t-ee5", 13-604, 13-703, 13-701 & 13-801 

DATE OF OFFENSE: AUGUST 13, 1996 

SENTENCE: DEATH 

and the reasons therefore are stated by the Court on the record. 

This sentence is to date from November 20, 1998 . 

AND; 

AS PUNISHMENT, IT IS ORDERED that the defendant is sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment and is committed to the Arizona Department of Corrections as follows: 

OFFENSE: ARMED ROBBERY - COUNT V 

FELONY CLASS: 2. 

IN VIOLATION OF A.R.S. § 13-1904, 13-604, 13-701 & 13-801 

DATE OF OFFENSE: AUGUST 13, 1996 

SENTENCE: 10.5 YEARS WITH THE ARIZONA DEPT OF CORRECTIONS 

[] MITIGATED [X ] PRESUMPTIVE [] AGGRAVATED 
[] NONDANGEROUS [X ] DANGEROUS PURSUANT TO A.R.S. § 13-604 
[X] NONREPETITIVE [] REPETITIVE PURSUANT TO A.R.S. § 13-604 
[] NONDANGERQUS BUT [] DANGEROUS AND VIOLATIVE OF 

VIOLATIVE OF A.R.S § 13-604.01 (B) A.R.S. § 13-604.01 (A) 

[X ] This sentence is to be concurrent with Counts I, II, '" and IV. 

and the reasons therefore are stated by the Court on the record. 

This sentence is to date from November 20, 1998; Defendant is to be given credit for 819 
days served prior to sentencing. 
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~ 
Div. 

NOV. 20, 1998 
Date 

NO: CR-96-865 
STATE VS. ROBERT ALLEN POYSON 

STEVEN F. CONN 
Judge 

D. BARBER 
Deputy Clerk 

IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant will pay restitution in the amount of $3,000.00. 

The defendant is advised concerning rights of appeal/review and written notice of those 
rights are provided. 

[] ORDERED exonerating any bond. 

[ ] ORDERED granting the State's Motion to Dismiss, pursuant to the plea agreement. 

ORDERED authorizing the Sheriff of Mohave County to deliver the defendant to the custody 
of the Arizona Department of Corrections to carry out the term of imprisonment set forth 
herein. 

ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall remit to the Department of Corrections a copy 
of this order together with all pre-sentence reports, probation violation reports, medical and 
psychological reports relating to the defendant and involving this case. 

Let the record reflect that the defendant's fingerprint is permanently affixed to this 
sentencing order in open Court. 
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NovJJtR3 
::; c:R96 ~86s 
STATE VS. BobwCKf A 17qsl2n 

STEVEN F. CONN 
Judge 

FILED: Notice of Rights of Appeal/Review signed by the defendant. 

Hearing concludes at 3; Is- EI-rm":"/p.m. 

Cc: 
Mohave County Attorney's Office 

r1> ,/ ['1 Ic. S- f ~ , J..v-
Defense Counsel 

Mohave County Probation Department 

Mohave County Jail 

Mohave County Jail 
WARRANTS & TRANSPORTS 

Arizona Department of Corrections 

Alhambra Reception Center 
or 

~rryvill~ Reception C@nte r 

Honorable Steven F. Conn 
Division 3 

Fingerprint 

C ROTH 
Deputy Clerk 
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

ROBERT ALLEN POYSON,
Petitioner-Appellant,

v.

CHARLES L. RYAN,
Respondent-Appellee.

No. 10-99005

D.C. No.
2:04-cv-00534-NVW

ORDER AND
AMENDED OPINION

Appeal from the United States District Court
for the District of Arizona

Neil V. Wake, District Judge, Presiding

Argued and Submitted February 15, 2012
San Francisco, California

Filed March 22, 2013
Amended November 7, 2013

Argued and Submitted En Banc September 18, 2017
Amended January 12, 2018

Before: Sidney R. Thomas, Chief Judge, and Raymond C.
Fisher and Sandra S. Ikuta, Circuit Judges.

Order;
Opinion by Judge Fisher;

Concurrence by Judge Ikuta
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POYSON V. RYAN2

SUMMARY*

Habeas Corpus / Death Penalty

The panel granted a petition for panel rehearing, filed an
amended opinion reversing the district court’s denial of
Robert Allen Poyson’s habeas corpus petition challenging his
death sentence, and remanded.

The panel held that the Arizona Supreme Court denied
Poyson his Eighth Amendment right to individualized
sentencing by applying an unconstitutional causal nexus test
to his mitigating evidence of a troubled childhood and mental
health issues.  The panel held that the error had substantial
and injurious effect or influence in determining the sentence,
and therefore granted habeas relief on this claim.

The panel denied relief on Poyson’s claim that the
Arizona courts failed to consider his history of substance
abuse as a nonstatutory mitigating factor.  The panel wrote
that the state courts did consider the evidence and simply
found it wanting as matter of fact.  The panel wrote that the
state supreme court did not misconstrue the state trial court’s
findings, so it did not deprive Poyson of meaningful appellate
review of his death sentence. 

The panel agreed with the district court that Poyson’s
ineffective assistance of counsel claim is procedurally
defaulted because it is fundamentally different from the claim
he presented in state court.

   * This summary constitutes no part of the opinion of the court.  It has
been prepared by court staff for the convenience of the reader.
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POYSON V. RYAN 3

The panel denied Poyson’s motion for reconsideration of
its March 2013 order denying his motion for remand under
Martinez v. Ryan, 566 U.S. 1 (2012).

Judge Ikuta concurred because the three-judge panel is
bound by the decision in McKinney v. Ryan, 813 F.3d 798
(9th Cir. 2015) (en banc), but wrote separately to highlight
how McKinney’s erroneous conclusion that a causal nexus
error had a “substantial and injurious effect” on a state court’s
decision infects the panel’s decision in this case.

COUNSEL

Therese Michelle Day (argued), Assistant Federal Public
Defender; Jon M. Sands, Federal Public Defender; Office of
the Federal Public Defender, Phoenix, Arizona; for
Petitioner-Appellant.

J.D. Nielsen (argued) and Jon G. Anderson, Assistant
Attorneys General; Lacey Stover Gard, Chief Counsel; Mark
Brnovich, Attorney General; Capital Litigation Section,
Office of the Attorney General, Phoenix, Arizona; for
Respondent-Appellee.
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POYSON V. RYAN4

ORDER

The petition for panel rehearing filed April 12, 2013 (Dkt.
69), which remains pending pursuant to this court’s April 2,
2014 order (Dkt. 79), is GRANTED.

The opinion filed November 7, 2013, and reported at
743 F.3d 1183, is AMENDED.  An amended opinion is filed
concurrently with this order.

No further petitions for rehearing may be filed.

OPINION

FISHER, Circuit Judge:

Robert Allen Poyson was convicted of murder and
sentenced to death in 1998.  After pursuing direct review and
seeking postconviction relief in state court, he filed a habeas
petition in federal district court.  The district court denied the
petition, and Poyson appeals.

Poyson raises three claims on appeal, each of which has
been certified by the district court pursuant to Fed. R. App. P.
22(b) and 28 U.S.C. § 2253(c): (1) the Arizona courts applied
an unconstitutional causal nexus test to mitigating evidence;
(2) the Arizona courts failed to consider mitigating evidence
of his history of substance abuse; and (3) his trial counsel
provided ineffective assistance of counsel during the penalty
phase of his trial by failing to investigate the possibility that
he suffered from fetal alcohol spectrum disorder.  We agree
with Poyson on his first claim.  We conclude his second claim
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POYSON V. RYAN 5

is without merit.  And we hold his third claim is procedurally
defaulted.

As to the first claim, we hold the Arizona Supreme Court
denied Poyson his Eighth Amendment right to individualized
sentencing by applying an unconstitutional causal nexus test
to his mitigating evidence of a troubled childhood and mental
health issues.  We reach this conclusion because (1) the
Arizona Supreme Court sentenced Poyson in 2000, which
was in the midst of the 15-year period during which that court
consistently applied an unconstitutional causal nexus test to
evidence of a capital defendant’s family background or
mental condition, see McKinney v. Ryan, 813 F.3d 798,
802–03 (9th Cir. 2015) (en banc); (2) in sentencing Poyson,
the Arizona Supreme Court gave Poyson’s proffered evidence
no weight, and it expressly did so because of the absence of
a causal connection between the evidence and his crimes, see
State v. Poyson, 7 P.3d 79, 90–91 (Ariz. 2000); (3) in
affording that evidence no weight, the Arizona Supreme
Court cited a passage in one of its earlier cases that we have
specifically identified as articulating that court’s
unconstitutional causal nexus test, see id. (quoting State v.
Brewer, 826 P.2d 783, 802 (Ariz. 1992)); McKinney,
813 F.3d at 815; and (4) although the Arizona Supreme Court
couched its decision in terms of “mitigating weight” and
“mitigating value,” our case law makes clear that the court
deemed the evidence nonmitigating as a matter of law, see
McKinney, 813 F.3d at 816–17.  The Arizona Supreme
Court’s application of this unconstitutional causal nexus test
was “contrary to” the Supreme Court’s decision in Eddings
v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104 (1982), see 28 U.S.C.
§ 2254(d)(1), and constituted a violation of Poyson’s rights
under the Eighth Amendment.  We further hold the error “had
substantial and injurious effect or influence in determining”
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POYSON V. RYAN6

the sentence.  McKinney, 813 F.3d at 822 (quoting Brecht v.
Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619, 623 (1993)).  We therefore grant
habeas relief on Poyson’s causal nexus claim.

We deny habeas relief on Poyson’s claim that the Arizona
courts failed to consider his history of substance abuse as a
nonstatutory mitigating factor.  Poyson argues the state courts
unconstitutionally refused to consider mitigating evidence, a
claim arising under Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978), and
Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104 (1982).  The state courts,
however, did consider the evidence.  They simply found it
wanting as a matter of fact, finding the evidence failed to
prove a history of substance abuse.  There was therefore no
constitutional violation under Lockett and Eddings.  Nor was
there a constitutional violation under Parker v. Dugger,
498 U.S. 308, 321 (1991).  The state supreme court did not
misconstrue the state trial court’s findings, so it did not
deprive Poyson of meaningful appellate review of his death
sentence.

Finally, we agree with the district court that Poyson’s
ineffective assistance of counsel claim is procedurally
defaulted because it is fundamentally different from the claim
he presented in state court.  Although it is true that “new
factual allegations do not ordinarily render a claim
unexhausted, a petitioner may not ‘fundamentally alter the
legal claim already considered by the state courts.’”  Beaty v.
Stewart, 303 F.3d 975, 989–90 (9th Cir. 2002) (quoting
Vasquez v. Hillery, 474 U.S. 254, 260 (1986)).  Poyson’s
federal petition raises a theory of deficient performance –
failure to investigate and present mitigating evidence of fetal
alcohol spectrum disorder – that the state courts had no
“meaningful opportunity to consider.”  Vasquez, 474 U.S. at
257.  The claim is therefore procedurally defaulted.
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POYSON V. RYAN 7

I.  BACKGROUND

A. The Crimes

Poyson was born in August 1976.  The facts of his crimes,
committed in 1996, were summarized as follows by the
Arizona Supreme Court in State v. Poyson, 7 P.3d 79, 83
(Ariz. 2000).

Poyson met Leta Kagen, her 15 year-old son, Robert
Delahunt, and Roland Wear in April 1996.  Poyson was then
19 years old and homeless.  Kagen allowed him to stay with
her and the others at their trailer in Golden Valley, near
Kingman, Arizona.  In August of the same year, Kagen was
introduced to 48 year-old Frank Anderson and his 14 year-old
girlfriend, Kimberly Lane.  They, too, needed a place to live,
and Kagen invited them to stay at the trailer.

Anderson informed Poyson that he was eager to travel to
Chicago, where he claimed to have organized crime
connections.  Because none of them had a way of getting to
Chicago, Anderson, Poyson and Lane formulated a plan to
kill Kagen, Delahunt and Wear in order to steal the latter’s
truck.

On the evening of August 13, 1996, Lane lured Delahunt
into a small travel trailer on the property, ostensibly for sex. 
There, Anderson commenced an attack on the boy by slitting
his throat with a bread knife.  Poyson heard Delahunt’s
screams and ran to the travel trailer.  While Anderson held
Delahunt down, Poyson bashed his head against the floor. 
Poyson also beat Delahunt’s head with his fists, and pounded
it with a rock.  This, however, did not kill Delahunt, so
Poyson took the bread knife and drove it through his ear. 
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POYSON V. RYAN8

Although the blade penetrated Delahunt’s skull and exited
through his nose, the wound was not fatal.  Poyson thereafter
continued to slam Delahunt’s head against the floor until
Delahunt lost consciousness.  According to the medical
examiner, Delahunt died of massive blunt force head trauma. 
In all, the attack lasted about 45 minutes.

After cleaning themselves up, Poyson and Anderson
prepared to kill Kagen and Wear.  They first located Wear’s
.22 caliber rifle.  Unable to find ammunition, Poyson
borrowed two rounds from a young girl who lived next door,
telling her that Delahunt was in the desert surrounded by
snakes and the bullets were needed to rescue him.  Poyson
loaded the rifle and tested it for about five minutes to make
sure it would function properly.  He then stashed it near a
shed.  Later that evening, he cut the telephone line to the
trailer so that neither of the remaining victims could call for
help.

After Kagen and Wear were asleep, Poyson and Anderson
went into their bedroom.  Poyson first shot Kagen in the head,
killing her instantly.  After quickly reloading the rifle, he shot
Wear in the mouth, shattering Wear’s upper right teeth.  A
struggle ensued, during which Poyson repeatedly clubbed
Wear in the head with the rifle.  The fracas eventually moved
outside.  At some point, Anderson threw a cinder block at
Wear, hitting him in the back and knocking him to the
ground.  While the victim was lying there, Poyson twice
kicked him in the head.  He then picked up the cinder block
and threw it several times at Wear’s head.  After Wear
stopped moving, Poyson took his wallet and the keys to
Wear’s truck.  To conceal the body, Poyson covered it with
debris from the yard.  Poyson, Anderson and Lane then took
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POYSON V. RYAN 9

the truck and traveled to Illinois, where they were
apprehended several days later.

B. Trial and Conviction

A grand jury indicted Poyson on three counts of first
degree murder, one count of conspiracy to commit murder
and one count of armed robbery.  The jury convicted on all
counts in March 1998, following a six-day trial.

C. Sentencing

1. Mitigation Investigation

Following the guilty verdicts, the state trial court
approved funds to hire a mitigation specialist to assist in
preparing for Poyson’s sentencing.  Counsel retained
investigator Blair Abbott.

In a June 1998 memorandum, Abbott informed counsel
that Poyson’s mother, Ruth Garcia (Garcia), used drugs
during the first trimester of her pregnancy and recommended
that counsel investigate the possibility that Poyson suffered
brain damage as a result.  The memorandum advised counsel
that “one of the significant issues should be the hard core
drug abuse of both [of Poyson’s] parents, preconception and
in the first trimester of Ruth’s pregnancy.”  Abbott wrote that
“Ruth Garcia’s heavy drug abuse in the pre pregnancy and
early on in the pregnancy undoubtedly caused severe damage
to her unborn child.”

In September 1998, Abbott mailed trial counsel “Library
& Internet research regarding drug & alcohol fetal cell
damage; reflecting how these chemicals when taken in the
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POYSON V. RYAN10

first trimester [a]ffect subsequent intelligence, conduct,
emotions, urges etc [sic] as the child grows into adulthood.”

2. Presentence Investigation Report

The probation office prepared a presentence investigation
report in July 1998.  Poyson told the probation officer that he
had a bad childhood because he was abused by a series of
stepfathers, who subjected him to physical, mental and
emotional abuse.  Poyson also said he suffered from
impulsive conduct disorder, which was diagnosed when he
was 13.  Poyson would not answer any questions on his
substance abuse history or juvenile record.

3. Presentencing Hearing

In October 1998, the trial court held a one-day
presentencing hearing.  Poyson’s trial counsel called three
witnesses to present mitigating evidence: his aunt, Laura
Salas, his mother, Ruth Garcia, and the mitigation
investigator, Blair Abbott.  Counsel also introduced 56
exhibits.  Poyson did not testify.  The witnesses testified
about Poyson’s drug and alcohol abuse and the mental and
physical abuse inflicted on Poyson by his stepfather,
Guillermo Aguilar, and maternal grandmother, Mary Milner. 
They also testified that Poyson’s stepfather, Sabas Garcia
(Sabas), committed suicide in 1988, and that Sabas’ death had
a devastating effect on Poyson.  They further testified that
Garcia used drugs and alcohol during the first three months
of her pregnancy with Poyson.
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POYSON V. RYAN 11

4. Poyson’s Sentencing Memorandum

In early November 1998, Poyson filed a sentencing
memorandum urging the court to find three statutory and 25
nonstatutory mitigating circumstances.1  As relevant here,
Poyson argued his history of drug and alcohol abuse, troubled
childhood and personality disorders constituted both statutory
and nonstatutory mitigating circumstances.

a. Substance Abuse

Poyson argued his substance abuse was a statutory
mitigating circumstance because it impaired his capacity to
appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct or conform his
conduct to the requirements of law at the time of the murders. 
See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-703(G)(1) (1998).  In the
alternative, he argued that, even if his substance abuse was
not causally related to the murders, it constituted a
nonstatutory mitigating circumstance.  In support of these
arguments, Poyson emphasized his parents’ use of drugs and
alcohol at the time of his conception, his mother’s use of
drugs and alcohol during pregnancy, an incident in which

   1 At the time of Poyson’s sentencing, Arizona law required the
sentencing judge to impose a sentence of death if the court found one or
more aggravating circumstances and “no mitigating circumstances
sufficiently substantial to call for leniency.”  Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-
703(E) (1998).  The law enumerated 10 aggravating circumstances, see id.
§ 13-703(F), and five statutory mitigating circumstances – including
diminished capacity, duress, minor participation and the defendant’s age,
see id. § 13-703(G).  The sentencing court also was required to consider
any nonstatutory mitigating circumstances offered by the defendant – i.e.,
“any factors proffered by the defendant or the state which are relevant in
determining whether to impose a sentence less than death, including any
aspect of the defendant’s character, propensities or record and any of the
circumstances of the offense.”  Id.
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POYSON V. RYAN12

Poyson was involuntarily intoxicated at the age of three or
four, Poyson’s abuse of alcohol beginning at age 13 and
Poyson’s five-month placement at WestCare, a residential
treatment facility, for substance abuse treatment in 1992,
when he was 15.  Poyson also pointed to evidence that he
used PCP two days before the murders, used alcohol the night
before the murders, used marijuana the day of the murders
and suffered a PCP flashback during Delahunt’s murder.

b. Troubled Childhood

Poyson argued his troubled childhood was a statutory
mitigating circumstance because it affected his behavior at
the time of the murders.  In the alternative, he argued his
troubled childhood constituted a nonstatutory mitigating
circumstance.  Poyson emphasized his mother’s use of drugs
and alcohol during the first trimester of pregnancy.  He
argued alcohol and drug use during pregnancy can cause
brain damage and birth defects and lead a child to engage in
delinquent and criminal behavior.  He also attached to the
sentencing memorandum several scientific articles on fetal
alcohol syndrome.  The memorandum pointed out that
Poyson never knew his biological father, lacked a stable
home life, was physically and mentally abused by several
adults (including Aguilar and Milner), was devastated by
Sabas’ suicide and was sexually abused and sodomized by a
neighbor on one occasion shortly after Sabas’ death.  Poyson
emphasized that his delinquent behavior and substance abuse
began shortly after the death of Sabas and the sexual assault.

c. Mental Health Issues

The sentencing memorandum argued Poyson suffered
from several personality disorders, constituting a nonstatutory
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POYSON V. RYAN 13

mitigating circumstance.  The memorandum pointed to a
1990 psychiatric evaluation by Dr. Bruce Guernsey. 
According to the sentencing memorandum, Guernsey
diagnosed Poyson with severe “conduct disorder,” reported
that Poyson exhibited symptoms of antisocial behavior,
“manic depression” or “impulsive conduct disorder” and
recommended Poyson be prescribed medication to control his
behavior.  Poyson also pointed to a 1990 Juvenile
Predisposition Investigation by Nolan Barnum.  Barnum too
recommended Poyson be prescribed medication to control his
behavior.  A 1993 psychological evaluation performed by
Jack Cordon and Ronald Jacques from the State Youth
Services Center in St. Anthony, Idaho, diagnosed Poyson
with “mild mood disturbance.”  Dr. Celia A. Drake, who
Poyson’s counsel retained to perform a forensic evaluation of
Poyson, diagnosed “Adjustment Disorder with depressive
mood, mild intensity,” and “Anti-social Personality
Disorder.”  Dr. Drake also found Poyson’s overall intellectual
functioning to be “in the low average range.”

5. Sentencing Hearing and Imposition of Sentence

The state trial court held a sentencing hearing and
imposed sentence in late November 1998.

The court found the state had proved, beyond a reasonable
doubt, three aggravating circumstances for the murders of
Delahunt and Wear: the murders were committed in
expectation of pecuniary gain; the murders were especially
cruel; and multiple homicides committed during the same
offense.  See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-703(F)(5), (6), (8)
(1998).  The court found two aggravating circumstances
applicable to Kagen’s murder: pecuniary gain; and multiple
homicides.  See id. § 13-703(F)(5), (8).
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POYSON V. RYAN14

The court found Poyson failed to prove any statutory
mitigating factors.  Poyson’s difficult childhood and mental
health issues were not statutory mitigating factors under § 13-
703(G)(1) because they did not significantly impair Poyson’s
capacity to appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct or to
conform his conduct to the requirements of law.2  The court
explained:

There has certainly been evidence that the
defendant had gone through a turbulent life,
perhaps had mental-health issues that would
distinguish him from the typical person on the
street.

Listening to his description of how these
murders were committed, based upon a
description of somewhat a methodical
carrying out of a plan, the Court sees
absolutely nothing on the record, in this case,
to suggest the applicability of this mitigating
circumstance.

Turning to nonstatutory mitigating factors, the court first
explained the three-step analysis it used to evaluate each
nonstatutory mitigating circumstance proffered by Poyson:
“[1] to analyze whether the defense has shown this fact by a
preponderance of evidence, and then if they have, [2] to
determine whether I would assign that any weight as a

   2 See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-703(G)(1) (1998) (“Mitigating
circumstances [include] [t]he defendant’s capacity to appreciate the
wrongfulness of his conduct or to conform his conduct to the requirements
of law was significantly impaired, but not so impaired as to constitute a
defense to prosecution.”).
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POYSON V. RYAN 15

mitigating factor, and of course, for any that . . . pass both of
those two tests, [3] I have to weigh them all along with the
other factors in the final [sentencing] determination in this
case.”  The court then proceeded to consider Poyson’s mental
health issues, troubled childhood and history of substance
abuse as potential mitigating factors.

a. Mental Health Issues

The court rejected Poyson’s mental health issues as a
nonstatutory mitigating factor at the second step in the
analysis.  The court found Poyson had proven he suffered
from personality disorders, but gave them no weight because
they were not causally related to the murders:

[T]he defendant had some mental health and
psychological issues.  I think . . . the defense
has established that there were certain . . .
personality disorders that the defendant, in
fact, may have been suffering from.

The Court, however, does not find that
they rise to the level of being a mitigating
factor because I am unable to draw any
connection whatsoever with such personality
disorders and the commission of these
offenses.3

   3 The court rejected evidence of Poyson’s low IQ for similar reasons. 
At the first step in the analysis, the court found that “there is certain
evidence in this case that would support the proposition that the
defendant’s mental capacity may be diminished, at least compared to the
norm in the population, and that his I.Q. may be low, at least compared to
the norm in the population.”  The court, however, gave this circumstance
no mitigating weight in light of the planning and sophistication that went
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POYSON V. RYAN16

b. Troubled Childhood

The court similarly rejected Poyson’s difficult childhood
as a nonstatutory mitigating factor.  At step one, the court
found the “defense has shown that defendant suffered a
dysfunctional childhood, that he was subjected to physical
and sexual abuse, and that he was subjected to certain levels
of mental abuse.”  At step two, however, the court gave these
circumstances no mitigating weight because they were not
causally connected to the murders:  “The Court finds
absolutely nothing in this case to suggest that his latter
conduct was a result of his childhood.”  The court also found
“the defense has established, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the defendant lost a parent figure and was
subjected to sexual abuse at a relatively young age.”  The
court rejected this factor at step two, however, because it was
“not convinced that there is any connection between that
abuse, that loss, and his subsequent criminal behavior.”

c. Substance Abuse

Finally, the court rejected Poyson’s history of substance
abuse at both steps one and two in the analysis: Poyson failed
to establish a significant history of drug or alcohol abuse and,
even if he could do so, the court would have given the
evidence no weight because he failed to establish a causal
connection between the substance abuse and the crimes.  The
court said:

into the crimes – “certain prep[ar]atory steps that were taken – admittedly,
not overly-sophisticated, but attempts were made to do certain things, to
disable warning systems to enable these murders to be committed and to
get away with the loot that was the purpose of the murders; specifically,
the vehicle.”
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POYSON V. RYAN 17

The argument is made that the defendant was
subjected to alcohol abuse and drug abuse. 
Other than very vague allegations that he has
used alcohol in the past or has used drugs in
the past, other than a fairly vague assertion
that he was subject to some sort of effect of
drugs and/or alcohol at the time, that these
offenses were committed, I really find very
little to support the allegation that the
defendant has a significant alcohol and/or
drug abuse, and again, going back to the
methodical steps that were taken to murder
three people to get a vehicle to get out of
Golden Valley, it’s very difficult for me to
conclude that the defendant’s ability to engage
in goal-oriented behavior was, in any way,
impaired at the time of the commission of
these offenses.

Ultimately, the state trial court found only one
nonstatutory mitigating factor – Poyson’s cooperation with
law enforcement.  The court concluded this one mitigating
factor was insufficiently substantial to call for leniency and
imposed a sentence of death.

6. Arizona Supreme Court Decision

The Arizona Supreme Court affirmed Poyson’s
conviction and sentence on direct appeal.  See State v.
Poyson, 7 P.3d 79 (Ariz. 2000).  As required by Arizona law,
the court “independently review[ed] the trial court’s findings
of aggravation and mitigation and the propriety of the death
sentence.”  Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-703.01(A) (2000).
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POYSON V. RYAN18

With respect to statutory mitigating factors, the supreme
court agreed with the trial court that Poyson’s drug use was
not a statutory mitigating circumstance under § 13-703(G)(1). 
See Poyson, 7 P.3d at 88–89.  In the court’s view, there was
“scant evidence that he was actually intoxicated on the day of
the murders.”  Id. at 88.  “Although Poyson purportedly used
both marijuana and PCP ‘on an as available basis’ in days
preceding these crimes, the only substance he apparently used
on the date in question was marijuana,” and Poyson “reported
smoking the marijuana at least six hours before killing
Delahunt and eleven hours before the murders of Kagen and
Wear.”  Id.  The evidence that Poyson experienced a PCP
flashback during the murder of Delahunt was not credible,
and even if the flashback occurred, it lasted only a “few
moments.”  Id. at 88–89.  Poyson was “not under the
influence of PCP at any other time.”  Id. at 89.  Poyson’s
claims of substantial impairment were also belied by his
deliberate actions, including concocting a ruse to obtain
bullets from a neighbor, testing the rifle to make sure it would
work properly when needed, cutting the telephone line and
concealing the crimes.  See id.  The court then turned to
nonstatutory mitigation, agreeing with the trial court that
Poyson’s substance abuse, mental health and abusive
childhood were not nonstatutory mitigating circumstances.

a. Substance Abuse

As to substance abuse, the supreme court agreed with the
trial court that Poyson’s evidence failed at step one because
it did not show a history of drug or alcohol abuse:

The trial judge refused to accord any weight
to the defendant’s substance abuse as a
nonstatutory mitigating circumstance.  It
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POYSON V. RYAN 19

characterized the defendant’s claims that he
had used drugs or alcohol in the past or was
under the influence of drugs on the day of the
murders as little more than “vague
allegations.”  As discussed above, we agree.

Id. at 90.

b. Mental Health Issues

With respect to mental health issues, the supreme court
agreed with the trial court that Poyson’s personality disorders,
although proven at step one, were entitled to no weight at step
two because they were not causally connected to the murders:

The trial court found that Poyson suffers from
“certain personality disorders” but did not
assign any weight to this factor.  Dr. Celia
Drake diagnosed the defendant with antisocial
personality disorder, which she attributed to
the “chaotic environment in which he was
raised.”  She found that there was, among
other things, no “appropriate model for moral
reasoning within the family setting” to which
the defendant could look for guidance. 
However, we find no indication in the record
that “the disorder controlled [his] conduct or
impaired his mental capacity to such a degree
that leniency is required.”  State v. Brewer,
170 Ariz. 486, 505, 826 P.2d 783, 802 (1992);
see also [State v. Medina, 193 Ariz. 504, 517,
975 P.2d 94, 107 (1999)] (holding that the
defendant’s personality disorder “ha[d] little
or no mitigating value” where the defendant’s
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POYSON V. RYAN20

desire to emulate his friends, not his mental
disorder, was the cause of his criminal
behavior).  We therefore accord this factor no
mitigating weight.

Id. at 90–91 (last alteration in original).

c. Troubled Childhood

The supreme court also agreed with the trial court’s
assessment of Poyson’s troubled childhood.  The court found
Poyson established an abusive childhood at step one, but gave
this consideration no weight at step two because of the
absence of a causal nexus:

Defendant presented some evidence that as a
youngster he was physically and mentally
abused by several stepfathers and his maternal
grandmother.  He also self-reported one
instance of sexual assault by a neighbor. 
Again, however, defendant did not show that
his traumatic childhood somehow rendered
him unable to control his conduct.  Thus, the
evidence is without mitigating value.

Id. at 91.

Ultimately, the Arizona Supreme Court found three
aggravating factors (pecuniary gain, murder committed in an
especially cruel manner and multiple homicides), one
statutory mitigating factor (Poyson’s age) and three
nonstatutory mitigating factors (cooperation with law
enforcement, potential for rehabilitation and family support). 
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POYSON V. RYAN 21

See id. at 90–91.4  The court concluded the mitigating
evidence was not sufficiently substantial to call for leniency
and affirmed the death sentence.  See id. at 91–92; Ariz. Rev.
Stat. Ann. § 13-703.1(B) (2000).

D. State Postconviction Review

The Arizona Superior Court denied Poyson’s petition for
postconviction relief in 2003.  The court provided a reasoned
decision on Poyson’s claim of penalty phase ineffective
assistance of counsel (his third claim in this appeal) but not
on Poyson’s claims that the Arizona courts failed to consider
relevant mitigating evidence (his first and second claims on
appeal).  In 2004, the Arizona Supreme Court summarily
denied Poyson’s petition for review.

E. Federal District Court Proceedings

Poyson filed a federal habeas petition in 2004.  In 2010,
the district court denied the petition.  The court rejected on
the merits Poyson’s claims that the Arizona courts failed to
consider mitigating evidence.  The court also concluded
Poyson’s penalty phase ineffective assistance of counsel
claim was procedurally defaulted because it was
“fundamentally different than [the claim] presented in state
court.”  Poyson timely appealed.

   4 The Arizona Supreme Court thus found three more mitigating factors
than the trial court found.  The appellate court nonetheless agreed with the
trial court that a death sentence was warranted.
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POYSON V. RYAN22

F. Proceedings in This Court

We originally heard argument on Poyson’s appeal in
February 2012.  We issued an opinion in March 2013, Poyson
v. Ryan, 711 F.3d 1087 (9th Cir. 2013), and an amended
opinion in November 2013, Poyson v. Ryan, 743 F.3d 1185
(9th Cir. 2013).  In April 2014, we stayed proceedings on
Poyson’s petition for panel rehearing pending the resolution
of en banc proceedings in McKinney v. Ryan, 730 F.3d 903
(9th Cir. 2013).5  Our en banc court decided McKinney in
December 2015.  See McKinney v. Ryan, 813 F.3d 798 (9th
Cir. 2015) (en banc).  In May 2016, we extended the stay on
Poyson’s petition for rehearing pending resolution of
Supreme Court proceedings in McKinney.  In October 2016,
following the Supreme Court’s denial of the petition for writ
of certiorari in McKinney, we further extended the stay and
directed the parties to file supplemental briefs addressing the
impact of McKinney on the issues presented in this appeal. 
Following the parties’ briefing, we heard oral argument on
the petition for rehearing in September 2017.  This amended
opinion follows.

   5 In May 2014, while our stay was in place, the Supreme Court denied
Poyson’s petition for writ of certiorari.  See Poyson v. Ryan, 134 S. Ct.
2302 (2014).  The Court also denied Poyson’s motion to defer
consideration of the petition for writ of certiorari.  See id.  The state
contends we were required to lift our stay and issue the mandate once the
Supreme Court denied certiorari.  We disagree.  Because we issued our
stay under Fed. R. App. P. 41(d)(1), rather than Fed. R. App. P. 41(d)(2),
the authorities upon which the state relies, including Rule 41(d)(2)(D), do
not apply here.  See Alphin v. Henson, 552 F.2d 1033, 1034–35 (4th Cir.
1977), cited with approval by Bell v. Thompson, 545 U.S. 794, 806 (2005).
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POYSON V. RYAN 23

II.  JURISDICTION AND STANDARD OF REVIEW

We have jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291 and
2253(a).  We review de novo the district court’s denial of
Poyson’s petition for habeas corpus, and we review the
district court’s findings of fact for clear error.  See Brown v.
Ornoski, 503 F.3d 1006, 1010 (9th Cir. 2007).  Dismissals
based on procedural default are reviewed de novo.  See
Robinson v. Schriro, 595 F.3d 1086, 1099 (9th Cir. 2010). 
We address Poyson’s three claims in turn.

III.  DISCUSSION

A. Causal Nexus Test

Poyson argues the Arizona courts applied an
unconstitutional causal nexus test to mitigating evidence of
his mental health issues, traumatic childhood and substance
abuse history, in violation of his Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendment rights to an individualized sentencing.  He
contends the state courts improperly refused to consider this
evidence in mitigation because he failed to establish a causal
connection between the evidence and the murders.  He argues
the state courts’ actions violate his constitutional rights as
recognized in Tennard v. Dretke, 542 U.S. 274, 283–87
(2004), Smith v. Texas, 543 U.S. 37, 45 (2004) (per curiam),
and earlier decisions.  These cases hold that requiring a
defendant to prove a nexus between mitigating evidence and
the crime is “a test we never countenanced and now have
unequivocally rejected.”  Smith, 543 U.S. at 45.

Because Poyson filed his federal habeas petition after
April 24, 1996, he must not only prove a violation of these
rights but also satisfy the Antiterrorism and Effective Death
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POYSON V. RYAN24

Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA).  See Fenenbock v. Dir. of
Corr. for Cal., 681 F.3d 968, 973 (9th Cir. 2012).

Under AEDPA, we may not grant habeas relief with
respect to any claim adjudicated on the merits in state court
unless the state court’s decision was “contrary to, or involved
an unreasonable application of, clearly established Federal
law, as determined by the Supreme Court of the United
States,” or “based on an unreasonable determination of the
facts in light of the evidence presented in the State court
proceeding.”  28 U.S.C. § 2254(d).  We review the last
reasoned state court decision addressing the claim, which for
Poyson’s causal nexus claim is the Arizona Supreme Court’s
decision affirming Poyson’s death sentence on direct appeal. 
See Crittenden v. Ayers, 624 F.3d 943, 950 (9th Cir. 2010). 
Poyson relies on AEDPA’s “contrary to” prong, arguing the
Arizona Supreme Court’s decision in State v. Poyson, 7 P.3d
79 (Ariz. 2000), was contrary to Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S.
586 (1978), Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104 (1982), and
Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302 (1989), abrogated on other
grounds by Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304 (2002).

1. Exhaustion

As a threshold matter, we agree with Poyson that he has
fully exhausted this claim.  The state argues that in state court
Poyson raised a causal nexus claim with respect to only
mental health issues and his troubled childhood, not his
history of substance abuse.  We disagree.  Having reviewed
the record, we conclude Poyson exhausted the claim with
respect to all three categories of mitigating evidence.  See
Powell v. Lambert, 357 F.3d 871, 874 (9th Cir. 2004) (“A
petitioner has exhausted his federal claims when he has fully
and fairly presented them to the state courts.”).
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POYSON V. RYAN 25

2. The Arizona Supreme Court’s Decision Was Contrary
to Clearly Established Federal Law

Lockett, Eddings and Penry held “a State could not,
consistent with the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments,
prevent the sentencer from considering and giving effect to
evidence relevant to the defendant’s background or character
or to the circumstances of the offense that mitigate against
imposing the death penalty.”  Penry, 492 U.S. at 318.  “[I]t is
not enough simply to allow the defendant to present
mitigating evidence to the sentencer.”  Id. at 319.  “The
sentencer must also be able to consider and give effect to that
evidence in imposing sentence.”  Id. “[T]he sentence imposed
at the penalty stage should reflect a reasoned moral response
to the defendant’s background, character, and crime.”  Id.
(quoting California v. Brown, 479 U.S. 538, 545 (1987)
(O’Connor, J., concurring)).

Under these decisions, a state court may not treat
mitigating evidence of a defendant’s background or character
as “irrelevant or nonmitigating as a matter of law” merely
because it lacks a causal connection to the crime.  Towery v.
Ryan, 673 F.3d 933, 946 (9th Cir. 2012), overruled on other
grounds by McKinney, 813 F.3d at 824.  The sentencer may,
however, consider “causal nexus . . . as a factor in
determining the weight or significance of mitigating
evidence.”  Lopez v. Ryan, 630 F.3d 1198, 1204 (9th Cir.
2011), overruled on other grounds by McKinney, 813 F.3d at
818.  “The . . . use of the nexus test in this manner is not
unconstitutional because state courts are free to assess the
weight to be given to particular mitigating evidence.”  Schad
v. Ryan, 671 F.3d 708, 723 (9th Cir. 2011), rev’d on other
grounds, 133 S. Ct. 2548 (2013), and overruled on other
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POYSON V. RYAN26

grounds by McKinney, 813 F.3d at 819.  As the Court
explained in Eddings:

Just as the State may not by statute preclude
the sentencer from considering any mitigating
factor, neither may the sentencer refuse to
consider, as a matter of law, any relevant
mitigating evidence. . . .  The sentencer, and
the Court of Criminal Appeals on review, may
determine the weight to be given relevant
mitigating evidence.  But they may not give it
no weight by excluding such evidence from
their consideration.

Eddings, 455 U.S. at 113–15.

In McKinney, 813 F.3d at 815, we held, “[f]or a little over
fifteen years, the Arizona Supreme Court routinely articulated
and insisted on [an] unconstitutional causal nexus test.” 
Under this test, “family background or a mental condition
could be given weight as a nonstatutory mitigating factor, but
only if defendant established a causal connection between the
background or condition and his criminal behavior.”  Id. 
Beginning in 1989, “[a]s a matter of law, a difficult family
background or mental condition did not qualify as a
nonstatutory mitigating factor unless it had a causal effect on
the defendant’s behavior in committing the crime at issue.” 
Id. at 816.  The Arizona Supreme Court “finally abandoned
its unconstitutional causal nexus test for nonstatutory
mitigation” in the mid-2000s.  Id. at 817.

McKinney recognized that, in AEDPA cases, “we apply
a ‘presumption that state courts know and follow the law’ and
accordingly give state-court decisions ‘the benefit of the
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POYSON V. RYAN 27

doubt.’”  Id. at 803 (quoting Woodford v. Visciotti, 537 U.S.
19, 24 (2002)).  But that “presumption is rebutted . . . where
we know, based on its own words, that the Arizona Supreme
Court did not ‘know and follow’ federal law.”  Id. at 804.

McKinney also recognized that “[t]he Arizona Supreme
Court articulated the causal nexus test in various ways but
always to the same effect.”  Id. at 816.  “The Arizona Court
frequently stated categorically that, absent a causal nexus,
would-be nonstatutory mitigation was simply ‘not a
mitigating circumstance.’”  Id. (quoting State v. Wallace,
773 P.2d 983, 986 (Ariz. 1989)).  “Sometimes, the court
stated that evidence offered as nonstatutory mitigation that
did not have a causal connection to the crime should be given
no ‘weight.’”  Id.  Other times, “the Arizona Supreme Court
stated that evidence of a difficult family background or
mental illness was ‘not necessarily’ or not ‘usually’
mitigating, and then (often in the same paragraph) held as a
matter of law that the evidence in the specific case before the
Court was not mitigating because it had no causal connection
to the crime.”  Id. at 817.

In the case before us, we conclude the Arizona Supreme
Court applied an unconstitutional causal nexus test to
Poyson’s mitigating evidence of a difficult childhood and
mental health issues.  First, the court gave no weight at all to
the evidence, and it did so because the evidence bore no
causal connection to the crimes.  See Poyson, 7 P.3d at
90–91.  With respect to Poyson’s childhood, the court ruled:

Defendant presented some evidence that as a
youngster he was physically and mentally
abused by several stepfathers and his maternal
grandmother.  He also self-reported one
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POYSON V. RYAN28

instance of sexual assault by a neighbor. 
Again, however, defendant did not show
that his traumatic childhood somehow
rendered him unable to control his
conduct.  Thus, the evidence is without
mitigating value.

Poyson, 7 P.3d at 91 (emphasis added).  With respect to
Poyson’s mental health issues, the court ruled:

The trial court found that Poyson suffers
from “certain personality disorders” but did
not assign any weight to this factor.  Dr. Celia
Drake diagnosed the defendant with antisocial
personality disorder, which she attributed to
the “chaotic environment in which he was
raised.”  She found that there was, among
other things, no “appropriate model for moral
reasoning within the family setting” to which
the defendant could look for guidance. 
However, we find no indication in the
record that “the disorder controlled [his]
conduct or impaired his mental capacity to
such a degree that leniency is required.”  State
v. Brewer, 170 Ariz. 486, 505, 826 P.2d 783,
802 (1992); see also Medina, 193 Ariz. at
517, 975 P.2d at 107 (holding that the
defendant’s personality disorder “ha[d] little
or no mitigating value” where the defendant’s
desire to emulate his friends, not his mental
disorder, was the cause of his criminal
behavior).  We therefore accord this factor
no mitigating weight.
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POYSON V. RYAN 29

Id. at 90–91 (emphasis added) (alterations in original).  This
is some evidence that the court applied an unconstitutional
causal nexus test in Poyson’s case.  See McKinney, 813 F.3d
at 821 (holding the Arizona Supreme Court applied an
unconstitutional causal nexus test based in part on “the
factual conclusion by the sentencing judge, which the
Arizona Supreme Court accepted, that McKinney’s PTSD did
not ‘in any way affect[ ] his conduct in this case’” (alteration
in original)).

Second, the Arizona Supreme Court affirmed Poyson’s
death sentence in 2000, in the midst of the 15-year period
during which that court “consistently articulated and applied
its causal nexus test.”  McKinney, 813 F.3d at 803 (emphasis
added).  Indeed, the Arizona court issued its decision in
Poyson’s case just a few months before it decided State v.
Hoskins, 14 P.3d 997 (Ariz. 2000), supplemented, 65 P.3d
953 (Ariz. 2003), a case McKinney singled out as
exemplifying the Arizona Supreme Court’s unconstitutional
practice.  See McKinney, 813 F.3d at 814–15.  This fact
further supports the conclusion that the Arizona Supreme
Court applied an unconstitutional causal nexus test in
Poyson’s case.

Third, in applying a causal nexus test to Poyson’s mental
health evidence, the Arizona Supreme Court cited a passage
from State v. Brewer, 826 P.2d 783, 802 (1992), that
McKinney specifically identified as applying an
unconstitutional causal nexus test.  Compare Poyson, 7 P.3d
at 90–91 (quoting Brewer and stating “we find no indication
in the record that ‘the disorder controlled [his] conduct or
impaired his mental capacity to such a degree that leniency is
required’” (alteration in original)), with McKinney, 813 F.3d
at 815 (citing this precise language in Brewer as exemplifying
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POYSON V. RYAN30

the Arizona Supreme Court’s unconstitutional causal nexus
test).  This fact too supports the conclusion that the Arizona
Supreme Court applied an unconstitutional causal nexus test
in Poyson’s case.  See McKinney, 813 F.3d at 821
(concluding the Arizona Supreme Court applied an
unconstitutional test in part based on the court’s “pin citation
to the precise page in [State v. Ross, 886 P.2d 1354, 1363
(Ariz. 1994),] where it had previously articulated that test”).

Fourth, although the Arizona Supreme Court said the
evidence in Poyson’s case was “without mitigating value”
and would be accorded “no mitigating weight,” suggesting
the possibility that the court applied a causal nexus test as a
permissible weighing mechanism, McKinney makes clear that
the court instead applied an unconstitutional causal nexus
test, treating the evidence as irrelevant or nonmitigating as a
matter of law.  See id. at 816 (holding the state court applied
an unconstitutional test where “the court stated that evidence
offered as nonstatutory mitigation that did not have a causal
connection to the crime should be given no ‘weight’”); id.
(holding the state court applied an unconstitutional causal
nexus test where it said “a difficult family background is not
always entitled to great weight as a mitigating circumstance”
(quoting State v. Towery, 920 P.2d 290, 311 (Ariz. 1996)));
id. at 820 (holding the state court applied an unconstitutional
causal nexus test where it said “[a] difficult family
background, including childhood abuse, does not necessarily
have substantial mitigating weight absent a showing that it
significantly affected or impacted a defendant’s ability to
perceive, to comprehend, or to control his actions” (quoting
State v. McKinney, 917 P.2d 1214, 1226 (Ariz. 1996))).

For these reasons, we conclude the Arizona Supreme
Court applied an unconstitutional causal nexus test to
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POYSON V. RYAN 31

Poyson’s evidence of a troubled childhood and mental health
issues.  “This holding was contrary to Eddings.”  Id. at 821. 
Accordingly, as in McKinney, we “hold that the decision of
the Arizona Supreme Court applied a rule that was ‘contrary
to . . . clearly established Federal law, as determined by the
Supreme Court of the United States.’”  Id. (alteration in
original) (quoting 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1)).

With respect to Poyson’s evidence of a history of
substance abuse, however, we conclude there was no Eddings
error.  The state supreme court rejected this evidence at step
one in the analysis, adopting the trial court’s finding as a
matter of fact that Poyson had failed to establish a history of
substance abuse by a preponderance of the evidence.  See
Poyson, 7 P.3d at 90.  The court’s treatment of Poyson’s
substance abuse evidence thus was not contrary to Eddings.

3. On De Novo Review, Poyson Has Shown the Arizona
Supreme Court Applied an Unconstitutional Causal
Nexus Test

Because AEDPA is satisfied, we review Poyson’s
constitutional claim de novo.  See Frantz v. Hazey, 533 F.3d
724, 735 (9th Cir. 2008) (en banc).  We begin by asking
whether Poyson has shown a constitutional violation.  If
Poyson has made this showing, we consider whether he was
prejudiced under Brecht v. Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619 (1993).

Poyson has satisfied the first part of this inquiry.  The
Supreme Court’s decisions in Tennard v. Dretke, 542 U.S.
274, 287 (2004), Smith v. Texas, 543 U.S. 37, 45 (2004) (per
curiam), Lockett, Eddings and Penry all prohibit a state from
requiring a defendant to prove a nexus between mitigating
evidence and the crime.  As discussed above, the Arizona
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POYSON V. RYAN32

Supreme Court violated this rule in Poyson’s case.  Poyson
has therefore established that the Arizona Supreme Court
applied an unconstitutional causal nexus test to evidence of
his troubled childhood and mental health issues.

4. Poyson Was Prejudiced

“The harmless-error standard on habeas review provides
that ‘relief must be granted’ if the error ‘had substantial and
injurious effect or influence in determining the jury’s
verdict.’”  McKinney, 813 F.3d at 822 (quoting Brecht,
507 U.S. at 623).  “There must be more than a ‘reasonable
possibility’ that the error was harmful.”  Davis v. Ayala,
135 S. Ct. 2187, 2198 (2015) (quoting Brecht, 507 U.S. at
637).  “[T]he court must find that the defendant was actually
prejudiced by the error.”  Id. (quoting Calderon v. Coleman,
525 U.S. 141, 146 (1998) (per curiam)).  Under this standard:

[I]f one cannot say, with fair assurance, after
pondering all that happened without stripping
the erroneous action from the whole, that the
judgment was not substantially swayed by the
error, it is impossible to conclude that
substantial rights were not affected.  The
inquiry cannot be merely whether there was
enough to support the result, apart from the
phase affected by the error.  It is rather, even
so, whether the error itself had substantial
influence.  If so, or if one is left in grave
doubt, the conviction cannot stand.

McKinney, 813 F.3d at 822 (alteration in original) (quoting
Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750, 765 (1946)). 
Accordingly, “[w]hen a federal judge in a habeas proceeding
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POYSON V. RYAN 33

is in grave doubt about whether a trial error of federal law had
substantial and injurious effect or influence in determining
the jury’s verdict, that error is not harmless.  And, the
petitioner must win.”  Id. (alteration in original) (quoting
O’Neal v. McAninch, 513 U.S. 432, 436 (1995)).

Our analysis once again is guided by McKinney, where
we held the causal nexus error was prejudicial under
circumstances similar to those presented here.  See id. at
822–24.  Here, as in McKinney, there were three aggravating
factors – pecuniary gain; especially cruel, heinous or
depraved murders; and multiple homicides.  See Poyson,
7 P.3d at 87–88; McKinney, 813 F.3d at 823.  Here, as in
McKinney, the improperly disregarded evidence concerned
the defendant’s traumatic childhood and mental health issues. 
See Poyson, 7 P.3d at 90–91; McKinney, 813 P.3d at 819.

As in McKinney, moreover, the evidence of a traumatic
childhood in this case was particularly compelling.  Both of
Poyson’s parents abused drugs and alcohol at the time of his
conception.  His mother used LSD on a daily basis.  She
continued to abuse drugs and alcohol – including daily use of
LSD – while she was pregnant with Poyson.  Poyson never
knew his biological father, an alcoholic.  During his
childhood, his mother was in relationships with many
different men, and Poyson lacked a stable home life.  One of
these men, Guillermo Aguilar, physically and mentally
abused Poyson, subjecting Poyson to repeated beatings. 
Aguilar brutally whipped Poyson with an electrical cord, and
he eventually was sent to jail for abusing Poyson and his
siblings.  Others of these men abused drugs and alcohol.  One
even drank and did drugs with Poyson.
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POYSON V. RYAN34

Poyson also suffered a number of physical and
developmental problems as a child.  He was developmentally
delayed in areas such as crawling, walking and speaking.  He
had a speech impediment, fell behind in school and received
special education services.  He sustained several head
injuries.  Once, when he and his brother were playing, he had
a stick impaled in his head.  He suffered severe headaches,
and passed out unconscious on several occasions.  He was
involuntarily intoxicated as a young child.  He was subjected
to physical abuse not only by Aguilar but also by his mother,
who once hit him so hard it dislodged two teeth, and in
particular by his maternal grandmother, Mary Milner, who
beat him repeatedly and savagely.

When Poyson was 10 or 11 years old, he suffered two
traumatic events that, according to witnesses at Poyson’s
sentencing, forever changed his life.  Of the many adult men
in Poyson’s life, Poyson was close with just one of them,
Sabas Garcia, his stepfather and the one true father figure
Poyson ever had.  When Poyson was 10 or 11, however,
Sabas committed suicide by shooting himself in the head. 
Poyson was devastated by Sabas’ death, which changed
Poyson completely.  He became distant, spending time away
from home.  He didn’t care anymore.  He began using and
abusing drugs and alcohol, and he began having behavioral
problems.  His contacts with law enforcement also began at
this time, and his performance in school suffered
dramatically.  Before Sabas’ death, Poyson had overcome his
earlier developmental challenges to become an A or B
student, but after Sabas’ death he began receiving Cs, Ds and
Fs, and he eventually dropped out of school.  His family life
became even less stable.  He bounced around from relative to
relative, living from time to time with his mother, an aunt, his
grandmother and another stepfather.  Shortly after Sabas’
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POYSON V. RYAN 35

death, moreover, Poyson suffered a second severe trauma in
his life when he was lured to the home of a childhood friend
and violently raped.  The attacker threw Poyson face down on
a bed and brutally sodomized him.

Under the circumstances of this case, which closely track
those in McKinney, we conclude the Arizona Supreme
Court’s application of an unconstitutional causal nexus test
“had a ‘substantial and injurious effect or influence’ on its
decision to sentence [Poyson] to death.”  McKinney, 813 F.3d
at 824 (quoting Brecht, 507 U.S. at 623).

B. Failure to Consider Substance Abuse

At sentencing, Poyson presented evidence of a history of
drug and alcohol abuse, but the state trial court and the state
supreme court declined to treat the evidence as a nonstatutory
mitigating factor.  The trial court found Poyson had presented
only “very vague allegations that he has used alcohol . . . or
. . . drugs in the past,” and found “very little to support the
allegation that the defendant has a significant alcohol and/or
drug abuse” history.  The supreme court agreed that Poyson’s
claims to have “used drugs or alcohol in the past” were “little
more than ‘vague allegations.’”  Poyson, 7 P.3d at 90.

Poyson contends the state courts’ conclusions that he
provided only “vague allegations” of substance abuse were
unreasonable determinations of the facts under 28 U.S.C.
§ 2254(d)(2) and violated his constitutional rights under
Lockett, 438 U.S. at 605, Eddings, 455 U.S. at 112, and
Parker v. Dugger, 498 U.S. 308, 321 (1991).  We disagree.

Poyson’s claim – that “[b]ecause his death sentence is
based upon [an] unreasonable determination of facts, [he] is
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POYSON V. RYAN36

entitled to habeas relief” – misunderstands the law.  Even
assuming that the state courts’ determination that Poyson
provided only “vague allegations” of substance abuse was an
unreasonable determination of the facts under § 2254(d)(2),
an issue we need not reach, Poyson’s claim fails because he
cannot demonstrate his constitutional rights were violated. 
See Wilson v. Corcoran, 562 U.S. 5–6 (2010) (per curiam)
(holding that although § 2254(d)(2) relieves a federal court of
AEDPA deference when the state court makes an
unreasonable determination of facts, it “does not repeal the
command of § 2254(a) that habeas relief may be afforded to
a state prisoner ‘only on the ground’ that his custody violates
federal law”); see also Frantz v. Hazey, 533 F.3d 724, 737
(9th Cir. 2008) (en banc) (holding AEDPA does not “require
any particular methodology for ordering the § 2254(d) and
§ 2254(a) determination[s]”).  An unreasonable determination
of the facts would not, standing alone, amount to a
constitutional violation under Lockett, Eddings or Parker.

Lockett invalidated an Ohio death penalty statute that
precluded the sentencer from considering aspects of the
defendant’s character or record as a mitigating factor.  See
438 U.S. at 604.  Eddings held that a sentencer may not
refuse to consider, as a matter of law, any relevant mitigating
evidence.  See 455 U.S. at 113–15.  Here, the state courts
considered Poyson’s evidence of substance abuse, but found
it wanting as a matter of fact and that Poyson failed to prove
a history of substance abuse.  Thus, there was no
constitutional violation under Lockett and Eddings.

Nor has Poyson shown a constitutional violation under
Parker.  There, the state supreme court reweighed
aggravating and mitigating circumstances before affirming a
death sentence.  See Parker, 498 U.S. at 321–22.  The court’s
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POYSON V. RYAN 37

reweighing, however, was premised on its erroneous
assumption that the state trial court had found that there were
no mitigating circumstances.  See id.  The Supreme Court
held the state supreme court’s action deprived the defendant
of “meaningful appellate review,” and thus that the
sentencing violated the defendant’s right against “the
arbitrary or irrational imposition of the death penalty.”  Id. at
321.  In Poyson’s view, Parker stands for the broad
proposition that, “[w]hen a state court’s imposition of the
death penalty is based not on the characteristics of the
accused and the offense but instead on a misperception of the
record, the defendant is not being afforded the consideration
that the Constitution requires.”  In Parker, however, the state
supreme court had misconstrued the state trial court’s
findings, something that did not occur here.  Parker does not
hold that a state court’s erroneous factual finding in assessing
mitigation evidence necessarily amounts to a constitutional
violation.  Rather, it suggests the opposite:

This is not simply an error in assessing the
mitigating evidence.  Had the Florida
Supreme Court conducted its own
examination of the trial and sentencing
hearing records and concluded that there were
no mitigating circumstances, a different
question would be presented.  Similarly, if the
trial judge had found no mitigating
circumstances and the Florida Supreme Court
had relied on that finding, our review would
be very different.

Id. at 322.
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POYSON V. RYAN38

In sum, we hold Poyson is not entitled to habeas relief,
because he has not shown a constitutional violation under
Lockett, Eddings or Parker.  Because Poyson has raised
arguments under only Lockett, Eddings and Parker, we need
not decide whether, or under what circumstances, a state
court’s erroneous factfinding in assessing mitigating evidence
can itself rise to the level of a constitutional violation.

C. Penalty Phase Ineffective Assistance of Counsel

In his federal habeas petition, Poyson argued he received
ineffective assistance of counsel during the penalty phase of
his trial because his trial counsel failed to investigate the
possibility that he suffered from fetal alcohol spectrum
disorder (FASD).  The district court ruled Poyson failed to
present this claim to the state courts, and hence that the claim
was procedurally defaulted.  Poyson challenges that ruling on
appeal.  We review de novo.  See Robinson, 595 F.3d at 1099.

A state prisoner must normally exhaust available state
judicial remedies before a federal court will entertain his
petition for habeas corpus.  See Picard v. Connor, 404 U.S.
270, 275 (1971); Weaver v. Thompson, 197 F.3d 359, 363–64
(9th Cir. 1999); 28 U.S.C. § 2254(b)(1)(A).  This rule
“reflects a policy of federal-state comity, an accommodation
of our federal system designed to give the State an initial
opportunity to pass upon and correct alleged violations of its
prisoners’ federal rights.”  Picard, 404 U.S. at 275 (citations
and internal quotation marks omitted).  “A petitioner can
satisfy the exhaustion requirement by providing the highest
state court with a fair opportunity to consider each issue
before presenting it to the federal court.”  Weaver, 197 F.3d
at 364.
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POYSON V. RYAN 39

“[A] petitioner may provide further facts to support a
claim in federal district court, so long as those facts do not
‘fundamentally alter the legal claim already considered by the
state courts.’”  Lopez v. Schriro, 491 F.3d 1029, 1040 (9th
Cir. 2007) (quoting Vasquez v. Hillery, 474 U.S. 254, 260
(1986)).6  “[T]his rule allows a petitioner who presented a
particular [ineffective assistance of counsel] claim, for
example that counsel was ineffective in presenting
humanizing testimony at sentencing, to develop additional
facts supporting that particular claim.”  Moormann v. Schriro,
426 F.3d 1044, 1056 (9th Cir. 2005) (citing Weaver, 197 F.3d
at 364).  “This does not mean, however, that a petitioner who
presented any ineffective assistance of counsel claim below
can later add unrelated alleged instances of counsel’s
ineffectiveness to his claim.”  Id. (citing Carriger v. Lewis,
971 F.2d 329, 333 (9th Cir. 1992) (en banc)).

1. State Proceedings

In his state habeas petition, Poyson raised two ineffective
assistance of counsel claims relevant here.  In the first claim,
Poyson alleged trial counsel “was ineffective because he
failed to request the appointment of experts in the field of
mental health early in the case.”  He alleged the investigation
for both phases of the trial should have begun “immediately”
upon counsel’s appointment, including “the immediate
appointment of experts for both parts of the trial.”  Counsel’s
failure “to immediately secure the appointment of mental
health experts . . . prejudiced” him in two ways.  First, it

   6 For purposes of review under 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1), factual
allegations must be based on the “record that was before the state court
that adjudicated the claim on the merits.”  Cullen v. Pinholster, 563 U.S.
170, 180 (2011).
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POYSON V. RYAN40

precluded him from presenting a defense of “diminished
capacity” with respect to the Delahunt murder during the guilt
phase of the trial.  Second, “the failure of counsel to
immediately pursue mitigation caused the loss of mitigating
information” that could have been presented at sentencing. 
Poyson presented a report by a neuropsychologist retained
during the state habeas proceedings, Robert Briggs, Ph.D. 
According to Poyson, Briggs’ report showed Poyson “was
brain-damaged” at the time of the murders, but had since
“recovered, due to his long stay first in jail, then on
condemned row, without chemical or physical insult to his
brain.”  In Poyson’s view, “the report leaves no doubt that
neurophyschological testing shows that he was impaired at
the time of the crime.”  This mitigating evidence had been
“lost forever.”

In the state petition’s second claim, Poyson alleged trial
counsel failed to properly present mitigation and
psychological evidence because counsel “did nothing to show
the trial court how [his] abusive childhood caused, or directly
related to, [his] conduct during the murders.”  He alleged trial
counsel were deficient because they were “required to make
some attempt to correlate Mr. Poyson’s physically and
psychologically abusive background with his behavior,”
because “a connection between the two would be much more
powerful in mitigation than the abuse standing alone.”

2. Federal Petition

Poyson’s federal petition presented a substantially
different claim – counsel’s failure to investigate Poyson’s
possible fetal alcohol spectrum disorder.  Poyson alleged trial
counsel were ineffective because they “failed to make any
effort to investigate and develop” evidence that Poyson
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POYSON V. RYAN 41

suffered from FASD.  He alleged defense counsel “failed to
investigate the obvious possibility that [he] suffered from
FASD,” made “no effort” to “pursue this fertile area of
mitigation” and “ignored obvious evidence that [he] was
exposed to drugs and alcohol in utero.”  Poyson further
alleged he was prejudiced by counsel’s deficient
performance:

Their failure to adequately investigate and
substantiate [evidence that Petitioner was
exposed to drugs and alcohol in utero]
profoundly prejudiced Petitioner.  Adequate
explanation during the pre-sentence hearing of
the effect of FASD on Petitioner’s brain
would likely have convinced the trial court
that Petitioner had a lesser degree of
culpability.

3. Analysis

The district court concluded the claim raised in the federal
petition had not been fairly presented to the Arizona courts:

This Court concludes that the claim asserted
in the instant amended petition is
fundamentally different than that presented in
state court.  Petitioner’s argument in support
of [this claim] is based entirely on trial
counsel’s alleged failure to investigate and
develop mitigation evidence based on
Petitioner’s in utero exposure to drugs and
alcohol.  This version of Petitioner’s
sentencing [ineffective assistance of counsel]
claim has never been presented to the Arizona
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POYSON V. RYAN42

courts.  While it is true that new factual
allegations do not ordinarily render a claim
unexhausted, a petitioner may not
“fundamentally alter the legal claim already
considered by the state courts.”  Beaty v.
Stewart, 303 F.3d 975, 989–90 ([9th Cir.]
2002) (citing Vasquez, 474 U.S. at 260).  To
do so deprives the state court of “a meaningful
opportunity to consider allegations of legal
error without interference from the federal
judiciary.”  Vasquez, 474 U.S. at 257.  Here,
Petitioner is not simply proffering additional
evidentiary support for a factual theory
presented to the state court.  Rather, he is
alleging an entirely new theory of counsel
ineffectiveness; one that has not previously
been presented in state court.

We agree.  Poyson presented not only new facts in
support of a claim presented to the state court, but also a
fundamentally new theory of counsel’s ineffectiveness – one
that the Arizona courts lacked “a meaningful opportunity to
consider.”  Vasquez, 474 U.S. at 257.  The district court
therefore properly dismissed Poyson’s penalty phase
ineffective assistance of counsel claim as procedurally
defaulted.

IV.  CONCLUSION

We reverse the district court’s judgment denying the writ
of habeas corpus.  We remand with instructions to grant the
writ with respect to Poyson’s sentence unless the state, within
a reasonable period, either corrects the constitutional error in
his death sentence or vacates the sentence and imposes a
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POYSON V. RYAN 43

lesser sentence consistent with law.  See McKinney, 813 F.3d
at 827.  We do not reach Poyson’s contention, raised for the
first time in his supplemental briefing, that he is entitled to a
new sentencing proceeding before a jury under Ring v.
Arizona, 536 U.S. 584 (2002), Hurst v. Florida, 136 S. Ct.
616 (2016), and Magwood v. Patterson, 561 U.S. 320, 332
(2010).

REVERSED AND REMANDED.

* * *

Poyson’s motion for reconsideration of our March 2013
order denying his motion for a remand under Martinez v.
Ryan, 566 U.S. 1 (2012), is without merit.  Our intervening
decision to remand in Dickens v. Ryan, 740 F.3d 1302, 1320
(9th Cir. 2014) (en banc), did not change our holding in
Sexton v. Cozner, 679 F.3d 1150, 1161 (9th Cir. 2012), that
a remand is not required where, as here, the record is
sufficiently complete for us to hold that counsel’s
representation was not ineffective under Strickland v.
Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984).  The additional evidence
Poyson offers does not show remand was necessary.  That Dr.
Robert Briggs was placed on and then removed from
probation by the Arizona Board of Psychological Examiners
does not change our previous conclusion that Poyson’s
postconviction relief counsel reasonably relied on Dr. Briggs,
the retained neuropsychological expert who was aware of
Poyson’s exposure to drugs and alcohol in utero but did not
advise counsel that Poyson suffered from fetal alcohol
spectrum disorder.  The motion (Dkt. 74) is therefore
DENIED.
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POYSON V. RYAN44

IKUTA, Circuit Judge, concurring:

Our en banc decision in McKinney v. Ryan, 813 F.3d 798
(9th Cir. 2015) (en banc) (McKinney II), erred in concluding
that any Eddings error had a “substantial and injurious
effect,” id. at 822 (quoting Brecht v. Abrahamson, 507 U.S.
619, 623 (1993)), on the Arizona Supreme Court’s decision
to affirm the defendant’s death sentence.  State v. McKinney,
185 Ariz. 567, 917 P.2d 1214 (1996) (McKinney I).  As a
result, our decision today is wrongly decided.  Nevertheless,
as a three-judge panel, we are bound by McKinney II until
either the Supreme Court or a future en banc panel overrules
it.  Therefore, I concur in the majority opinion and write
separately only to point out how McKinney II’s error in
applying Brecht infects our decision here.

I

Under AEDPA, we must determine whether the decision
of the Arizona Supreme Court is contrary to or an
unreasonable application of clearly established Supreme
Court precedent.  28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1).  It is clearly
established that a sentencer may not “refuse to consider, as a
matter of law, any relevant mitigating evidence.” Eddings v.
Okla., 455 U.S. 104, 114 (1982) (italics in original); see also
Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 604 (1978).  While the
sentencer “may determine the weight to be given relevant
mitigating evidence,” it “may not give it no weight by
excluding such evidence from [its] consideration.”  Eddings,
455 U.S. at 114–15.  Applying Lockett and Eddings, the
Supreme Court held that a state cannot adopt a “causal nexus”
rule, that is, a rule precluding a sentencer from considering
mitigating evidence unless there is a causal nexus between
that evidence and the crime.  Tennard v. Dretke, 542 U.S.
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POYSON V. RYAN 45

274, 287 (2004).  The sentencer may, however, consider
“causal nexus . . . as a factor in determining the weight or
significance of mitigating evidence.” Lopez v. Ryan, 630 F.3d
1198, 1204 (9th Cir. 2011) overruled on other grounds by
McKinney II, 813 F.3d at 819.

In this case, the Arizona Supreme Court stated only that
it accorded no mitigating weight to Poyson’s evidence of
mental health and an abusive childhood.  State v. Poyson, 198
Ariz. 70, 81–82 (2000).  Before McKinney II, we held that
this decision was not an unreasonable application of Lockett,
Eddings, and Tennard because we could not presume that the
Arizona Supreme Court had refused to consider the mental
health and abusive childhood evidence as a matter of law. 
See Poyson v. Ryan, 711 F.3d 1087, 1090 (9th Cir. 2013). 
Rather, as instructed by the Supreme Court, we adopted the
“presumption that state courts know and follow the law.” 
Woodford v. Visciotti, 537 U.S. 19, 24 (2002); see Poyson,
711 F.3d at 1099.

McKinney II flipped this presumption.  It held that we
must presume the Arizona Supreme Court applied the
unconstitutional causal nexus test between 1989 and 2005,
even when, as here, the court expressly discussed the weight
of the evidence.  813 F.3d at 803, 809, 816.  This reasoning
is contrary to Visciotti, as the McKinney II dissent made clear. 
See McKinney II, 813 F.3d at 827–850 (Bea, J., dissenting). 
No further elaboration of this error is needed.

II

I write separately to highlight McKinney II’s second error:
its conclusion that a causal nexus error has a “substantial and
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POYSON V. RYAN46

injurious effect” on a state court’s decision.  813 F.3d at
822–23.

A

Under Brecht, even if a state court unreasonably errs in
applying Supreme Court precedent, a federal court may not
provide habeas relief unless the error had a “substantial and
injurious effect.”  507 U.S. at 623.  “There must be more than
a ‘reasonable possibility’ that the error was harmful.”  Davis
v. Ayala, 135 S. Ct. 2187, 2198 (2015) (quoting Brecht,
507 U.S. at 637).  Rather, a “court must find that the
defendant was actually prejudiced by the error.”  Id. (quoting
Calderon v. Coleman, 525 U.S. 141, 146 (1998) (per
curiam)).  Even an Eddings error may be harmless. 
Greenway v. Ryan, 866 F.3d 1094, 1100 (9th Cir. 2017)
(per curiam).

In determining that the Arizona Supreme Court’s
presumed causal nexus error in McKinney I was prejudicial,
McKinney II failed to provide a reasoned or reasonable
application of Brecht.  Instead, without any meaningful
analysis, McKinney II conclusorily held that the evidence
presumed excluded under Arizona’s presumed causal nexus
test “would have had a substantial impact on a capital
sentencer who was permitted to evaluate and give appropriate
weight to it as a nonstatutory mitigating factor.”  McKinney
II, 813 F.3d at 823.  Therefore, McKinney II held, the Arizona
Supreme Court’s “application of the test had a ‘substantial
and injurious effect or influence’ on its decision to sentence
[the defendant] to death.”  Id. at 823–24 (quoting Brecht,
507 U.S. at 623).  In reaching this conclusion, McKinney II
came close to enunciating a per se rule that when a state
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POYSON V. RYAN 47

court’s application of a causal nexus test excludes mitigating
evidence, such an error will not be harmless.

Such a quasi per se rule may be plausible when the
sentencer in a particular case is a jury.  If a state rule excludes
certain mitigating evidence from the jury’s consideration as
a matter of law, either the evidence will not be presented to
the jury or the jury will be instructed to disregard it if they
find no causal nexus.  Because we presume a jury follows its
instructions, Penry v. Johnson, 532 U.S. 782, 799 (2001), and
a jury generally does not give reasons for its decision, it is
reasonable to presume that the jury could not meaningfully
consider even strong mitigating evidence in reaching its
verdict if it were excluded under a causal nexus rule, see
Abdul-Kabir v. Quarterman, 550 U.S. 233, 255 (2007).  A
court could determine that strong mitigating evidence which
was excluded from consideration “would have had a
substantial impact on a capital sentencer who was permitted
to evaluate and give appropriate weight to it as a nonstatutory
mitigating factor.”  McKinney II, 813 F.3d at 823. 
Accordingly, in the absence of other factors (such as the
presence of aggravating factors that “overwhelmingly
outweighed” the mitigating evidence, see Greenway, 866
F.3d at 1100), an Eddings error could have a substantial and
injurious effect.

But the quasi per se rule adopted by McKinney II is
entirely implausible when the sentencer is a state supreme
court.  Unlike a jury, a state supreme court has the authority
to review and consider all the evidence in the record; this is
particularly important, when as in Arizona, the state supreme
court “reviews capital sentences de novo, making its own
determination of what constitute legally relevant aggravating
and mitigating factors, and then weighing those factors
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POYSON V. RYAN48

independently.”  McKinney II, 813 F.3d at 819 (citing Ariz.
Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-755).  A state supreme court’s decision
that certain categories of evidence are not mitigating is
effectively the court’s conclusion that such evidence does not
merit much weight.  Just like a jury, a state supreme court can
reasonably conclude that if a defendant’s mental impairments
did not play a part in causing the defendant to commit a brutal
offense, the impairments do not mitigate the defendant’s
behavior.

A state supreme court’s conclusion about the mitigating
weight of various types of evidence does not have the effect
of excluding evidence as a matter of law.  Nor does such a
conclusion preclude a state supreme court from weighing the
evidence differently in a different case.  While a jury must
follow instructions, the state court is free to disregard its
instructions to itself because a state supreme court may
always revisit its precedent.  As the Arizona Supreme Court
has explained, “while we should and do pay appropriate
homage to precedent, we also realize that we are not prisoners
of the past.”  Lowing v. Allstate Ins. Co., 176 Ariz. 101, 107
(1993) (quoting Wiley v. The Indus. Comm’n of Ariz.,
174 Ariz. 94, 103 (1993)).  Indeed, even McKinney II
acknowledged that by the mid-2000s, the Arizona Supreme
Court had stopped applying the precedent that McKinney II
presumed compelled the use of a causal nexus test.  813 F.3d
at 817.

Finally, unlike a jury, a state supreme court generally
explains its reasons, and so may articulate its conclusion that
defendant’s impairments merited little or no mitigating
weight.  See Greenway, 866 F.3d at 1100.  Where a state
supreme court has reached a reasoned conclusion that
aggravating circumstances outweigh mitigating evidence in
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POYSON V. RYAN 49

a particular case, there does not seem to be a reasonable
possibility that the state supreme court would reach a
different result merely because a federal court announces that
the state court has secretly maintained an unconstitutional
causal nexus rule all along.  See id.

B

Because McKinney II failed to distinguish between a state
supreme court and a jury, its Brecht analysis fails.

In McKinney I, the Arizona Supreme Court explained that
it “conducts a thorough and independent review of the record
and of the aggravating and mitigating evidence to determine
whether the sentence is justified, . . . consider[ing] the quality
and strength, not simply the number, of aggravating or
mitigating factors.”  185 Ariz at 578.  In its opinion, the
Arizona Supreme Court reviewed the defendant’s evidence of
childhood abuse and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 
Id. at 587.  It determined that the judge had fully considered
evidence from several witnesses that defendant had “endured
a terrible childhood,” as well as the PTSD diagnosis.  Id.  But
the court held that “a difficult family background, including
childhood abuse, does not necessarily have substantial
mitigating weight absent a showing that it significantly
affected or impacted the defendant’s ability to perceive,
comprehend, or control his actions.”  Id.  After considering
the defendant’s abusive childhood and its impact on his
behavior and ability to conform his conduct, the Arizona
Supreme Court found there was no error in determining that
the evidence of childhood abuse was “insufficiently
mitigating to call for leniency.”  Id.
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POYSON V. RYAN50

In light of the Arizona Supreme Court’s reasoned
consideration and weighing of the mitigating evidence, there
was no basis for concluding that this same evidence would
have a different impact – let alone a substantial impact – on
the same court on resentencing simply because a federal court
provides a reminder that Eddings precludes a sentencer from
applying the causal nexus rule.  McKinney II, 813 F.3d at
823–24.  Brecht does not permit “mere speculation” about the
potential prejudice to a defendant.  Davis, 135 S. Ct. at 2198
(quoting Calderon 525 U.S. at 146).  Because there is not a
reasonable possibility that the presumed legal error
influenced the Arizona Supreme Court, or have more than a
slight effect, the sentence should stand.  See Kotteakos v.
United States, 328 U.S. 750, 764 (1946); Davis, 135 S. Ct. at
2198.  McKinney II erred in ruling otherwise.

III

Because we are bound by McKinney II’s erroneous
application of Brecht, its error infects this appeal as well.  In
our case, the Arizona Supreme Court considered Poyson’s
mitigating evidence regarding his mental health and abusive
childhood, but stated merely that it accorded these factors “no
mitigating weight.”  Poyson, 198 Ariz. at 81–82.  On the
other hand, the Arizona Supreme Court found that the
evidence supported aggravating circumstances of
(1) pecuniary gain, (2) especially cruel, heinous, or depraved
murder, and (3) multiple homicide.  Id at 78–79.  Based on its
findings, the court upheld Poyson’s death sentence.  Id at 82. 
The court did so while performing its duty to “independently
review and reweigh the aggravating and mitigating
circumstances in every capital case . . . .”  Id. at 81.
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POYSON V. RYAN 51

Here, the Arizona Supreme Court reviewed and
considered Poyson’s mitigating evidence, and balanced it
against the case’s aggravating circumstances.  Accordingly,
there is no basis for concluding that our correction of any
presumed Eddings error “would have had a substantial impact
on a capital sentencer who was permitted to evaluate and give
appropriate weight to it as a nonstatutory mitigating factor.” 
McKinney II, 813 F.3d at 823.  We should therefore conclude
that any presumed causal nexus error was not prejudicial, and
therefore Poyson is not entitled to relief.

Because we are bound by McKinney II (at least for the
time being), we are unable to reach this correct conclusion. 
As a result, I reluctantly concur in the majority opinion.
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S 

2 THE COURT: This is Cause No. CR-96-865, State 

3 versus Robert Allen Poyson. Show the presence 

4 of the defendant; Mr. Sipe, representing the defendant; 

5 and Mr. Carlisle, representing the State. 

6 Mr. Sipe, I note that Mr. Novak is not here. 

7 Is that with your agreement? 

8 MR. SIPE: Yes. 

9 THE COURT: All right. This is the time set for 

10 judgment and sentencing in this matter. 

11 Mr. Poyson, we have your date of birth somewhere 

12 in the file. Here we go, 8/15/76; is that correct? 

13 THE DEFENDANT: Yes. 

14 THE COURT: Mr. Poyson, have you had a chance to read 

15 the presentence report that was prepared in this case? 

16 THE DEFENDANT: Yeah. 

17 THE COURT: Are there any corrections or mistakes in 

18 that report that either you or Mr. Sipe want to bring to my 

19 attention at this time that have not already been addressed 

2 0 through the presentencing hearing? 

21 MR. SIPE: No, Your Honor. 

22 THE COURT: Mr. Sipe -- and before counsel begin, 

23 let me just sort of synopsize what I've done here. I 

24 have reviewed the -- I think what was essentially the 

25 discovery-type listing of mitigating factors; that's 
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1 primarily the nonstatutory mitigating factors that were 

2 set forth by the defense. That was shortly after the 

3 guilty verdict, I believe. That was a list of 26 factors 

4 that was later supplemented with one more, so there are 

5 7 -- excuse me -- 27 nonstatutory mitigating factors that are 

6 being urged in this case. I have reviewed that document. 

7 I've reviewed the sentencing memoranda of 

8 both the defense and the State. I've gone back and I 

9 have reviewed virtually all -- everything that has 

10 happened in this case that I have any sort of 

11 documentation for. 

12 Mr. Sipe, anything that you want to say on 

13 behalf of your client? 

14 MR. SIPE: Two housekeeping matters. 

15 Number one, there was an additional nonstatutory 

16 mitigating circumstance, which -- I had written a letter to 

17 Mr. Carlisle; I have not made it an actual pleading, but 

18 it is in my sentencing memorandum, and that would be the 

19 disparity in sentencing of co-defendant Kimberly Lane. 

20 THE COURT: All right. I'll write that down on 

21 my list. What's the other housekeeping matter? 

22 MR. SIPE: Also on the sentencing memorandum, 

2 3 blue-bound sentencing memorandum on the nonstatutory 

24 mitigators, I have two number 13 ' s, which I can only assume 

25 my computer malfunctioned, and in order to keep the other 
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1 numbers intact we should probably just make the second 13, 

2 13A. That way we don't have to change all of the other 

3 numbers. 

4 THE COURT: All right, and may -- may have actually 

5 missed that when I was going through. I've written down on 

6 my notes that 13 was the defendant's good behavior while 

7 incarcerated. 

8 MR. SIPE: I'm following the numbers in the blue-bound 

9 sentencing memorandum, not the pleadings which I filed 

10 shortly after the verdicts, and hopefully Your Honor has 

11 received --

12 THE COURT: Oh, in fact, yeah, let me get that. I 

13 thought I had brought in everything, so . . . 

14 (Off the record briefly.) 

15 THE COURT: And again, do you have an index or list? 

16 I know I've looked at that before, but I'm trying to 

17 remember. Okay. Here we go, yeah. 

18 MR. SIPE: Page 16. 

19 THE COURT: All right. Okay. So, you want to have 

2 0 the follower one just be labeled 13A? 

21 MR. SIPE: Yes, Your Honor, just to keep the other 

22 numbers in order in the event that they're referred by number 

2 3 either by you or some other court. 

24 THE COURT: All right. Any other housekeeping 

25 matters? 
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1 MR. SIPE: No, thank you. 

2 THE COURT: All right. Proceed. 

3 MR. SIPE: The jury verdict in this case, regardless 

4 of your sentence this afternoon, will assure that Mr. Poyson 

5 will spend the rest of his life in prison. Consequentially, 

6 he will also die in prison. 

7 The issue or decision to be made today is who 

8 makes a decision when he dies and how he dies. The State has 

9 proposed and alleged certain aggravating factors under the 

10 statute for their position that Mr. Poyson should die by the 

11 State by lethal injection. 

12 Regarding the victim Robert Delahunt, State has 

13 alleged that was an especially heinous, cruel or depraved 

14 murder. That's the F.6 aggravating circumstance. They've 

15 also alleged that as to the victim Roland Wear, but of 

16 course, not to the victim Leta Kagen. Certainly there's no 

17 evidence of that, anyway. 

18 As far as the Delahunt murder, the testimony at 

19 trial showed that it was a blunt-force trauma; basically, 

2 0 skull fractures which caused his death. The testimony also 

21 showed that one or both of the skull fractures would have 

2 2 rendered him unconscious immediately and would have caused 

23 death immediately. There was a knife wound to his head, and 

24 as horrific as this was, very obvious that was not the cause 

25 of death. 
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1 In fact, trial testimony was that Mr. Delahunt 

2 may have very well been unconscious, if not dead, prior to 

3 receiving that wound. There's no question that there was a 

4 struggle with Mr. Delahunt prior to him receiving the fatal 

5 blow; but again, according to trial testimony, the fatal 

6 blow was a type of blow that would render him unconscious 

7 immediately, if not dead immediately. So, the State has 

8 failed to prove that aggravator by a preponderance of 

9 evidence as to Mr. Delahunt. 

10 As far as the heinous and depraved aspect of it, 

11 there are five factors the Court can look at. None of those 

12 factors applies in this case. Certainly no evidence that 

13 Mr. Poyson was relishing the murder of Mr. Delahunt. In 

14 fact, the opposite is true. There's certainly no gratuitous 

15 violence upon Mr. Delahunt. No mutilation, no evidence that 

16 Mr. Delahunt was helpless. 

17 The State has alleged that it was a sensless 

18 murder. I certainly agree with the State that murder to 

19 Mr. Delahunt, as opposed as any other person, is senseless. 

2 0 I think every murder is senseless, but case law is very 

21 clear that senselessess alone and helplessness alone is not 

22 sufficient to be an F.6 aggravating circumstance. So, State 

23 has failed to prove any of those five factors; again, 

24 regarding the heinous, depraved nature of this. 

2 5 Mr. Wear's cause of death was the same blunt 
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7 

1 force trauma to the head. Again, he received several skull 

2 fractures. Again, trial testimony was it would have caused 

3 him to be rendered unconscious immediately and caused death 

4 immediately. There were multiple fractures to the skull, 

5 but the trial testimony was that they cannot be sure what 

6 came in what order. It's very clear that it was not a 

7 very long struggle with Mr. Wear, that when the brick was 

8 dropped on his head, that's what caused him to die very 

9 immediately. 

10 So, again, based on the fact that it was a 

11 quick death, the cruel prong of this was not met by the 

12 State beyond a reasonable doubt, proved beyond a reasonable 

13 doubt. Similarly, as far as the heinous or depraved aspect, 

14 no evidence anyone relished the murder, gratuitous violence. 

15 No mutilation, no indication he was helpless; and again, 

16 certainly was senseless as all murders are but that alone is 

17 not enough to become an F.6 aggravating circumstance. 

18 The State also indicated in their motion that 

19 Mr. Wear was under other stress because his lover Leta Kagen 

2 0 had been murdered and he was aware of this; however, there 

21 was no evidence presented at the trial or at any other 

22 hearing that he knew that Ms. Kagen was deceased. 

23 State has also alleged the F.8 aggravated 

24 circumstance that multiple homicides occurred, and in this 

25 case certainly three homicides did occur. 
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1 The State has also alleged an F.l aggravating 

2 circumstance that Mr. Poyson has previously been convicted 

3 of an offense punishable by death or life, and I think you 

4 have Mr. Poyson's criminal history and it clearly shows that 

5 he's never been convicted of a prior offense where death or 

6 life could be imposed. I know the State is using the other 

7 murders as F.l factors, but that does not apply in this 

8 case. It has to be something that occurs in time. 

9 The State is also trying to use armed robbery as 

10 an aggravating circumstance, as far as having a serious prior 

11 offense conviction; but again, very clear that has to be a 

12 conviction that's prior to the homicide, not something that 

13 occurred at the same time. Also, the armed robbery did occur 

14 at the same time as the murder, so it can't be used as an 

15 aggravator, and also it would be the underlying basis for 

16 the felony murder in this case as well. 

17 So, because there is not historical priors as 

18 far as a serious offense or a conviction punishable by death 

19 or life, that aggravating factor has not been proven by the 

2 0 State beyond a reasonable doubt. 

21 The final aggravating circumstance is pecuniary 

22 gain. Certainly, it's the State's position that these 

23 murders occurred only so the truck could be stolen. However, 

24 the State has not met this beyond a reasonable doubt. In 

25 fact, there has been testimony presented that, at least to 
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1 Roland Wear and Leta Kagen, might have even been a revenge 

2 killing as opposed to being -- the motivation being pecuniary 

3 gain. 

4 Mr. Delahunt's murder occurred several hours 

5 prior to anything being taken from the residence. So, 

6 certainly that can't be said to have been caused because 

7 of pecuniary gain either. 

8 And has Your Honor read both of my memorandums? 

9 THE COURT: Yes. 

10 MR. SIPE: Okay. In my memorandum, I did discuss the 

11 defense' proposed mitigation in great detail. I'm not going 

12 to go through every one of those factors this afternoon, but 

13 I do want to touch upon some of the more important mitigating 

14 factors and also respond to some of the State's arguments 

15 against those mitigating circumstances. 

16 Certainly age is a statutory mitigating 

17 circumstance in this case. Mr. Poyson was 19 when the 

18 homicides occurred. In State v. Trostle, the defendant 

19 in that case was 20. Court found that as a statutory 

20 mitigating circumstance. State v. Greenway, the defendant 

21 was 19. The Court found that to be a statutory mitigating 

22 circumstance. 

23 The Court, of course, also looks at things 

24 other than just a defendant's raw age in determining 

25 whether age is a mitigating circumstance. In this case, 
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10 

1 the evidence has shown that Bobby is easily influenced by 

2 other people, manipulated by other people, and those are 

3 some of the factors that case law talks about. His family, 

4 Ruth Garcia, Laura Salas testified that he's a follower, 

5 not a leader. 

6 There's a lot of testimony about how he was 

7 very slow in his development, could not crawl or take steps 

8 until he was 18 months old, could not speak until he was 

9 about two and a half years of age. He was in speech 

10 therapy, special education. Was always behind for his 

11 age. Dr. Drake, in her report, indicates that Mr. Poyson's 

12 intellectual functioning is in the low average range. 

13 So, all other factors that exist in this case, 

14 Your Honor, dictate that his age of 19, and the other 

15 factors, are statutory mitigating circumstances in this case, 

16 One of the other mitigators, nonstatutory, is remorse, and 

17 that is certainly something that courts do consider a 

18 mitigating circumstance. 

19 In the State's response, the State says that 

2 0 they question Mr. Poyson's sincerity in this case. This 

21 is a person who asked for the death penalty because he said 

22 that's what he deserved when he was first questioned in 

23 connection with this case. So, I don't see how the State 

24 can question his remorsefulness when it's at that level. 

25 In Dr. Kaperonis' report, which the State 
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11 

1 cited, Dr. Kaperonis also questioned his sincerity. The 

2 problem with Dr. Kaperonis opinion is that his interview 

3 with Mr. Poyson occurred about a year later in a sterile 

4 clinical setting as opposed to a situation where, just after 

5 his arrest within a week of these homicides having a chance 

6 to talk to him, and certainly once a person relates a story 

7 several times, is removed from the incident by a year, 

8 certainly you become somewhat desensitized to what had 

9 happened, and I think that Dr. Kaperonis' opinion, being 

10 a year later, really has absolutely no weight or bearing 

11 on this issue. 

12 And Mr. Poyson's remorse is well-documented. 

13 Sergeant Ralph Stegall testified that when he interviewed 

14 Mr. Poyson he was very remorseful. Former Detective Eric 

15 Cooper testified that Mr. Poyson was very remorseful. In 

16 fact, was crying at one point during the interview. 

17 At the aggravation mitigating hearing there was 

18 testimony from his family, who has had contact with Bobby, of 

19 course, that he was very remorseful. Blair Abbott, who had a 

2 0 lot of contact with Bobby, testified that Bobby was very 

21 remorseful, and the cases where remorse is not found as 

22 mitigators are cases where it's obvious it's manufactured, 

23 it's self-serving. Cases where defendants have previously 

24 lied, and none of that is here, Your Honor. 

25 When a person confesses and then says I deserve 
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12 

1 to be put to death, that is not a self-serving statement, 

2 and I think that the overwhelming evidence in this case has 

3 shown by a preponderance of evidence that Mr. Poyson is 

4 truly and sincerely remorseful for these homicides. It's 

5 not self-serving, it's not manufactured, and the State has 

6 presented no evidence whatsoever to counter his real 

7 remorse in this case. 

8 Another nonstatutory ag -- mitigating 

9 circumstance which we've alleged is cooperation with law 

10 enforcement and, again, his confession. The evidence showed 

11 he was very and extremely cooperative with law enforcement. 

12 If you remember the testimony, I believe probably at the 

13 motion to suppress his statements, the officers in Illinois 

14 had called out for him when he was in the homeless shelter. 

15 He came out voluntarily. They placed him under arrest. He 

16 did not resist in any way. He was very cooperative the 

17 entire time. 

18 He confessed on three different occasions to 

19 law enforcement. He assisted them with the whereabouts of 

2 0 some of the physical evidence out at the crime scene. He 

21 basically solved the case for law enforcement by telling 

22 them exactly what happened and in the greatest detail law 

23 enforcement could ever hope for, and his conviction came 

24 as a result from the confession. 

2 5 I think Your Honor would agree that there is 
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13 

1 really no physical evidence presented against Mr. Poyson or 

2 any other witnesses against him that he committed these 

3 homicides. It was certainly just simply his -- his 

4 statements. Also what's remarkable in his confession, 

5 taped confession to Eric Cooper, which I know Your Honor 

6 has heard, is he even corrected Mr. Cooper several times 

7 about some minor details and some minor facts. 

8 Again, his extent of cooperation with law 

9 enforcement was just unimaginable in this case. Certainly 

10 much more cooperative than most people in this situation, 

11 and again, separately I think you can find the fact that 

12 he did confess on three separate occasions as a mitigating 

13 circumstance, and coupled with the fact that was really the 

14 only evidence against him. 

15 As far as his work history, the State has 

16 alleged we haven't proven it or it means nothing because 

17 it's sporadic. The reason it was, quote, sporadic was as 

18 the testimony showed he did move a lot from place to place 

19 and, of course, when you leave one location to another, you 

2 0 often have to get a different job as well, but the evidence 

21 of has shown that he does have a very solid work history. 

22 In fact, has always worked, whether he was a juvenile or as 

23 an adult. So that has been certainly proven by the 

24 preponderance of evidence. 

25 Drug use. Judge, and that was a factor which 
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14 

1 we tied into a statutory and a nonstatutory mitigating 

2 factor. Again, the evidence in this case was overwhelming 

3 as far as Mr. Poyson's drug use. Blair Abbott testified he 

4 was a garbage pail-type drug user, in the sense that he 

5 would take every type of drug he could get his hands on, 

6 and certainly had been taking drugs perhaps the day of and 

7 day before the homicides occurred and was having a PCP 

8 flashback at least during Delahunt's murder. Again, the 

9 evidence in this case is overwhelming as far as the extent 

10 of his drug use and his drug addiction. 

11 Personality disorders. Some of the personality 

12 disorders that psychologists and other professionals have 

13 given opinions on in the past, severe conduct disorder, 

14 maybe manic depressive or may have impulsive conduct 

15 disorder, and I think what's significant about the 

16 personality disorders in this case is that when he was 

17 a juvenile he was recommended to be on medication, to be 

18 prescribed certain medications to help control his behavior, 

19 to help control the personality disorders, yet he never 

2 0 took advantage of the this opportunity, probably because 

21 of economic reasons for this. 

2 2 So, here's a person who's been diagnosed; even 

23 Dr. Drake, even Dr. Kaperonis, Dr. Malatesta have all stated 

24 he has certain personality disorders but they have never been 

2 5 treated, even though they should have been treated back when 
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15 

1 he was a juvenile. 

2 One of the other significant mitigators which 

3 we're proposing is Frank Anderson's influence upon Bobby 

4 Poyson. There's absolutely no question that these murders 

5 would not have occurred had Frank Anderson and his 

6 14-year-old girlfriend Kimberly Lane come down from 

7 California to this area. Bobby Poyson had lived out there 

8 with these people for several months and lived with them 

9 in complete peace and harmony, but after Frank Anderson 

10 and Kim Lane show up, they all get murdered. 

11 There's certainly no question that Bobby Poyson 

12 was not going to do anything to these people on his own or 

13 even had formed that thought but for the influence of 

14 Mr. Anderson, and the testimony at the aggravation/mitigation 

15 hearing again showed that Bobby Poyson is easily influenced 

16 by other people, especially older men. He's a follower, not 

17 a leader. 

18 Ralph Stegall testified in this case at the 

19 motion to suppress statements that Bobby Poyson was 

20 influenced by Frank Anderson. Ralph Stegall truly believed 

21 this. Ralph Stegall was convinced -- well, Ralph Stegall was 

22 convinced that Frank Anderson convinced Bobby Poyson to 

23 commit these murders; and again, Dr. Malatesta, as the State 

24 pointed out in their motion, said that there's no evidence 

25 Bobby Poyson was pathologically influenced by Frank 
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16 

1 Anderson. 

2 Again, that's an interview a year later in a 

3 completely different setting, clinical environment, sterile 

4 setting, after a significant passage of time. But, again, 

5 when you talk about some fairly significant -- very 

6 significant time frame shortly after these murders, shortly 

7 after Bobby Poyson is interviewed and telling everything 

8 that happened basically purging his soul to the officers in 

9 this case, that's when Ralph Stegall has a lot of experience, 

10 was convinced that yes, Bobby Poyson was very influenced, 

11 manipulated and convinced by Frank Anderson to be involved 

12 in these murders. 

13 There's absolutely no question these would not 

14 have occurred but for Frank Anderson. The evidence in this 

15 case showed that Mr. Anderson's 14-year-old girlfriend, 

16 Kimberly Lane, was the first person who brought up the idea 

17 of murder. It's very clear thereafter that Frank Anderson 

18 came up with the plan to shoot everybody, and that's how 

19 these people were going to be murdered. 

2 0 Very clear that Bobby Poyson said no, he can't 

21 do that, because there are no bullets, and then Frank 

22 Anderson comes up with the idea well, let's get a knife; 

23 we'll just simply cut their throats, which of course is 

24 exactly what he did to Robert Delahunt. Even after Frank 

2 5 Anderson cut Robert Delahunt's throat, when Bobby went into 
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1 the little trailer to see what was going on, he did not want 

2 to go through with it. Even told Bobby, Robert Delahunt, 

3 this is just a joke, nothing's going to happen, but it was 

4 Frank Anderson who said no, I've already started it, we have 

5 to continue. 

6 And again, Ralph Stagall testified that it was 

7 his opinion that Frank Anderson took Bobby to a point just 

8 too far, and then even after all this happened it was Bobby 

9 Poyson who wanted to turn himself in but Frank Anderson would 

10 not let him. So there's no question that Bobby was 

11 influenced, under substantial duress by Frank Anderson in 

12 being involved in these homicides. 

13 One of the other factors which we have 

14 proposed, both as a statutory and nonstatutory, is Bobby's 

15 dysfunctional childhood. In the State's motion they said 

16 that we have failed somehow to prove this element and this 

17 issue, but they -- the evidence has been overwhelming 

18 which we presented to you. Certainly more than just a 

19 preponderance of evidence that Bobby Poyson came from a 

2 0 dysfunctional childhood. 

21 In fact, we showed substantially that his 

22 dysfunctional childhood began before he was even born. The 

23 evidence showed that his natural father and his mother used 

24 drugs and alcohol very heavily for approximately three years, 

25 that his natural father engaged in bizarre self-destructive 
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1 behavior, like jumping off stoves head first into the ground, 

2 jumping out of moving vehicles, and there's been documents 

3 which indicate he's tried to commit suicide before, and Ruth 

4 Garcia testified that she's aware that he's been diagnosed 

5 with mental illnesses. 

6 So, these are his parents and this is what's 

7 going on, even before he's born, and then during the first 

8 trimester of her pregnancy, before she knew she was pregnant, 

9 Ruth Garcia still used drugs, still used alcohol, and even 

10 after she found out she was pregnant she testified that she 

11 continued to drink some wine from time to time throughout her 

12 pregnancy and also smoked cigarettes throughout the entire 

13 pregnancy. 

14 So, Bobby comes from a childhood that was 

15 dysfunctional before he even came into this world. And when 

16 he was sixteen years of age, a treatment classification 

17 profile worksheet was prepared, and it stated Bobby comes 

18 from a chronic multi-problem family, including child abuse, 

19 alcoholism, neglect, drug addiction and violence. 

20 In 1993, a psychological evaluation was 

21 conducted, and it was stated Bobby's antisocial behavior can 

22 be traced through his chaotic family life. Bobby comes from 

2 3 a chronic dysfunctional family which includes once again 

24 child abuse, neglect, alcoholism, drug addiction, violence 

25 and multiple relationships with men. So, there's no question 
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1 he comes from a dysfunctional family. 

2 There was testimony that one of his 

3 stepfather's, Guillermo, beat him. I think Ruth said that 

4 he was brutal to the family, both physically and mentally, 

5 to the point where she finally had him prosecuted and thrown 

6 in jail. There's also testimony that Bobby's grandmother was 

7 fairly brutal in the way that she had disciplined the family 

8 and she beat everybody on a regular basis. 

9 Again, that's been proven substantially to this 

10 Court, so it's obvious Bobby comes from just a very 

11 dysfunctional childhood. Never even knew his father. Never 

12 even met his father. He left before Bobby was even born, and 

13 is, of course, now serving a substantial prison sentence in 

14 Colorado, and as testimony showed Ruth had several different 

15 relationships, several different men she was married to 

16 during Bobby's upbringing. There was just never that 

17 stability that he needed. Every time he got used to someone, 

18 someone else would come into his life. 

19 Another factor is family tragedy, and as I 

2 0 stated in my memorandum, there are two very significant 

21 events that happened to young Bobby Poyson which changed his 

22 life; unfortunately, for the worse. Number one, the death of 

23 Sabas Garcia. He was a stepfather of Bobby's and someone 

24 that Bobby liked a lot, someone that Bobby loved. He was the 

25 only stepfather that Bobby got along with well, and they were 
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1 extremely close. 

2 Unfortunately, at a young, young age Mr. Garcia 

3 had cancer and decided to brutally end his life, and we 

4 admitted into evidence his suicide note, which is on two 

5 polaroid photographs taken of Sabas and the family. And as 

6 Ruth said, when she testified, this changed Bobby, and he was 

7 simply never the same after this happened. 

8 The second significant event that happened 

9 was shortly thereafter, Bobby was sexually assaulted by a 

10 godfather-type figure. In fact, he was sodomized by this 

11 person, fairly brutally, and the State pointed out that well, 

12 he didn't report it, and that's certainly not unusual for 

13 children of that age not to report these types of incidents, 

14 especially when Bobby was confused by it because there were 

15 other kids about his age that continued to associate with 

16 this person, and Bobby assumed -- the testimony will show --

17 that maybe what he did to me was acceptable and was okay 

18 because he's continuing to associate with these young 

19 people. 

20 So, it's very common, understandable that this 

21 was not something that was immediately reported to the 

22 authorities. In fact, the testimony at the hearing showed 

23 that this is almost a norm for that type of community; 

24 beatings going on all the time, and it was just a pretty 

25 tough, tough way of life, and I assume they just didn't 
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1 report things like this, and there's again reasons why these 

2 go unreported; but again, every single juvenile document you 

3 have, every single psychological report you have points to 

4 these two incidents as a turning point for Bobby, and despite 

5 the fact that before that he certainly had a troubled life, a 

6 chaotic life, he did pretty darn well. 

7 We presented to you his school records to show 

8 you the type of grades he made. As a young child he made 

9 very good grades and any grades that any parent would be 

10 proud of. He received many awards. He was involved in some 

11 activities. Made his mother Mother's Day cards, and he was 

12 just typically a -- seemed like fairly a normal young man at 

13 that time, and going to school and making goods grades and 

14 not getting into trouble, not abusing drugs, not abusing 

15 alcohol, even though he had a pretty chaotic life when these 

16 two tragedies occurred. Ms. Ruth testified he was just never 

17 the same, and that's what started him into using drugs, into 

18 using alcohol and having behavior problems which again were 

19 never checked; that is, he was never prescribed medications 

2 0 which was recommended that he take. 

21 So, I just wanted to touch upon some of the 

22 mitigators which I've included in my memorandum, but of 

23 course every mitigator in my memorandum, I think the evidence 

24 has shown, we have proven sufficiently enough. This case is 

25 very similar to a recent case, as far as the mitigation goes, 
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1 to State v. Trostle, which I'm sure Your Honor has probably 

2 thoroughly read prior to today's date. In that case, as I 

3 mentioned earlier, the defendant was 20 years of age, he was 

4 convicted of first degree murder. 

5 The Court found two aggravating circumstances; 

6 pecuniary gain, especially heinous, cruel, depraved nature. 

7 Basically, it was shotgun execution-type murder. The lower 

8 court sentenced Mr. Trostle to death. The Arizona Supreme 

9 Court overturned that and reduced it to a life sentence. And 

10 what's interesting is so many of the factors that apply and 

11 the Court considered in that case also apply to Bobby Poyson. 

12 For instance, when they are talking about the 

13 good one mitigator, the state supreme court said that yes, 

14 Mr. Trostle knew what he did was wrong; however, he provides 

15 sufficient mitigation evidence to show that even though he 

16 could have appreciated the wrongfulness of his conduct, his 

17 ability to conduct himself according to the law requirement 

18 was impaired at the time of the offense. 

19 Their mitigation expert talked about his 

2 0 traumatic upbringing as a child and resulting medical -- was 

21 mental disturbance because of these traumatic experiences, 

22 and influenced his criminal action. Came from an abusive 

23 childhood. His mom used drugs. His father was separated 

24 from him when he was very young. 

25 Of course, in this case Bobby has never even 
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1 met his natural father. Grandmother's beating; would beat 

2 him regularly, as in this case. His grandfather was 

3 convicted of sexually molesting him. Again, Mr. Poyson was 

4 sexually molested as a child. In Trostle's case he acted out 

5 sexual -- sexual impropriety with other children. He was 

6 placed, by juvenile authorities, in a residential treatment 

7 program and educational program, such as this case. 

8 Psychological evaluation warned of escalating 

9 development of problems. He had a high risk of developing 

10 anti-social behavior patterns, as in this case. When he was 

11 a juvenile, the juvenile staff stated in a report that 

12 Mr. Trostle would need a great deal of aftercare support. 

13 However, as in this case, received very little follow-up 

14 treatment after being released. 

15 He was also diagnosed with some personality 

16 disorders, including conduct disorder, severe polysubstance 

17 abuse disorder, just like in this case. The experts for the 

18 defense also testified that he demonstrated extreme social 

19 dysfunction and inability to function independantly in the 

2 0 general community. He was probably not ready to be 

21 reintegrated into society after his release from the 

22 residential program. 

23 And like this case, Mr. Poyson had been 

24 incarcerated. He had been in residential treatment programs, 

25 but when he was released he generally did not go to 
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1 sufficient aftercare programs. He continued to be in this 

2 chaotic life-style, this unsubstantial home environment where 

3 he just didn't have resources to pull through on this. 

4 Again, Mr. Trostle, there's an absence of 

5 any stablizing factors in it. His family life, his own 

6 experiences, his victim of abuse, significantly predisposed 

7 him to repeat such behaviors as he developed further. 

8 Also, stated by a defense expert in that case as 

9 an individual who could not have been expected to conform to 

10 the expectations and demands of society, behave in a legal 

11 and responsible manner, given the history of his development 

12 and the circumstances in which he was in when the crimes 

13 occurred. 

14 In that case the Judge again overturned his 

15 death sentence because of substantial evidence, as in this 

16 case, which was presented concerning his chaotic upbringing, 

17 and what's interesting in Trostle is, unlike all the other 

18 cases, there was no connection between this chaotic 

19 life-style and upbringing and the murders. 

20 In this case, in fact, State pretty much 

21 criticized that by stating there's no meaningful link that 

22 exists between his abuse as a child and a crime of this 

23 magnitude. So, for the first time it seems that the state 

24 supreme court is not requiring that link, that nexus, because 

2 5 how can you prove that. 
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1 I mean, how -- kind of hard to prove when a 

2 person comes from a chaotic childhood that years later 

3 they're involved in something, such as homicide, and kind of 

4 hard to ever show that nexus and link. That's why all cases 

5 pretty much say it's not found in this case, but this is a 

6 case where it's not found and even the dissent critisizes it. 

7 Yet it was substantial enough to overturn its 

8 death sentence, and pretty much the last paragraph of the 

9 majority opinion just said evidence causes us to question 

10 whether death is appropriate. Where there is a doubt whether 

11 that sentence should be imposed, we will resolve that doubt 

12 in favor of a life sentence and simply overturn the death 

13 sentence. 

14 There are some other mitigating factors which 

15 the Court found which apply in this case, such as age. 

16 Again, Mr. Trostle being 20. The other age factors they 

17 also discussed, they said that his age was average, above 

18 Mr. Poyson's rating. Other evidence established he was 

19 immature, easily influenced, as in this case; a follower, as 

2 0 this case; easily manipulated and pushed to do what others 

21 with stronger willpower wanted him to do. 

22 Other mitigator, cooperation with the police, 

23 as in this case. Dysfunctional family background; past drug 

24 and alcohol abuse, as in this case. The Court also took 

25 into consideration the loving family relationship; and again, 
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1 that's one of the nonstatutory mitigators that I have proven 

2 in this case, as far as the family support that he has. 

3 The state supreme court also considered his 

4 ability to function well in structured environment. One of 

5 the mitgating circumstances in my memorandum is the fact that 

6 he can be rehabilitated in structured environment. There's 

7 certainly documentation to prove that which is in the record 

8 and discussed in my memorandum lack of prior violent felony 

9 conviction and remorse, as in this case. 

10 What's interesting is that the state supreme 

11 court also said that there's no scale upon which to measure 

12 what is or is not sufficiently substantial because there's a 

13 statute; as the statute is worded, if the State proves beyond 

14 a reasonable doubt one mitigator, then the presumption is 

15 death, and it will be death unless the State -- unless the 

16 defendant has substantial mitigation sufficiently to call 

17 for leniency and even recently the U.S. State Supreme Court 

18 questions how can you measure substantially sufficient. 

19 How can that be done? 

2 0 And in this case, Judge, we have proven several 

21 statutory and nonstatutory mitigating circumstances. The 

22 case law said that the mitigating circumstances have to be 

23 considered individually and accumulatively by the Court in 

24 determining whether or not it's sufficiently substantial to 

25 call for leniency, but when you look at the Trostle case, 
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1 Judge, and you look at the mitigators we have presented in 

2 this case, it's almost identical. 

3 There are two aggravating circumstances in that 

4 case; yet, supreme court or state supreme court reversed the 

5 death conviction based on Trostle, Judge. 

6 And based on all of the mitigating factors that 

7 we have proven to you in this case, that's supported by the 

8 record, supported by the case law, we ask you to find that 

9 that mitigation is substantially sufficient and calls for 

10 leniency and therefore impose a life sentence. 

11 THE COURT: Mr. Poyson, is there anything that you 

12 would like to say at this time on your own behalf? 

13 THE DEFENDANT: No, Your Honor. 

14 THE COURT: Mr. Carlisle? 

15 MR. CARLISLE: Your Honor, and you didn't actually 

16 mention it, but I'm assuming that you have received the 

17 State's notice of aggravating factors which was filed right 

18 after the verdicts were rendered in this case? 

19 THE COURT: Yes. Yes, I have. 

2 0 MR. CARLISLE: And also the State's sentencing 

21 memorandum? 

2 2 THE COURT: Yes. 

23 MR. CARLISLE: Actually, I'll probably do it the same 

24 order Mr. Sipe did. With respect to the aggravating factors, 

25 you heard all the testimony at the trial. You heard -- and 
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1 I'll agree with Mr. Sipe -- the most compelling evidence in 

2 this case is obviously the defendant's confessions, both his 

3 taped confession and his confession to Sergeant Stegall, and 

4 with respect to the especially cruel, heinous or depraved 

5 aspect, and the case law is fairly clear that you can find 

6 that aggravating factor if you find that it's either 

7 especially cruel or especially heinous or depraved, and the 

8 State believes that the murder of Robert Delahunt and the 

9 murder of Roland Wear were both especially cruel. 

10 The testimony was that -- or excuse me --

11 Mr. Poyson's own statements were that Robert Delahunt 

12 struggled for approximately 45 minutes, and they can 

13 speculate that they rendered him unconscious, but his own 

14 statements are that he struggled for 45 minutes. 

15 The medical examiner said the slashed throat was 

16 not a fatal injury. The knife being driven through the skull 

17 was not a fatal injury. He speculated that those -- that the 

18 skull fractures could have rendered him unconscious, but he 

19 could have been conscious. He did -- and by the testimony 

2 0 of the person that was there, Robert Poyson, Mr. Delahunt 

21 was still alive, he was still struggling. He had defensive 

22 wounds on his hands that would be consistent with him 

23 struggling. 

24 He indicates that -- Mr. Poyson indicates that 

2 5 Robert Delahunt took the knife away from his attackers and he 
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1 had wounds that were consistent with that. Eric Cooper 

2 indicated that while he was testifying he showed the wounds 

3 that he received because Robert Delahunt was struggling, was 

4 trying vainly to save himself. And during that struggle, 

5 during that 45 minutes it took to kill him, he did suffer 

6 incredibly, both physically and mental anguish. He had 

7 already overheard that they were planning on killing 

8 everybody there to take the truck. He knew that, and he was 

9 begging for his life. He was trying deseparately to stay 

10 alive. 

11 The State feels that this was an especially 

12 cruel murder. With respect to the heinous or depraved, the 

13 State believes that there was gratuitous violence inflicted. 

14 There is the slashed throat. There is the knife that's 

15 driven through the skull. There is the repeated smashing of 

16 the head. Mr. Poyson, in his confesion, said that he smashed 

17 Delahunt's head against the floor, that he smashed it with 

18 his fist, that he smashed it with a rock, and there's just 

19 numerous head injuries, and based on that, State believes 

20 that when you look at all those injuries, there is gratuitous 

21 violence in this case. 

22 With respect to Mr. Delahunt, with respect to 

23 Mr. Wear, and also the other factors that State argued in 

24 it's sentencing memorandum, with respect to Mr. Wear, he was 

2 5 shot, he got up, he struggled with both Mr. Anderson and 
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1 Mr. Poyson, he was struggling also for his life. He was hit 

2 repeatedly with the rifle. There were splatters of blood in 

3 the room. There was the broken stock of the rifle after he 

4 had been hit with it. He managed to struggle outside where 

5 again he was hit repeatedly with the rifle, with both the 

6 butt and the -- apparently the trigger mechanism of the 

7 rifle. 

8 According to Robert Poyson's own statements, 

9 that he hit him until eventually the trigger mechanism or the 

10 handle broke and stuck in to a Mr. Wear's head, and that's 

11 when he finally stopped, finally knocked him to ground. 

12 While trying to get up, he was hit in the back with a cinder 

13 block, and Bobby Poyson goes over, started kicking him in the 

14 head, telling him -- yelling at him to stay down, and still, 

15 that's not good enough and he takes and he smashed his head 

16 like an eggshell with the cinder block. State believes that 

17 that was also especially cruel. 

18 With respect to the multiple homicides, defense 

19 has conceded there were multiple homicides in this case. I 

20 think case law is pretty clear that if you find that there 

21 were multiple homicides with respect to one of the victims, 

22 then you found that it applies to all of the victims, and the 

23 State was arguing basically in the alternative, somewhat akin 

24 to State v. Rogovich, that if the first one, the murder of 

25 Robert Delahunt was a different episode -- and State doesn't 
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1 believe it is -- then the F.l factor would apply with respect 

2 to the murder of Robert Delahunt. 

3 With respect to the other two, the State 

4 believes that this was all one course of conduct and that 

5 because it was all one course of conduct, the multiple 

6 homicides aggravating factor applies. 

7 With respect to pecuniary gain, Mr. Sipe 

8 concedes basically that none of these murders would have 

9 happened if it wasn't for Roland Wear and Kim Lane --or 

10 excuse me -- if wasn't for Frank Anderson and Kim Lane 

11 showing up and wanting to go to Chicago or go to Kentucky or 

12 wherever it is exactly they wanted to go. They said that 

13 they were going to go to Chicago. They indicated they wanted 

14 to go to Chicago, that they were going to go live this life 

15 of luxury as mafia godfather and goddaughter; and basically, 

16 Bobby Poyson would be an enforcer-type person and so that was 

17 their whole goal was to go to Chicago, and so to get to 

18 Chicago they needed to steal the truck. 

19 I think, going back a step, that's what makes 

2 0 these crimes so senseless and so, well, heinous or depraved, 

21 based on their senselessness that they were out in the middle 

22 of nowhere. Everybody concedes that these murders took place 

23 out in the middle of nowhere. They didn't need to kill three 

24 people to take the truck. They could have just taken the 

2 5 truck. They could have cut phone line. Neighbors did not 
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1 have a phone. They could have just taken the truck. Left in 

2 the middle of the night, they would have been to Flagstaff, 

3 they probably would have been out of Arizona before anybody 

4 even discovered what had happened. 

5 Instead they murdered three people to take the 

6 truck, and that's the whole goal is to get the truck so that 

7 they can go to Chicago. Clearly this murder was committed 

8 with the expectation of pecuniary gain. 

9 With respect to the final two aggravating 

10 factors, defense is arguing the same with respect to both 

11 those, the F.l factor with respect to the conspiracy count 

12 and the F.2 factor with respect to the armed robbery count, 

13 and the case law is fairly clear that as soon as conviction 

14 comes in, as soon as the jury said this person is guilty, 

15 that's when the conviction applies. 

16 With respect to the F.l and F.2, I think I 

17 cited a case in there -- there's other cases that aren't 

18 necessarily cited in this particular portion of the State's 

19 brief, but I think in Rogovich they found that it applied. 

2 0 There's numerous cases, and basically I didn't really spend a 

21 lot of time arguing that because the case law is very clear 

22 that it's when the jury verdict is rendered. That's when a 

23 prior conviction occurs for purposes of F.l and F.2. 

24 With respect to the mitigating factors, and I 

2 5 just wanted to touch on a couple of them, Mr. Sipe was 
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1 especially arguing that this case was very similar to State v 

2 Trostle; however, Mr. Trostle's mental problems were much 

3 more acute, much more well-developed, in the testimony, than 

4 those of Mr. Poyson, and I think one of the key factors is 

5 the State talked about -- or excuse me -- that the Court 

6 talked about, and Mr. Sipe mentioned was Mr. Trostle's 

7 inability to perform in society and to conform his conduct. 

8 Well, Mr. Sipe admitted basically that that does 

9 not apply to Mr. Poyson. He lived at this house for several 

10 months, did not have plans on killing anybody, was able to 

11 conform his conduct. He did have jobs. He had worked very 

12 sporadically. 

13 State does not believe that his work history 

14 should be a mitigating factor because he doesn't seem to have 

15 ever worked for longer than a couple of months, but he was 

16 able to perform, to live a normal life. He had a job. He 

17 had jobs. He was paying rent. You know, he apparently was, 

18 at some point, baby-sitting Robert Delahunt, so he was doing 

19 all of these things. He was able to conform his conduct to 

2 0 that which was required. 

21 Mr. Sipe stated repeatedly, none of this would 

22 have happened if it wasn't for Frank Anderson and Kim Lane 

23 showing up. Well, if none of this would have happened but 

24 for the presence of those two, then clearly he was able to 

25 conform his conduct to that which is required. You can't 
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1 have it both ways. You can't say that none of this would 

2 have happened if it wasn't for these other two, then to say, 

3 well, it was bound to happen because he can't conform his 

4 conduct. 

5 So, the State believes that they haven't shown 

6 that mitigating factor, that they haven't proven that 

7 mitigating factor. With respect to the other mitigating 

8 factors, the State believes that -- I've addressed those 

9 issues in my sentencing memorandum, that none of those 

10 factors taken together are substantially great enough that 

11 they should call for leniency in this case. 

12 The State would also would ask that the death 

13 penalty be imposed, and further would ask that you make a 

14 specific finding that any of the aggravating factors are 

15 sufficient to call for the death penalty in this case. Thank 

16 you. 

17 THE COURT: Mr. Sipe, anything further? 

18 MR. SIPE: Nothing further, Your Honor. 

19 THE COURT: Mr. Poyson, you were charged in the 

2 0 Indictment in this case, in Count I, with conspiracy to 

21 commit first degree murder, a class 1 felony. You were found 

22 guilty of that offense by the jury. 

23 Based upon the jury's determination of guilt, it 

24 is the judgment of the Court that the defendant is guilty of 

25 the offense of conspiracy to commit first degree murder, as 
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1 charged in Count I. It's a class 1 felony. There's no 

2 designation as to dangerousness or repetitiveness that would 

3 apply on that. It was committed on or about August 12, 1996, 

4 and it's in violation of A.R.S. Section 13-1003, 13-1105, 

5 13-604, 13-701 and 13-801. 

6 You were charged in Count II of the Indictment 

7 with murder in the first degree of Robert Delahunt. You were 

8 found guilty of that offense by the jury. Based upon the 

9 jury's determination of guilt, it is the judgment of the 

10 Court that the defendant is guilty of the offense of murder 

11 in the first degree, as charged in Count II. It's a class 1 

12 felony. It was committed on or about August 13th, 1996, and 

13 it's in violation of A.R.S. Section 13-1105, 13-073 and 

14 13-801. 

15 You were charged in Count III of the Indictment 

16 with murder in the first degree of Leta Kagen. You were 

17 found guilty by the jury of that offense. Based upon the 

18 jury's determination of guilt, it is the judgment of the 

19 Court that the defendant is guilty of the offense of murder 

20 in the first degree, as charged in Count III. It's a class 1 

21 felony. It was committed on or about August 13, 1996, and 

22 it's in violation of A.R.S. Section 13-1105, 13-073 and 

23 13-801. 

24 You were charged in Count IV with murder in the 

2 5 first degree of Roland Wear. You were found guilty of that 
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1 offense by the jury. Based upon the jury's determination of 

2 guilt, it is the judgment of Court that defendant is guilty 

3 of the offense of murder in the first degree, as charged in 

4 Count IV. It's a class 1 felony. It was committed on or 

5 about August 13, 1996, and it's in violation of A.R.S. 

6 Section 13-1105, 13-073 and 13-801. 

7 You were also charged in Count V with armed 

8 robbery, a dangerous class 2 felony. You were found guilty 

9 of that offense by the jury. Based upon the Jury's 

10 determination of guilt, it is the judgment of the Court that 

11 the defendant is guilty of the offense of armed robbery, as 

12 charged in Count V. It's a dangerous but nonrepetitive class 

13 2 felony. It was committed on or about August 13, 1996, and 

14 it's in violation of A.R.S. Section 13-1904, 13-604, 13-701 

15 and 13-801. 

16 The Court has reviewed the entire file in this 

17 matter. I've considered everything that has been presented 

18 at every hearing that has been held in this case. That 

19 includes any of the pretrial motions, and including certainly 

2 0 the voluntariness hearing, the evidence presented at trial, 

21 the evidence presented at the presentencing hearing. I have 

22 read the notices that were filed by counsel. I have read the 

23 memoranda that have been filed by counsel. I have read 

24 anything that has been attached to those memoranda. I've 

25 also reviewed the mental health reports that were prepared, 
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1 pursuant to the Rule 11 process. 

2 I should advise counsel of something that you, 

3 of course, are aware of, and that is that I was the judge on 

4 the jury trial of Kimberly Lane's case so I'm certainly 

5 familiar with the evidence that was presented at her trial. 

6 Certainly to the extent that I would rely upon 

7 or would consider relying upon anything presented at her 

8 trial in order to make a decision in this case, I have not 

9 done so and I have not gone back and independently reviewed 

10 my notes or any transcripts of the testimony in her trial. I 

11 am, of course, aware of the sentence that was imposed in her 

12 case and I have specifically thought about that because that 

13 is one of the factors that I'm being asked to consider. 

14 I have very limited knowledge about the 

15 proceedings in Mr. Anderson's case. In fact, most of what I 

16 know about his case I've either gleaned through the media or 

17 have been told by attorneys that were involved in either of 

18 the Lane or the Poyson cases. 

19 I've considered all of the arguments that have 

2 0 been presented. I have read the cases that have been cited 

21 by counsel, to the extent that I felt that it was necessary 

22 to do so, or to the extent that I was not already familiar 

23 with the propositions that were set forth in those cases. 

24 Mr. Sipe, other than anything else that has 

25 already been placed on the record, is there any other legal 
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1 cause why sentence should not now be pronounced? 

2 MR. SIPE: No. 

3 THE COURT: All right. Why don't you all just remain 

4 at the table since -- since I have to be talking for a while 

5 now. I want to start off with what I would consider the easy 

6 parts of this decision and simply get the non-murder charges 

7 out of the way. 

8 No legal cause appearing, as to Count I, 

9 conspiracy to commit first degree murder, the defendant 

10 is sentenced to life imprisonment without the possibility 

11 of release on any basis until he has served at least 25 

12 calendar years. 

13 As to Count V, the armed robbery charge, the 

14 Court sees no purpose in going through and identifying 

15 potential aggravating and mitigating circumstances, because 

16 I certainly intend to cover every possible base, as far as 

17 a sentence that could be imposed on the murder charge, and 

18 I am firmly convinced that whatever I do on the armed robbery 

19 charge is going to be absolutely meaningless. So, the Court 

20 finds no aggravating or mitigating circumstances. 

21 It's ordered, on the armed robbery charge, that 

22 the defendant is sentenced to 10.5 years in prison, which is 

23 the presumptive sentence for a dangerous class 2 felony. The 

24 beginning date of each of those sentences -- in other words, 

2 5 the conspiracy sentence and the armed robbery sentence --
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1 will be today's date. The defendant will receive credit 

2 against each of those sentences for 819 days served in 

3 custody prior to today's date. 

4 It's ordered that those two sentences will be 

5 served concurrently with one another. It's also ordered that 

6 the defendant will pay restitution in the amount of $3000. I 

7 will not enter any orders as to whether I realistically 

8 expect that that will be paid because I don't. 

9 As to the murder counts, addressing first the 

10 aggravating factors which under A.R.S. Section 13-703.F have 

11 to be proven by the State beyond a reasonable doubt, unless I 

12 indicate otherwise -- and I think except for one of them, 

13 this discussion is going to cover all three victims equally. 

14 The first statutory aggravating factor is that 

15 the defendant has been convicted of another offense in the 

16 United States for which under Arizona law a sentence of life 

17 imprisonment or death was impossible, and I'll discuss the 

18 second one in conjunction with this because they're very 

19 closely related. 

20 A.R.S. Section 13-703F.2, is whether the 

21 defendant was previously convicted of a serious offense, 

22 whether prepatory or completed. I'm actually simply not 

23 convinced that the purpose of the legislature in enacting 

24 either of these two aggravating factors was to built in to 

2 5 every case where more than one person was murdered the 
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1 opportunity to argue not only the F.8 aggravating factor but 

2 also the F.l and the F.2 aggravating factors. 

3 Keeping in mind that the entire purpose of what 

4 we're going through now is to determine whether there is 

5 anything about this defendant that separates him from the 

6 norm -- and that's not the norm in society, but the norm of 

7 other people who commit murders -- and I believe that that 

8 policy would be undermined by a finding of the F.l or the F.2 

9 aggravating factors. I don't believe that they are intended 

10 to apply in this sort of circumstance, and I don't think that 

11 any one of the cases that have been cited by the State really 

12 firmly support that proposition. 

13 The Court finds that the State has failed to 

14 prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, the aggravating factors 

15 that are set forth in A.R.S. Section 13-703.F.l or 

16 13-703.F.2. 

17 As far as 13-703.F.3, which is whether in the 

18 commission of the offense the defendant knowingly created a 

19 grave risk of death to another person or persons, in addition 

2 0 to the victim of the offense, actually an argument could be 

21 made that this applies because he not only created a grave 

22 risk of death he actually killed other people, but that 

2 3 obviously would be included within one of the other 

24 aggravating factors. 

25 I believe this aggravating factor is meant to 
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1 cover a person who actually survived and is not murdered 

2 along with other people. 

3 The Court finds that the State has failed and, 

4 in fact, has not attempted to prove, beyond a reasonable 

5 doubt, the application of A.R.S. Section 13-703.F.3. As to 

6 the F.4, whether the defendant procured the commission of the 

7 offense by payment or promise of payment of anything of 

8 pecuniary value, there is no evidence in this case that would 

9 support the defendant having offered something of value that 

10 he had to anyone else to participate in this murder. 

11 The State (sic) finds that there is no evidence 

12 to establish, beyond a reasonable doubt, the existence of the 

13 aggravating factors set forth in 13-703.F.4, 13-703.F.5, as 

14 to whether the defendant committed the offense as 

15 consideration for the receipt or in expectation of the 

16 receipt of anything of pecuniary value. 

17 This is a factor that was subject to some 

18 dispute for the first several years after the death penalty 

19 statute was enacted. There is, at least, I think, two out of 

2 0 five members of the supreme court who very agressively 

21 maintained that this factor was meant to apply only to a 

22 murder-for-hire situation. 

23 They consistently dissented in opinions, and 

24 after a period of time in which they had continued to 

25 dissent, I believe that they ceased dissenting and basically 
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1 made the observation that if the legislature had seen fit to 

2 change the statute to clarify that it was supposed to apply 

3 only to murder for hire, they had plenty of opportunity do 

4 that. 

5 I think that the case law is very clear at this 

6 time that this is not a factor that applies exclusively to a 

7 murder for hire. It also includes a situation where the 

8 expectation of getting something of monetary worth is a 

9 reason behind the commission of the offense. 

10 Now the danger in the application of this 

11 aggravating factor that there are many murders that are 

12 committed and once a person realizes that the other person is 

13 dead and has no use for their property, a decision is made to 

14 take property, and those are cases in which this factor would 

15 not apply. That is clearly not the situation that we have 

16 here. 

17 The desire to get something of value and 

18 the fact that -- that any common, decent person would think 

19 that it was something of very little value compared to the 

2 0 behavior that was engaged in to get it is really not 

21 relevant. The fact is that the desire to get the means 

22 of transportation to get them out of Golden Valley and get 

2 3 to Chicago, or wherever it was they that they were going, 

24 was the sole reason, the driving force behind the commission 

25 of these murders. 
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1 I believe that the State has proven that 

2 overwhelmingly by the evidence. The Court determines that 

3 the State has proven, beyond a reasonable doubt, the 

4 applicability of the aggravating factors set forth in A.R.S. 

5 Section 13 - 703.F.5, that all three murders were committed by 

6 the defendant in the expectation of the receipt of something 

7 of pecuniary value. 

8 The sixth factor, the one that we could probably 

9 all talk about all day, if we were so inclined, 13-703.F.6, 

10 is whether the defendant committed the crimes in an 

11 especially cruel, heinous or depraved manner. Probably the 

12 key word here is especially, and this is the factor that the 

13 cases have emphasized over and over again. It's not to be 

14 interpreted too broadly. 

15 Part of the reason that this factor is even 

16 subject to federal review is because of the very detailed 

17 state appellate decisions which have interpreted this 

18 factor and have narrowed it down and have fine-tuned what 

19 this factor actually means. The statute of course speaks in 

20 the disjunctive, so it's not necessary to find all three of 

21 them. 

22 The testimony, I think, was very clear that as 

23 to Robert Delahunt and Roland Wear, they were eventually 

24 killed only after a protracted and horrible struggle had 

25 taken place in which two of them were literally fighting for 
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1 their lives; a fight which they eventually lost, and it's 

2 very clear that each of them maintained consciousness for a 

3 considerable period of time. Robert Delahunt, after having 

4 his throat slashed. Roland Wear, after actually having been 

5 shot, and having a struggle. 

6 It is indisputable that the two of them have to 

7 have suffered physical pain, have to have realized, at some 

8 point, that the struggle was going to continue until they 

9 were dead, and they had to have been literally looking at 

10 death in the eye, knowing that that was coming for a 

11 considerable period of time. 

12 This is certainly especially cruel, and the 

13 Court finds that the evidence establishes, beyond a 

14 reasonable doubt, the existence of the aggravating factor set 

15 forth in A.R.S. Section 13-703.F.6, that the murders of 

16 Robert Delahunt and Roland Wear were committed in an 

17 especially cruel manner. 

18 On the other hand, the murder of Leta Kagen --

19 and this is where any person with any ounce of decency 

2 0 hesitates to use the language that the appellate courts talk 

21 about because it sounds like we're adopting some sort of 

22 blase attitude toward murder, and we're discussing murder as 

23 if this was a good murder or a benign murder or a murder that 

24 was not offensive to anyone's sense of human decency, but 

25 unfortunately the appellate decisions really force us to 
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1 engage in this type of analysis. 

2 The murder of Leta Kagen was over and done with 

3 immediately. She probably literally never knew what was 

4 coming, never knew what was happening, probably never even 

5 realized that she was awake, and she was dead before she had 

6 any recognition of what was going on. It is impossible to 

7 say that she suffered under those circumstances, because she 

8 simply did not have a clue as to what was going on, and the 

9 cases that talk about especially cruel make it clear that 

10 that type of murder is not an especially cruel murder, even 

11 though may be reprehensible in a lot of ways. 

12 The Court finds that the evidence does not show, 

13 beyond a reasonable doubt, that the aggravating factor of 

14 13-703.F.6 applies as to the murder of Leta Kagen because the 

15 killing of her was not committed in an especially cruel 

16 manner, as defined by the appellate decision. The especially 

17 heinous or depraved factor is probably the one that has been 

18 subject to the most discussion in recent cases. 

19 Just addressing a couple of those factors, I 

2 0 am not convinced that there was anything gratuitous about 

21 the injuries that were inflicted upon any of the three 

22 victims. On the contrary, I find that every injury that was 

23 inflicted on any one of these three victims was very much 

24 goal-oriented. 

25 It had a very specific reason; that was to end 
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1 the life of the person who was about to receive the injury, 

2 and at least my understanding is that once that that had been 

3 accomplished there were no more injuries inflicted upon 

4 anyone who was dead, and that, of course, is because they had 

5 other things to do, they had to move on and kill the next 

6 person. 

7 So, I do not find that there is any evidence 

8 that there is any gratuitous violence that was inflicted upon 

9 any one of the victims. As far as the crimes being senseless 

10 or purposeless, of course in -- in the parlance of any normal 

11 person in society killing someone to take a vehicle is 

12 senseless and is stupid. But the fact is, these people were 

13 killed for a specific purpose. It may be a purpose that no 

14 one can understand or agree with, but the fact is, these 

15 crimes were committed for a very specific reason and that is 

16 to kill people and prevent them from either resisting the 

17 taking of their vehicle or reporting it to police or doing 

18 anything to prevent the goal or the aim of this criminal 

19 endeavor, and I do not find that it was a senseless or 

20 purposeless killing in the sense that the cases have 

21 discussed that. 

22 As far as the relishing of the murders, there 

23 has been no evidence of comments that were made after the 

2 4 murders, songs that were sung, keeping of souvenires, any 

25 other behavior that would establish that the defendant did 
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1 anything other than just take care of his business, which was 

2 to kill three people, and then get in the vehicle, which was 

3 the purpose of his business, and go on about his way. 

4 And I do not find that the relishing of the 

5 offenses has been shown. The helplessness, I suppose an 

6 argument could be made that Leta Kagen was helpless simply 

7 because she was shot virtually while she was asleep. I am 

8 not inclined to find that, that that exists. I think that it 

9 would be anomalous to find the helplessness of Mr. Wear and 

10 Mr. Delahunt as aggravating factors in light of the prolonged 

11 struggles that they put up. 

12 The Court finds as to 13-703.F.6, that the 

13 evidence does not show, beyond a reasonable doubt, that any 

14 one of the three murders was especially heinous or depraved. 

15 As to A.R.S. Section 13-703.F.7, whether the defendant was in 

16 custody at the time; he clearly was not. The evidence does 

17 not show the existence of 13-703.F.7. 

18 As to 13-703.F.8, that the defendant has been 

19 convicted of one or more other homicides which were committed 

2 0 during commission of the offense, that clearly has been 

21 established. I can see absolutely no point in even 

22 discussing that any further. That is a factor which applies 

2 3 to every one of the three murders. 

24 So, the Court finds that the evidence has 

25 established, beyond a reasonable doubt, the existence of 
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1 13-703.F.8, as to all three of the murders. 

2 13-703.F.9, clearly does not apply. Well, maybe 

3 not clearly. It may have been close, but I believe that the 

4 evidence established that Mr. Delahunt was over fifteen at 

5 the time of the offense. None of the victims were over 70. 

6 The evidence does not show, beyond a reasonable 

7 doubt, the existence of the aggravating factors set forth in 

8 A.R.S. Section 13-703.F.9. F.10 is whether any victim was a 

9 peace officer. That is not a factor in this case. The 

10 evidence has not shown, beyond a reasonable doubt, the 

11 existence of the aggravating factors set forth in A.R.S. 

12 Section 13-703.F.10. 

13 Moving to the statutory mitigating factors that 

14 are set forth in A.R.S. Section 13-703.G, keeping in mind 

15 that the burden is on the defense to prove these mitigating 

16 factors, by a preponderance of evidence. A.R.S. Section 

17 13-704.G.1 is whether the defendant's capacity to appreciate 

18 the wrongfulness of his conduct or to conform his conduct to 

19 the requirements of law was significantly impaired, but not 

20 so impaired as to constitute a defense to prosecution. 

21 There has certainly been evidence that the 

22 defendant had gone through a turbulent life, perhaps had 

23 mental-health issues that would distinguish him from the 

24 typical person on the street. 

25 Listening to his description of how these 
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1 murders were committed, based upon a description of somewhat 

2 a methodical carrying out of a plan, the Court sees 

3 absolutely nothing on the record, in this case, to suggest 

4 the applicability of this mitigating circumstance. 

5 The Court finds that the defense failed to 

6 prove, by a preponderance of evidence, the existence of the 

7 mitigating factors set forth in A.R.S. Section 13-703.G.l. 

8 G.2 is whether the defendant was under unusual 

9 and substantial duress. I certainly think of duress as 

10 someone pointing a gun at someone or someone threatening a 

11 person with bodily harm. If they do not carry out some sort 

12 of course of conduct, it seems to me that the only duress 

13 that the defendant was under is that he didn't like living 

14 where he was living in Golden Valley. 

15 There may be lots of people who don't like 

16 where they're living, either in Golden Valley or elsewhere 

17 in Mohave County, and I just don't see anything about the 

18 defendant's situation to suggest that he was under 

19 substantial duress, especially since he'd been there for 

20 some time before the commission of these murders. 

21 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 

22 establish, by a preponderance of the evidence, the existence 

23 of the mitigating factors set forth in A.R.S. Section 

24 13-703.G.2. 

25 G.3 would be that the defendant was legally 
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1 accountable as an accomplice but that his participation was 

2 relatively minor. The evidence in this case was overwhelming 

3 that the defendant is the one who killed the three victims. 

4 His guilty verdict in this case was clearly not based upon 

5 any sort of technical accomplice-liability theory. He played 

6 an active role. He was the leading participant in the murder 

7 of these three people. 

8 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 

9 establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the existence of 

10 the mitigating factors set forth in A.R.S. Section 

11 13-703.G.3. 

12 G.4 is whether the defendant could not 

13 reasonably have foreseen that his conduct would cause or 

14 create a grave risk of causing death to another person. I 

15 think it would be absurd to even argue this under the 

16 circumstances. The entire purpose of everything that the 

17 defendant engaged in was, in fact, to kill someone, and he 

18 did not stop his course of conduct until the killing was 

19 over. The defense has failed to establish by a preponderance 

2 0 of evidence that the -- has failed to show by a preponderance 

21 of evidence the existence of the mitigating factors set forth 

22 in A.R.S. Section 13-703.G.4. 

23 G.5 is a little more problematic, and that is the 

24 age of the defendant. The defendant was 19 at the time. I 

25 am certain that both sides can cite cases in support of their 
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1 respective positions for people around this same age in which 

2 this was found a mitigating factor or people around the same 

3 age for which was this was not found a mitigating factor. 

4 I think the one thing that cases make it clear 

5 is that age is not just a number that we look at. We don't 

6 plug the number into some computer. If it's below a certain 

7 amount, it's mitigation; if it's above a certain amount, it's 

8 not mitigation. 

9 The issue is not how young or how old a person 

10 is but what connection there may be with their age and the 

11 behavior that they engaged in. The defendant was relatively 

12 young, chronologically speaking. 

13 As far as the criminal justice system goes, he 

14 was not so young. He had been part of that system for some 

15 period of time. He was no longer living at home. He had 

16 effectively been emancipated for a period of time. He was 

17 working on at least a sporadic basis, and there are certainly 

18 no questions in this case as to what the defendant's age was, 

19 but I do not find his age to have been a mitigating 

2 0 circumstance under the circumstances of this case. 

21 The Court specifically finds that the defense 

22 has failed to establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the 

23 existence of the mitigating circumstances set forth in A.R.S. 

24 Section 13-703.G.5. 

25 Addressing the nonstatutory mitigating factors 
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1 that have been set forth, what I have attempted to do on 

2 these is to sort of engage in a two-part analysis, which may, 

3 in fact, be essentially the same thing I've done with the 

4 statutory ones, and that is to analyze whether the defense 

5 has shown this fact by a preponderance of evidence, and then 

6 if they have, to determine whether I would assign that any 

7 weight as a mitigating factor, and of course, for any that 

8 I -- any that pass both of those two tests, I have to weigh 

9 them all along with the other factors in the final 

10 determination in this case, and I'll try to go through -- and 

11 I wrote down in my notes the same numbering scheme that was 

12 used by Mr. Sipe, and I'll try to refer to that just for ease 

13 of reference in the record. 

14 The first statutory mitigating factor that was 

15 alleged was personality disorders of the defendant. Again, 

16 the defendant had some mental health and psychological 

17 issues. I think, depending on what you define a mental or a 

18 personality disorder to be, the State -- or excuse me -- the 

19 defense has established that there were certain men --

2 0 personality disorders that the defendant, in fact, may have 

21 been suffering from. 

22 The Court, however, does not find that they rise 

23 to the level of being a mitigating factor because I am unable 

24 to draw any connection whatsoever with such personality 

25 disorders and the commission of these offenses. 
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1 So, the Court finds that the defense has failed 

2 to establish, by a preponderance of evidence, that the 

3 personality disorders of the defendant were a nonstatutory 

4 mitigating factor. 

5 The second nonstatutory mitigating factor 

6 alleged is remorse. I am convinced that the defense has 

7 established, by a preponderance of evidence, that the 

8 defendant was and is, in fact, remorseful about the 

9 commission of these offenses. 

10 When I consider the fact that he had time to 

11 reflect upon what he was doing, since killing three people 

12 did take some period of time, and considering the fact that 

13 his remorse could have kicked in at some point and maybe 

14 prevented one or two of these murders from taking place --

15 keeping in mind the fact that even though he may have 

16 discussed turning himself in; he, in fact, did not turn 

17 himself in -- even though I find that remorse has been 

18 established in this case, I find that it is not, in fact, 

19 a nonstatutory mitigating factor. 

2 0 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 

21 show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the defendant's 

22 remorse is a nonstatutory mitigating factor. 

23 The cooperation with law enforcement. It's 

24 clear that once he was apprehended the defendant did 

25 cooperate, gave a full confession. 
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1 I certainly wondered hypothetically to myself 

2 what sort of case the State would have had against this 

3 defendant but for his confession. They probably would have 

4 been forced to try to make some sort of deal with other 

5 co-defendants, which probably would have resulted in 

6 inappropriate dispositions of their cases. 

7 I believe that the defendant's cooperation with 

8 law enforcement has been shown and is, in fact, a mitigating 

9 factor in this case. 

10 The Court finds that the defense has 

11 established, by a preponderance of evidence, the existence 

12 of the nonstatutory mitigating factor that the defendant 

13 cooperated with law enforcement. 

14 Several of these others kind of blend together, 

15 and it's sort of hard to discuss them separately. 

16 The number 4 nonstatutory mitigating factor is 

17 the dysfunctional family and childhood. 

18 Number 5 is the physical and sexual abuse in the 

19 defendant's childhood. 

2 0 And number 6 is the mental abuse in the 

21 childhood of the defendant. 

22 I was certainly struck, at the presentencing 

23 hearing, by the fact that Mr. Poyson had a childhood that I 

24 certainly would not have wanted to have been part of and 

2 5 would not have wanted my children to be part of or anyone 
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1 that I know. 

2 I can think of people that I know who have been 

3 abused as children, who have had parents die when they were 

4 young, who have been exposed to separation and anxiety that 

5 would certainly be comparable to that that was suffered by 

6 Mr. Poyson, and I can think of people who have gone through 

7 things remarkably similar to Mr. Poyson and have become 

8 productive upstanding members of the community, and I am 

9 finding that defense has shown that defendant suffered a 

10 dysfunctional childhood, that he was subjected to physical 

11 and sexual abuse, and that he was subjected to certain levels 

12 of mental abuse. 

13 The Court finds absolutely nothing in this case 

14 to suggest that his latter conduct was a result of his 

15 childhood. 

16 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 

17 establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the nonstatutory 

18 mitigating factors of his dysfunctional family and child 

19 background, the physical and sexual abuse in his childhood or 

2 0 the mental abuse in his childhood. 

21 Number 7 is the character of the defendant, and 

22 I guess I'm forced to flip to the paperwork to remind myself 

23 what this could possibly be based on. I guess this is based 

24 upon certain things that the defendant did as a child, which 

2 5 probably every child has managed to rise to the level of at 
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1 least one of these at some point. 

2 I would concede that the defense has shown that 

3 there are certain manifestations that the defendant was a 

4 good child. Enough time passed between that and the 

5 commission of these horrible crimes that the Court finds that 

6 even though the defendant may have been a good child, that 

7 that is not a mitigating factor. The defense has failed to 

8 establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the existence of 

9 the nonstatutory mitigating factor that the defendant had a 

10 good character as a child. 

11 The defense has also argued, as a nonstatutory 

12 mitigating factor, the defendant's diminished mental capacity 

13 and his low I.Q., and this -- this may, to some extent, be 

14 incorporated within one of the statutory factors, but there 

15 is nothing to prevent me from discussing a fine variation of 

16 that as a possible nonstatutory mitigating factor. 

17 The Court would concede that there is certain 

18 evidence in this case that would support the proposition that 

19 the defendant's mental capacity may be diminished, at least 

20 compared to the norm in the population, and that his I.Q. may 

21 be low, at least compared to the norm in the population. 

22 However, when you weigh that against the 

23 defendant's description of the murders, certain 

24 prepatory steps that were taken -- admittedly, not 

25 overly-sophisticated, but attempts were made to do certain 
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1 things, to disable warning systems to enable these murders 

2 to be committed and to get away with the loot that was the 

3 purpose of the murders; specifically, the vehicle. 

4 The Court finds that even though there is 

5 evidence that the defendant may have a diminished mental 

6 capacity and a lower-than-average I.Q., that the defense has 

7 failed to establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the 

8 nonstatutory mitigating factor of the defendant's diminished 

9 capacity and low I.Q. 

10 The defense asserts that potential for 

11 rehabilitation of the defendant is a mitigating factor, a 

12 nonstatutory mitigating factor. If there is anything that 

13 has been presented to even suggest that, I must have missed 

14 it. There has been evidence that defendant has been subject 

15 to incarceration supervision in the juvenile system, which 

16 apparently had very little lasting impact upon him. 

17 I can certainly note, as I will note later, that 

18 the defendant has not been any sort of problem, at least as I 

19 can tell, during the pendency of this case. That doesn't 

20 necessarily equate with rehabilitation. 

21 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 

22 establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the nonstatutory 

23 mitigating factor that there is potential to rehabilitate the 

24 defendant. 

25 The next nonstatutory mitigating factor argued 
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1 is the giving of the felony murder instruction in this case. 

2 It's clear to me that the evidence overwhelmingly supported 

3 the finding of the jury that the defendant, with 

4 premeditation, killed the three victims. This would 

5 certainly pass the Enmund v Florida test. It would pass the 

6 Arizona v Tison test. 

7 The Court is not convinced that the guilty 

8 verdict in this case was even slightly based upon or was 

9 exclusively based upon a felony murder instruction. It's 

10 clear that defendant acted with premeditation. The over --

11 the evidence of his having done so was overwhelming. I do 

12 grant that a felony murder instruction was given in this 

13 case. 

14 But the Court finds that the defense has failed 

15 to establish, by a preponderance of evidence, that the giving 

16 of that instruction would be a nonstatutory mitigating 

17 factor. 

18 Next one is that other cases involving multiple 

19 homicides have resulted in something less than the death 

2 0 penalty. I am familiar with the cases that have been cited. 

21 There very well may be some other cases in which multiple 

22 deaths have arisen. 

23 Interestingly, I can think of one other case 

24 involving very similar circumstances to this in which 

25 multiple deaths were involved and the death penalty was 
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1 given, and that was in Frank Anderson's case. If I'm going 

2 to look at other reported case that have nothing to do with 

3 this case, I feel that I'm just as justified in looking at 

4 what happened to other people involved in this case. 

5 From what little I know about the evidence 

6 that was presented to implicate Frank Anderson in this case, 

7 I would have to suspect that the evidence establishing 

8 Mr. Poyson's culpability was far in excess of that concerning 

9 Mr. Anderson, at least as far as the actual physical 

10 involvement in the murders in question. 

11 The Court concedes that there are other cases in 

12 which multiple homicides have resulted in a life sentence, 

13 but the Court finds that the defense has failed to establish, 

14 by a preponderance of evidence, the existence of the 

15 nonstatutory mitigating factors set forth concerning other 

16 cases where death was not imposed. 

17 The next factor would be the defendant's 

18 demeanor during the trial. I will go on record as saying 

19 that this defendant has been as well-behaved during these 

2 0 proceedings as any defendant that I have ever had to deal 

21 with. And I don't say that as if that's something to be 

22 proud of, but I've certainly dealt with people that have 

2 3 been a problem. 

24 It is certainly refreshing to deal with 

25 people who are not problems, who are not being boisterous, 
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1 obnoxious, overly-aggressive in court. Of course, this 

2 may very well be a desire to present one's self in the 

3 best light to a judge and a jury. 

4 I am convinced that the defendant legitimately 

5 is acting in court the way that he ought to act and is not 

6 doing so out of some devious or nefarious plan, but the fact 

7 is he's simply doing what should be expected from any person 

8 and that is to comply with the minimal norms of civilty, and 

9 to be in court in a quiet and respectful manner. 

10 The Court finds that the defense has established 

11 that defendant's demeanor during the trial was exemplary but 

12 that the defense has not established, by a preponderance of 

13 evidence, that this, in and of itself, would constitute a 

14 nonstatutory mitigating factor. 

15 The next argument is that the defendant lacks a 

16 record of serious crime. Crimes, if we're talking about 

17 adult crimes, that is certainly true. Some of the evidence 

18 that is present in the record establishes that some of the 

19 defendant's prior misbehavior involves sexual offenses, 

20 setting peoples hair on fire, other less-serious crimes. 

21 There is very little to indicate, in the record, 

22 that the defendant is some person who had absolutely no 

23 record of serious crimes and then suddenly he merged on the 

24 scene out of nowhere to commit these murders. One can almost 

25 see this coming when one looks at the progression of criminal 
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1 behavior that the defendant had engaged in. 

2 The Court finds that the defense has not 

3 established, by a preponderance of evidence, that defendant 

4 lacks a record of serious crimes; and therefore, I don't even 

5 have to consider whether it would have been a mitigating 

6 factor. 

7 The next one is that the defendant was a 

8 follower of the co-defendant Anderson. Again, I can only 

9 go on what was presented during the trial. In this case, 

10 certainly there is evidence that Kimberly Lane was the first 

11 person to mention that Frank Anderson may have started the 

12 ball rolling, as far as Mr. Delahunt. 

13 After these people made some somewhat faint 

14 initial overtures, Mr. Poyson stepped in, needed no one to 

15 tell him what to do, took over and essentially murdered three 

16 people, pretty much on his own. And there's no indication 

17 that he was forced to do this, that was coerced to do this, 

18 was somehow intimidated into doing this by Mr. Anderson. 

19 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 

20 establish, by a preponderance of evidence, that the defendant 

21 was a follower of Frank Anderson, and this would not be a 

22 nonstatutory mitigating factor. 

23 Next one that's argued is the safety of the 

24 community. I guess the argument here is that there is no 

2 5 need to protect the community because I have the authority to 
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1 lock up the defendant forever and he will never be a danger 

2 to the community. 

3 I guess the Tison case is the one that 

4 immediately jumps to mind. Someone who was incarcerated, 

5 group of people that were incarcerated, got out and killed 

6 maybe a dozen people. I don't feel that much of an 

7 obligation to protect other people that maybe incarcerated in 

8 the Department of Corrections, but there's certainly numerous 

9 examples of people who have murdered other people while 

10 incarcerated. 

11 I am not convinced that the defense has shown, 

12 by a preponderance of evidence, that the safety of the 

13 community will be furthered by the decision that I make 

14 concerning the sentence to be imposed in this case, and that 

15 is not a nonstatutory mitigating factor. 

16 The next argument is that execution of the 

17 defendant would have no deterrent value. I am inclined to 

18 agree, from everything that I have read, that the execution 

19 of this defendant would probably not be likely to deter other 

2 0 persons from committing crimes in the future. 

21 Even though we all operate under the assumption 

22 that what we do in the court system has meaning, it's 

23 difficult for me to imagine a person, sometime in the future, 

24 who is going to begin to commit a murder, is going to think 

25 to himself wait a minute, remember what happened to Bobby 
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1 Poyson; I don't think I will commit this murder after all. 

2 And I would like to think that what we do has that effect. 

3 I doubt that it does. 

4 The one that I would note is that the execution 

5 of the defendant would certainly deter him from committing 

6 any further murders, and I don't say that facetiously because 

7 there are people who have been sentenced to prison even for 

8 the rest of their lives who have murdered other people. 

9 Court finds that the defense has proven, 

10 by a preponderance of evidence, that the execution of the 

11 defendant is not likely to deter people other than himself 

12 from committing crimes. The Court, however, does not feel 

13 that that rises to the level of being a mitigating factor. 

14 Defense has not shown, by a preponderance of evidence, that 

15 the mitigating circumstances exist that the execution of the 

16 defendant would fail to deter people other than himself. 

17 As far as the childhood neglect is concerned, 

18 that would be the same as the finding that I made earlier 

19 concerning certain levels of his childhood. The defense has 

2 0 shown, by a preponderance of evidence, that the defendant was 

21 subjected to neglect in his childhood, but have failed to 

22 show, by a preponderance of evidence, that that would be a 

23 mitigating factor. 

24 The fact that the defendant confessed, to me, is 

25 same thing as his cooperation with the police. It's included 
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1 within that. Because it's been raised twice I will 

2 acknowledge that the State -- that the defense has shown, by 

3 a preponderance of evidence, that the defendant confessed and 

4 that that is a mitigating factor that I am only considering 

5 at one time. 

6 The fact that the defendant has expressed a 

7 death wish, I'm not really sure what that would be based on, 

8 other than perhaps an isolated comment that the defendant may 

9 have made in an interview. It's a temptation to compare the 

10 avowell that he has a death wish, on the one hand, to the 35 

11 or 40 mitigating factors that are being offered on his behalf 

12 to just not imposing the death penalty. 

13 Although, I don't rule out possibility that 

14 someone represented by counsel could want to be subjected 

15 to execution and that does not prevent counsel from doing 

16 the job that they are ethically required to do. I simply 

17 am not convinced that the defendant has any legitimate 

18 desire to be put to death because of the crimes that he 

19 has committed. 

20 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 

21 show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the defendant has 

22 any sort of death wish or that that would be a nonstatutory 

23 mitigating factor. 

24 The next issue is the defendant's work history. 

25 I am left with the impression, based upon the entire record -
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1 in this case, that there has been little to indicate any 

2 significant work history on the part of the defendant, 

3 nothing to indicate that he went to a job on a regular basis, 

4 was involved in any sort of employment situation that was 

5 meant to eventually better him, and this is not to denigate 

6 menial low-paying jobs, but I believe that the record 

7 portrays a person who worked only sporadically, who did not 

8 have any sort of work plan that he was engaged in. Even if 

9 he did work, there's certainly no indication that that 

10 prevented him from committing these crimes. 

11 The Court finds that the defense has failed 

12 to establish, by a preponderance of evidence, that there 

13 is anything to suggest that the defendant had a good work 

14 history. Even if I had found that they had established 

15 that, I would not treat that as a nonstatutory mitigating 

16 factor. 

17 It's argued that certain school achievements 

18 were made by the defendant. This may, to some extent, be 

19 inconsistent with some of the other claims; although, I 

2 0 understand that the argument is being made there was a 

21 turning point in the defendant's life, and up until that 

22 point he was doing well, and it's when these tragedies 

23 struck that his life then turned around. And I've gone 

24 through numerous certificates of awards, things that have 

2 5 been submitted to me, concerning the defendant's childhood. 
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1 I think I probably already covered this, in a 

2 sense. I would be willing to find that the State -- that the 

3 defense has established, by a preponderance of evidence, that 

4 the defendant achieved certain things while he was in school. 

5 These are so far removed from the crimes that were committed 

6 as an adult that the Court's not willing to treat them as 

7 mitigating factors. 

8 So, the Court finds that the defense has 

9 failed to establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the 

10 nonstatutory mitigating factor that the defendant had 

11 certain achievements in school. 

12 Family tragedy. It is certainly easy, I'm sure 

13 for someone who has not had a parent die young, or a 

14 substitute parent die young or someone who has not been 

15 sexually abused as a child, to make light of this, and I have 

16 absolutely no intention of doing that. I have been reading 

17 presentence reports for 20 years now and I'm absolutely 

18 convinced that people who are sexually abused as children are 

19 far more likely to offend as adults. 

2 0 There may have been minimal testimony that was 

21 presented which supported a finding of this, but the Court is 

22 convinced that the defense has established, by a 

23 preponderance of evidence, that the defendant lost a parent 

24 figure and was subjected to sexual abuse at a relatively 

25 young age. The Court is not convinced that there is any 
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1 connection between that abuse, that loss, and his subsequent 

2 criminal behavior. 

3 So, the Court does find that the defenses 

4 established, by a preponderance of evidence, that the 

5 defendant was subject to family tragedy and family loss, 

6 but they have not established by a preponderance of evidence 

7 that that would be a nonstatutory mitigating factor in this 

8 case. 

9 And we are getting near the end. The next 

10 argument that was made is the defendant's current family 

11 support. It's hard for me to say this without seeming 

12 mean-hearted or -- or cruel, but I was astonished at some 

13 point during this case to find out that the defendant 

14 actually had relatives that were living in this immediate 

15 area. 

16 The one impression that I had throughout this 

17 case, up until we got to the sentencing phase, was that poor 

18 Mr. Poyson had been cut loose, was stuck out in Golden 

19 Valley, didn't have family anywhere nearby and was completely 

20 on his own, and was -- was virtually isolated there with no 

21 sort of family contact, and .when I found out that he had 

22 family that was a half hour away, I was amazed. 

23 I guess I was amazed because I had never heard 

24 of it before. Just seemed completely in contradiction to the 

25 image that I had of this person who virtually had no family 
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2 there was simply no reason to present it or have me know it 

3 before then, but I have the impression that the family 

4 support in this case has not been very significant. 

5 It may have been more significant when the issue 

6 became whether the defendant was going to be executed or not; 

7 and again, I don't mean any disrespect to anyone, but I find 

8 that defense has failed to establish, by a preponderance of 

9 evidence, even the existence of significant family support of 

10 the defendant. 

11 The argument is made that the defendant was 

12 subjected to alcohol abuse and drug abuse. Other than very 

13 vague allegations that he has used alcohol in the past or has 

14 used drugs in the past, other than a fairly vague assertion 

15 that he was subject to some sort of effect of drugs and/or 

16 alcohol at the time, that these offenses were committed, I 

17 really find very little to support the allegation that the 

18 defendant has a significant alcohol and/or drug abuse, and 

19 again, going back to the methodical steps that were taken to 

2 0 murder three people to get a vehicle to get out of Golden 

21 Valley, it's very difficult for me to conclude that the 

22 defendant's ability to engage in goal-oriented behavior was, 

23 in any way, impaired at the time of the commission of these 

24 offenses. 

25 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 
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1 establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the nonstatutory 

2 mitigating factors of the defendant's alcohol abuse and/or 

3 drug abuse. 

4 I believe the next to the last argument that is 

5 made is the disparity between the sentence of this defendant 

6 and the co-defendant Lane. I have the benefit of the doubt 

7 of having presided over both of those cases. The 

8 co-defendant Lane, of course, could not have been sentenced 

9 to death because of her age; although, I can imagine 

10 circumstances in which that, in and of itself, wouldn't be a 

11 sufficient explanation for a disparity. 

12 I think the disparity in the sentences is far 

13 more based upon her limited, almost nonexistent involvement 

14 in the actual murders themselves, and it's her culpability, 

15 her liability, as established at her trial I think was almost 

16 based exclusively on prepatory comments that she made, 

17 perhaps some very limited involvement on the periphery of the 

18 Delahunt murder, and I think how the Court analyzed her 

19 involvement is certainly reflected in the sentence that she 

2 0 received. I think she received a total of 32 years in 

21 prison, which I'm not suggesting is a minimal or a nominal 

2 2 sentence, but compared to -- compared to what I could have 

23 sentenced her to, under the circumstances, I think the 

24 sentence imposed clearly reflected my analysis of what 

25 penalty ought to be imposed in her case. 
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1 The Court finds that the -- that the defense has 

2 established, by a preponderance of evidence, that there is a 

3 disparity; in other words, a difference in the sentence of 

4 the co-defendant Lane and what the defendant could get in 

5 this case if he were to receive the death penalty, but Court 

6 determines that that is not an unfair disparity, it's a 

7 disparity that's completely supported by the facts. 

8 So, the Court finds that the defense has 

9 failed to establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the 

10 nonstatutory mitigating factor that there was an unfair 

11 disparity compared with the sentence of the co-defendant 

12 Lane. 

13 Even though it's not, I think, mentioned in the 

14 sentencing memorandum, I just do want to acknowledge another 

15 factor that was set forth, and I don't think that the defense 

16 is abandening this because they have filed a previous 

17 pleading listing, as a nonstatutory mitigating factor, the 

18 financial impact of the imposition of the death penalty, and 

19 to cover all basis, I have certainly considered that. 

2 0 I would agree wholeheartedly that contrary to 

21 what probably every person in the country, that isn't 

22 intimately involved in the court system, thinks it's far more 

2 3 expensive to execute people than it is to incarcerate them 

24 for the rest of their lives, and that's because the cost of 

25 appeals and legal representations are far in excess of the 
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1 cost of simply incarcerating people. 

2 The Court does not feel that that is a factor 

3 that should be considered in making decisions. One could 

4 argue that people shouldn't be in jail for committing minor 

5 offenses because it costs more to put people in jail than to 

6 just turn them back on the streets and hope that they don't 

7 commit another crime. 

8 Any attempt at law enforcement or any attempt to 

9 impose upon a significant portion of the population a 

10 necessity to conform their behavior to the dictates of 

11 society is always going to involve some sort of expense, 

12 and I am not willing to treat what is a very recognizable 

13 expense in imposing the death penalty as a nonstatutory 

14 mitigating factor. 

15 The Court finds that the defense has failed to 

16 establish, by a preponderance of evidence, the nonstatutory 

17 mitigating factor involving the imposition of the --or the 

18 cost of the imposition of the death penalty. 

19 That leaves us with the aggravating factors 

20 that all three crimes were committed in the expectation of 

21 pecuniary gain, that the killings of Delahunt and Wear were 

22 committed in an especially cruel manner, and that each 

23 offense, each murder was simply one of three murders that 

24 were being committed at the time. I am weighing them 

25 against the nonstatutory mitigating factors -- factor 
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1 that the defendant cooperated with law enforcement and 

2 confessed. 

3 Mr. Poyson, you and your attorney will come 

4 forward, please. 

5 MR. SIPE: We prefer to stay at the table, Your Honor. 

6 THE COURT: That's fine with me. 

7 Court finds that the one mitigating circumstance 

8 that I have identified is insufficient to outweigh the 

9 overwhelming aggravating factors that have been identified. 

10 There is nothing about that one mitigating factor that 

11 convinces me that I should do anything other than impose 

12 the death penalty in this case. 

13 It's ordered, Mr. Poyson, as to Counts II, III 

14 and IV, for the first degree murder of Robert Delahunt, Leta 

15 Kagen and Roland Wear, that you are sentenced to be executed. 

16 You are sentenced to death. 

17 Recognizing that no case is ever immune from 

18 appellate review, I do want to make a record at this time, 

19 that it is my intention that if, for some reason, any one of 

2 0 these three sentences would be reversed because of an 

21 appellate decision that the death penalty was improperly 

22 imposed, it would be my intention to sentence the defendant 

23 to natural life on all three of these offenses. 

24 So, if any appellate court makes a decision, 

2 5 in the future, that the imposition of any one of these 
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1 death penalties was improper, they need not remand it for 

2 sentencing because if I were not imposing the death penalty, 

3 I would be imposing a natural life sentence for each one of 

4 these three offenses. 

5 That is a sentence which is relatively new, 

6 hasn't been interpreted by a lot of court decisions. I will 

7 go one step further, say that if any one of these sentences, 

8 the death sentences, is reversed on appeal, if my imposition 

9 of a natural life sentence should be reversed on appeal, it 

10 would be my intention that any of the sentences that were 

11 imposed in this case that were going to be treated as life 

12 sentences with the defendant being eligible for release only 

13 after having served 2 5 calendar years, would all be served 

14 consecutively, or one after the other; although, concurrent 

15 with the sentences that were sentenced -- that were imposed 

16 for the armed robbery and the conspiracy, with the same 

17 credit on the first of the three consecutive sentences that 

18 were given for the conspiracy and the robbery. 

19 It's ordered directing the clerk to file a 

2 0 notice of appeal in this matter with the supreme court 

21 immediately following the completion of this hearing. The 

22 defendant is -- well, Mr. Poyson, I'll need your right 

23 thumbprint, at this time, on the sentencing order, and you 

24 can just stay there. We'll do it right there. 

25 Record will reflect the defendant has placed 
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1 his right thumbprint on the sentencing order in open court. 

2 It's ordered remanding the defendant to the 

3 custody of the sheriff to transport him to the Department of 

4 Corrections to carry out the sentences just ordered. 

5 Is there anything further at this time, 

6 counsel? 

7 MR. SIPE: No. 

8 THE COURT: All right. We'll stand at recess. 

9 (The proceedings recessed at 4:40 p.m.) 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 

2 

3 - Certificate of Reporter 

4 

5 I, Kimberly M. Faehn, Official Reporter in the Superior 

6 Court of the State of Arizona, in and for the County of 

7 Mohave, do hereby certify that I made a shorthand record of 

8 the proceedings had at the foregoing entitled cause at the 

9 time and place hereinbefore stated; 

10 That said record is full, true and accurate; 

11 That the same was thereafter transcribed under my 

12 direction; and 

13 That the foregoing seventy-four (74) typewritten pages 

14 constitute a full, true and accurate transcript of said 

15 record, all to the best of my knowledge and ability. 

16 Dated this 27th day of January, 1999. 

17 

18 

19 

2 0 Z-^^X ff ,, X , ^ >XX:-/<^ . 
- • • • / 

21 Kimberly M. Faehn, Official Reporter 
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No. 96-1705 ROBEKT POYSON
(Suspecc)

Iricervlev by: Dec. Erie Cooper, D39
Mohave CounCy Sheriffs Office

fCitigman, A2

COOPER: The following will be s. c^ped statemenC of Bobby Poyson [P-o-y-s-o-nJ s.s given Co

Decective Cooper of the Mohsve Councy Sheriffs Deparcnent:. This st^ce.'nenc's being

c^ken £C che Evsnscon Police Depsn.-nent: in Evanscon, IlUnols. Uh^ today's daca 15
August 2^ 1.996. The E:i.-ne is 2033 hours.

For che record, would you state your RSHS. '''

POY30N: Roben; POYSON.

COOPER: And w-ould vou sta-ce vour nsime.

STZGAL: [m, Sgc:. Ralph Scagal w~:ch the lUinois St^ce Police.

COOPED: Ok£y. Urn, £ couple ^inuces ago, 3obby, £ advised you of your Miranda' righcs, is ch^c
correct?

POYSON: Yes, you did.

COOPER.: And c;.d £ do ii: froEH nieT^n-' or did I ^e£.d 'sm?

POYSON: You cfisd e"i snd from inerorv.

COOPER: Oksy. And did you unders^nd those righcs?

?OYSON: Yes, X did.

COOPER: Ok2y. Do you ra — cs.n you jusc rspeat em back. to me.

POYSON: I HAVE TKE RIGKT TO REIAIN SILENT. .AND ANYTriZffi Z SAY CAN .^ND W:LL BE
JSED AGAINST ME QJ A COU?X OF UV.

I KA.VE THE RIfflT TO AN ATIORNSY. I? I UNNOT AfTORD ONE, ONE WILL,. ONE WILL
BE APPODiTCT TO M2.

COOPER: Okay. And you underscood all thac?

POYSON: Yes, 1 did.

COOPER: Okay. Bobby, could I see the boccom of your shoes for a. (inaudible)?

Okay. And these are the shoes you" wore Chs.C nighc ?

POYSON: Yes.

COOPER: Olcsy. I m gonna be tskim, those—or—yesn, soaiebody*U. be caking chosa fEciff you tod&y,

oks./^ and we U get: you another pair of shoes.

POYSOM: ?fci-hm.
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TAPE

Interview

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

CCX3PER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

CCX3PER:

?OY50N:

CCOPER:

POYSON:

C30PER:

?OYSO^:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

?OYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOE?ER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

-SOySO^i-

i. 96-17052 ROBEKT POYSCN
(Suspect)

by: Dec. Eric Cooper, D39
Mohave County Sheriffs Office

Kingnan, AZ'

Um, Bobby, wha.c s your dscs of bimh7

8/15/76.

And how old are you?

/
Twency years old.

Oka-y. And where you were born?

Tw-in Fails, Id^ho.

Ok£.y. And, urn, whaii s the highest: grs.de of school you completed?

Eleventh.

Do you remenber wm.c. yes.c thzc us.sl

No, no, I don't.

C^-n you re£.d, ur--£.e e.nd understand Che Enslish la.ngua.ge?

HUT?

Do you ces-d, vrite^ and uncerst.^nd the EngUsh Langus.ge?

Yes, I do.

Ok^y. You were living out s.t 2575 Ysvspai in Golden VslJLey is t:h£t correct?

No, 2725.

Oh, 2725, E*m sony.

South Yava.pai Road^ yes.

Oksy. And who a.J.l WSLS Living thers?

It: us-s m&f Lsta Ka.gan, ElUotC Kcgen, Roland ^'ea.r and-Elobert DellAhunt.

Okay. And. was Robert^, uaiy Leca's son7

Yesh^ . . • •

And Roland was her boyfriend,

Uh-huh, her lover.

righc? Hei: lover. And ElliotC uas her husband?
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WE RECORDED INTERVTEVi i No. 96-U05 ROBEXT POYSON
(Suspect)

Interview by: Dec. Eric Cooper, D39
Mohave Councy Sheriffs Office

Kingman, AZ

CCOPSX: And at: lease some point during the cime ch£t you were st&v-lng there, Elliocs and
RoLand .shared a bed vich, with Lsr^.?

POYSCN: Every- nighc.

COOPED: Every nighc, ok&y. Did EUioCt: gee kicked'ouc of che house?

POYSCN: No, he didn't.

C30PER: Why wss he gone?

FOY5CN: He uas a-C R^ven ShieLd 5 house. Bzven Shield was getcing scuff rescy rc5,use he was

gorma ^ec his leg anpuCc.Ced off and so he wa,s preparing ror all che hsrd work. £.nd

s.1!. the Ubor £nd stuff Chzc he coulan £ do sfter he goc his Leg sAmeabed'so-EHiotr
ws.5 Chere h&lpi.ng him.

COOPE?.: Okay. When aid you sts.rt Living chers7

POYSON: April.

COOPER: Or 1G6?

POYSON: Yes.

COOPES: And now did you ccme co Live there7

FOYSON: I va-s homeLess. I didn't hs.ve s. pLs.ce co go. Urn, Slliott Ka^en renced 2. m3CeI room

S.E the Riverside Cismo in I^ughJLin for ne and a friend. I expUined to the.Ti tha.s

night:- ch&t I didn t have a. pUce to scay, ths.^. s the. rsason why I ua-s Fencing a mocel

room. And Leta Cold me cha.E she had £.» cha.c she ha-d two £nd a hs.lf acres £,C her house

£.nd ths.t £ could go there, I could Live there and jusc pay renc, a. hundred dolLs-rs z.

months And e.t: Chac time,. £, didn't know hou mich they were gettin charged for renc.

And

COOPED: And so she...

POYSON: I went Chere, I sta.nad Lx^a^g chere and Day—stcirtad payin Eiiy rent:.

COOPER: Okay. WhaC was your reUcionship-wiCh Leta?

POYSON:. Ju^c & friend.

COOPER: Close friend'r just a-.sir acquaintance7 • • 'l

POYSON: Just a friend. She was my La.ndlord and I paid my renC.

COOPER: Okay. Did you CS.LL her any oCher name besides Lst^

POYSOH: MOEH.

^T-- .'• 1. . -'

-eoorar- And wfty did you call her mom7

". 2&2-
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TAPE RECORDED mCTCT - Ca.|

InCervlew

35Z "

(Suspect)
by: Dec. Eric Cooper, D39

Mohave County Sheriffs Office

Kingman^ A2

POYSON: Because I felt Like she vas ,'ny mom because she broughc me off che streecs. She

did more for me tha-n my' mom has been doing for me Lacs ly so...

COOPER: Oksy. Urn, what were, u'na.t: was your rela.cionshi.D with EI.lioct?

POYSON: We didn't get slong.

COOPE?.: Kow come?

FOY30N: EU-LoCC best: Robem, he used Co beat: him consistenclv. Puc bruises on hir:, shrou

rocks eX him, slsm him up, slam him up Against che vails. And when I goc chere,

Robert: seamed telLing me sCuff tha.C ElLiott did. He didn t crusc nobody. He
uoul.dn t get close co nobody. Sol sca.ned calkin* to him a.nd I found out £h£r:

SlUoLt sca-rted doin a.lL this sc.uxf co hira. And chen one cz.v ELliocc. decidec he

wa.s gonns. chrou cocks &c Rober-^ £nd then ha cried co ch5.rge Roberc and I scccd in

fronc or him.

Oke.y. yna-c type of stuff was SLLioti: do--:^ to Ra'osz^?

JUST: beating him. If Xoben: [race c. i-nist^ke or if ELlioc:: did-n t Like the r--av ^c'oerc

was scc'-ns, he would hizi. he would s^ck. hi^>. He would oush him up ags.--r.sc che v^Ll.,

tnrou rocics ac nrm.

Oksy. Whsx ua.s your relsci.ouship •with RoLand?

We dicn E s£t 2^0Tlg-

How come?

Somecimes I vas Late on tn/ ce-nt and RoLs-nd a-Lvavs vanned it: co be on ti.'ne £iid never,

nev&r to be Uta. If I didn t: ha.ve enough Enoney for r&nt beca-use I Tiseded scmethir.g

else, I couldn'E: pay aLL my renc e.c one cime, he. goc ms.d and he wanted i.t ali cm the

thicd of the mouth. Th&t us.y I, I would have chs.E: whole month tOj to go --ithouc

paying rent. And he always tried to mess around uich ne. Ke grabbed roe by she
throat one Cime a.nd I flipped him over mv back. Axid»..

COOPER: Was Chat when you were pLaying b£5ketba.LL?

POYSON:- No.

COOPER,: Okay- Wha-t s your relationship co Robert:?

POYSON: Ve were preCEy close^ Uh^ he was lika a. LiCtLe brocher ta roe^ I always Cold: hinr
tha.c, L would never let: an^'body hurt him again and. E turned a.round. and. I hur^ hia-

He told me everything.

COOPER: How did you mest Frank Andersen and Kimberly?

POYSON: They csme EO, fchey came co che house one day. A. guy named Gene...

COOPER:

POYSCN':

COOPER:

PCYSON:

COOPER:

?OYSON:
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>. 96-1705 ROBES! POYSON
(Suspect)

Interview by: Dec. Eric Cooper, 039
. Mohave Councy Sheriffs Office

Kingman, AZ

COOPER: Uhac, whac's Gene's Lasc nsine do vou know?

POYSON: I don't know. 1c was s. friend of che family. BTOUght *em over Ehera and said they

didn fc have a pL^ca co stay and they needed co gee inco town.-So — and Leca Lee
them st&y there.

/

COOPER: Nov^ Chis Gene ths.t brought him down, does Elliocc know who he is?

POYSON: Yes, he does,

COOPER: yhere does Gene li.ve. do you lcnow?

POYSON: No, Z don't. As far s-s 1 know, ^ he's got s. crazier, he hitches it up and Leaves Aiid
Chen comes back ^nd unhitiches -Lc* I doTi'i: know uhers.

COOPER: What kindA car does he drive?

POYSON: He drives s. van.

COOPER: A van?

?OY30N: Yesh. A gray van.

CCGPER: Do you know uns.t cype of-.uhether they're Arizona plates or Nevada or Czii.fornic.?

POYSON: ArLzona.

COOPER: Arizona, pla-tes. Okay.

Have you. ever seen him driving any-thing else?

POYSCN: No.

COOPER: Okay. Let s go to Ehe day chat Frank 2nd Kisiberly arrive. Abouc uhaC ciroe was chst7

POYSON: About ten thirty, eleven o'clock s.t night:.

COOPEX: And do you' remember wha-C day of the week Chac was?

POYSON: No, E don't.

COOPER: Okay. How — was it jusc befo..^ couple days before this uhol& thing, took. glsceZ , ^ .

POYSCN: Yeah. . . - . . -•

COOPER: Vas it on a, weekend or a weekday?

POYSON: I don'C know.

COOPER: ?i did they get there durine the day or ac nipht?

POYSCN^

"i-i.----* •.--••:ni.»..<i-<
'^•,-i''.^ :i«-r-£i£^£-t

-^*^c".^-~-

Nighc> ^^'^'
.^•^•^'.^-
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TAPE RECORDED QilERVIEW - G b.-96-L7052 

Interview by: Cec. Eric Cooper, D39
Mohave Councy Sheriffs Office

Kingmas, AZ

ROBERT POYSCN
(Sasoecc)

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

C30PES:

?OYSGN:

CCOPEX:

PCYSON:

COOPER:

POYSCN:

COOPER:

POYSQN:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

La.ce or earLv?.

Ls.ts, Abouc ten, el.even o clock.

When they gee Chere, Gene brings >em is ch^ righc?

Yes.

And chis is worked ouc for chen co stay Chers. Were, were, vere they jusc to s^.s.y

chere for s. while or was this jusi; 5....

Uh, Laca took Fr&nk inco corn, took em to healch snd -x-eLfare to Cry to gee on being

homeless and me, and (unincslUgible) hs-vtng co suppon Kim. She '-ent:, Eiook him there,

goc him soaie papers for disabilicy arid scufr likfi ehsc. And then cook hirt ouc job
hunc-.ng snd as f&r a.s I know, che/ were ^onn5. scay tihece for a liccle whi.Le. But:

when frdnk. approached rne, he told me he vanced to leave 5con.

Okzy. Nou^ chey gee chere you ssid a.bouC ten. ten chicT:y^ is cha.c correct?

Yes.

Oksy. Do you guys all go scraighc co bed or vha.Ei, ur>£,c-^oss on?

Ve. scay up — I stayed up, £ czlked co Ki^i •^or a: UcnL& vhile. Showed her •<rll che

dogs cause -she Li-ked a.nins.ls. Showed her all the c5,t:5 and chen uenc inside. We pLsyed

some cs-rds. And chen I Cumed a.round, E went to sleep.

Kow aid's iCim7

To rny knowledge^ eighcsffln. yncil £ found yesterday Chac she was a minor. I don !: know

how old she is.

How did you — well, how did you find out yesterday Chat she ua-s (ins.udible)?

Urn, he, che sergeant, told me that: sna was bein' pLaced in juvenile custody and Chat; s
when Z found ouc.

Okay. So ya 11 stsy up precc/ L£C£. yhere, where do you sLee? in the house?

U(n» right across che bedroom from where L&ts.y Roland- and ElXiott alesp.

So there^ there's chdC cma door thac^ disc. leads in becween Ehose- cwa-

Yeah.

rooms? So you re in tha,c back. bedroom?

Yes.

Okfy. —Where'd Robert stee&3-
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' TAPE RECORDED INTSWUy - CS.L 96-17052 - H 03ST POYSON
(Suspecc)

Incerv-iev by: Dec. Eric Cooper, D39
Hoha.ve Councy Sheriffs Offics

Kingma-n^ A2

?CYSON: He sLesos in che ochs; coom in fronc of mine.

COOPER: Okay. And then Leta and RoUnd a.nd Sllioct have chs.c oc.har?

?OYSON: The bi^ t'oom-
/

COOPER: Cfcay. Ltm» describe she living condici.ons Ehers.

?OY30N: Its jusc Kka living out: •Ln the old da.ys. Ur">, vc had -.0 go hsul OUT own wacer. '^'e

had no el.ecc.r'i.cir.y, no i.i^hcs. We, we Jusc barely goc a phone ?uc in. Urn, •?.c

r.ra.nsooct&c'.on. We were five miles from the nearest pla.cs. U'm, ue ha-c nexc

dooc n&i^hbors e.nd chac's abouc ic.

CCOPE?>: Let's talk. a-bouc your r.exi: door neighbors for 2. second. They b*ad a ds.ughcer nansd

Cirr-:-en, you knew .her, ri^hc?

POYSON: Yes, ; did.

COOPER:

POYSON:

Okay. All risht^ so they ke—che/ gee Chere on laics chst ni...d'AC one nighc, was it the

next d2.y nh^t Leta tAkes em Co go job hunting?

Yes.

COOPER: Ok^y. And did you go uich them?
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.TAPE RECORDED INTSRVCT - Ca^ s-17052 - H

(Suspect)
Incar/iew by: Dec. Ecic Cooper» D39

Mohavs County Sheriffs Office
Ed.ngn22ii AZ

POYSON: No.

COOPER: Who all went?

POYSON: Leta, Robert, Roland, KL'n and Frank.
I'

COOPER: Okay.

POYSON: I stayed home by myseLf.

COOPE?.: And wa.s there any reference [isde a.bouc gsCtirig Robert: regiscered for schooL?

POYSON: Yes, that's why they left.

COOPER: So cha-c's uhv thev went (i.ns.udible).

PCYSCN: Thfi-t us.s the ms.in reason they left va.s to go get Roben registered for school.

COOPER.: O\<£.Y.' And do you remember £'DOUC •wb.s.c c^.-ne ^hey lets?

POYSOH: Abouc aLeven.

CCOP£R: In che CTorning?

POYSCN: Yesh.

COOPER: And what cirne did they gee home?

?OYSON: About: three or fouc in che a.fteTnaon.

COOPER: Do vou remember uhzt day or che week. this was?

FOY50N: No. I knew eicher Monda./ or Tuesda-y.

COOPER: Uas it: che d5,v of the i,ncidenC or the da.v before?

?OYSON: Day before.

COOPER: Okay. Urn, in order Co, Co cUrify chis, uh, we know the incident took place on
Tuesday, ok^y, if that'11 help.you.any. Lace Tuesday night or into Tuesday evening.

and inco the early hours Wednesday Enorning. UiU that: heL? you. ouc a. little bit £5

far a5 cimewise, Robert?

POYSON: (Inaudible).

COOPSR: Okay. Now, do they caLL you Robert or 3obby?

POYSON: They ca-XL me Bobby.

COOPER: _Okay, which do you prefer?
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I^PE RECORDED INTEtVIB/ -.. No. 96 ari.cida 1 ROSECT POYSON

(Susoect)
Interview by: Dec. Eric Cooper, D39

Mohave CouaCy Sh&riffs Office

Kingmsji, AZ

POYSON: Don'C matcar.

COOPEK: Okay. So th^C would ve been MondA'/. Wien iihey csjne home, uh, they..h^d they done any

shopping oc anything?

POYSON: Yesh, chey did. They went: I guess Leta DicitfeG up her food stamos that: nighc of i:ha.c

morning.

COOPER: So she did some groc&r/ shoDpu^7

PGY30M: Ye^h.

COOPER: Okay. [Jm, anything — wha.E, uha.t happena Monday ni^hT:? Any problems or £n>^:hing?

.'JVSON:- And ue sta-rr. salkin s.bouc ic. Jusc calkin £.bouc wha.fc we re gocua do. First. ic; -i.c;

OTL^i^s.iiy' starred ouc, ue were jusc gonna. kill RoLand and Lis up Leca c.nd ^<e Roben:

wxCn us.

COOPER: O'Aiy, let .ne back up for s. second, we SLZ.TZ talkin'"^ who's "we"?

POYSON: Me, Fr^Tik s.vd Kim.

COOPER: And who brought ic up?

?OYSON: Kijii. She broughc itr up £3 a. joke 5£.y-ins beca.use Fc£Tik st^rced iia.Lk.in about: he v£Tited

to get oucta. here and Kim s—Kim stated sha.c she coutd aL'w&ys, we could 2,luays kilL her—

or kiU them £nd cake she truck.

And chen we all. Uughed e.bouc it. And about, ueU, es.rly Tuesday moTOing, Frank.

a.Dproached me and ha looked like he was joking and then he got serious £nd be said,
"Let's kill 'em." And S looked £& him and he asked r«e if I was down <ind £ cold him
yeah.

COOPER: Why? I mean chese uere^. these were...

?OYSON: Leta.^ I found out in June thac Lets. w^s only gectin di2.rged £ hundred doLlars a -' -

monch on rent. Th2.c s wha.t: Leca. vs.s cha.rgin me for rent.

COOPER: So you were angry' ac her?

POYSON: And I fslt she va-s ri.ppin me off. She uas sce.aLin1 m- money. Because E was paying

Cheir renc uhile Uca wenc to LiughKn and did all chac stuff, pUyed KHLIU ;md uUyeii
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'")•

(Suspect)
InCervlew by: Dec. Erie Cooper, 039

Moh^ve Councy Sherirrs Office

Kingman, AZ

POY50N: bingo while L had to scay home ws.cch Robem and pay a. hundred doLls.rs rent s. ^sonch,
and I was stiLL a babvsicter.

COOPER: And nor. being pa-;d for ic.

POYSON: Huh-uh. And I didn't Like che wav feca. ha.5 showed rasoecc co Robert. She shoved Robert
no respecc. Always ticea.ted him like shic. RoUnd did, too. Roland s.Lwavs scacsd cb^c

he vs.3 jusc a spoUed lictla br&i: and tha.t he needed to ^st his ass kicked, .^d
EUioct. &Lv&ys be^c him. I dian't Like SU^oct:.

COOPER: Oksy. So Frs-nk cofnes up to you Tuescky or Mon..Tuesday, right:

POYSCH: Tuesday morning.

CCOPEX: and brings this up sna its basicslly because he doesu c vanc to be chers and h& wanes

POY3CN: (Ir^udible). Ke wants

COOP".: i:o ^et ouc of chscs.

FOYSON: to get out of thers.

COOPSX: And aU chis was ba.s'-Ctf.lly so you guys could steal RoLa.nd s cruck?

POYSON: Ye^h.

COOPER: (Inaudible).

POYSON: On EW pa.rt it: us.s s. Uctle bi£ of gatting revenge for them treacing rae lika shit sud

steaUn from m&.

COOPER: Now, Kijn^ s.t: c.lu-s Doinc, is the first cn& th2.c bn.ngs this up, n.ghc?

?OYSON: Yes.

COOPER: Ok^.y. And she brings it up also Tuesday ;romin§?

?OYSON: Yeah.

COOP5R: Ok^y. Who brings it up firsty her or F!:£,nk.?

POYSON: Frank does.

COOPER:- And —

POYSON: And in Che morning.

CXPER: Okay. Andy £nd when did she talk Co you a.bout it7

POY-50N-: - ^e-'yent for £. v&Lk &TKJ.-I 5t"ilrr'a4..r^lUn'- he-r-that ^11 u&'".d t-a dQ_yas_.fiad che
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( { ( pect:)

Iricervlew by: D&C. Eri.c Cooper, D39
Mohave County Sheriffs Ofzice

Kingman, AZ

POYSON: bullets and we d have—they d have co hurry up and get Lets. ouc of there because Leca.

was supposed co go grocery shopping again and 30 Calk to Elliott on Tuesday. And
so Kim got 'em out of thera or Frsnk 50^ 'em ouc of Chere. Frank hsd 'e.'n go tnco

town snd when t'ney uenc -Lnco toi.n, I ran around the house looking for buLlecs and 1

couldn t find £ny. Ai\d then I a.pproached Fce.nk. when he got back and I tol-d him
there s no wav us can do it. And he asked''me unv aitd I s&id I couldn'C find no

buLLecs.

COOPER: Now, who ati goes into cown?

POY30N: Et wzs just Frank, Laca snd EtoLand.

COOPER: And where'was Robert?

?OYSCN: Robert us.s there wich us'. ^'elL^ ve ssa.nad t^lkin' -" Moud5.y nighc while we -jers gec^ins

drunk, we scs.rted t5.llcin abouc bringin Roben: '.nco it:. Ix'e were ^onna hiave Robert

come with us. And he .said he would do ic s.s long 2.3 ue ne..'«'e didn t kill his ^om.

He didn c cz;e if we killed, un, RoUnd. He jusc didn I: variC his motn killed.

COOPED: So he's ocigir^l.]./ ^&.rt of thac?

?OYSON: Yeah.

COOPED: WAS he in on the conversacion Tuesds.y?

POYSON: No.

COOPSR: yh&t...

POYSON: He heLped us look for the bullets and that's a'oouC Lt.

CCX)PER: Wh2.c puC him oucside being p£rt of chis?

?OYSON: It was jusc C£llin§ Robert ch&c scuff beca.use Roberc oveme^rd us C£.lking zbouc it:.

COOPER: So Robert, never really w's.s going to be part of ic?

POYSON: No.

COOPER: Okay.

POYSON: 3uc Robert ov&rhe^rd us tslkin' £DOUC ic so we broughc it: up co hinr.- He heard us

Monday,. Monday afternoon about three o'clock, when we- were- tslkin: abouc it^;-;.^ ; ^^ ^:— _-„

COOPER: Okay^ now, you, you ss.y you talked about ic Tuesday [noming, so let s go back. Co

Monday now, Monday arcemoon.Z guess when you first broughc. it up*

POYSON: Uh-huh.

COOPER: Who first, Che v&ry cirsc person who mencioned it?

POYSON: Kun.
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- TAPS R2C3BDED ZHT2WCT - Cs.i 96-

(Suspect)
Inc&Tview by: Dec. Eric Cooper^ D39

Mohave Councy SherL££s Offica

Kingmaa, AZ

COOPER: Kxm. And she me^Cions it Co uno?

POYSOE^: To jusc Co me and Frank

COOP53.: And uh^c does,

POYSON: ';n genaral..

COO?S?» v'n^c does Kim say?

?OY30N: Ss-id well we couLd alws.ys kilL them snd t^ke their cruc'K.

COOPER: And, and she appeared to be jokir.g?

PCYSON: Yeah. She starc&d Uus'nins.

CCOPH3,: Okzv. And did vou or Frank taxa her seciousLv?

POYSCN: I took her seriousLy.

COOPS^l: '/Tnv was that?

PGY3GN: Because che ws-y she L&ughed. Th£ vz.y she hs.d her Uuzb. It was U<e 3. ceviLish evil

Ls.us;h.

COOPER: So you, you, at one poinc, CeU ET|£ you ShiTiK. she ws.s jokins^ but

POYSON: (UnincelUg-.ble).

COOPED: you Cook her seriously?

POYSON: Y&3h. the ua.--the way sh&, 'sba said 'it, she ssid ii: Like it was 2. joke buc yst: also

i.n eiioch&r uay, it..hers La.u§h and her sraile but d&viLish. Liks sha was serious about:

it.

COOPS3.: Ok&y. So then the plot acs.us.lly sts.rrs ^CTn<Uy s.bouC chree o clock, in the afternoon?

FOYSON: Yesh.

COOPER.: And this is when Robert overhears it?

POYSON: Uh-huh.

COOPED: And you guys bring him- inco i.t but you- really have no intent- fca iiisking. hint p&rt of Lc

POYSON: Ye£h.

COOP'E?.: is that correcc? Ok&y.

Tuesday, Frank and Kim get Leca. snd Roland co go \nto town?
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(Suspecc)
Inceryiev by: Dec. Erie Cooper» D39

Mohave County Sheriffs Office

Kingnaa, AZ

POYSON: No.

COOPER: All right.

POYSO^T: Frank gets Lets and RoLind Co go inco ccun.
/

COOPER: I'm socry.

?OYSON: Kim stayed there with me snd Roberz and ue looked for bullecs

COOPER: Okay. So nou^ Tuesday when FtETTk ^nd Leta. and XoLsnd are in town, you and Kin snc
Roben: ara Loolcins; for bullets?

POYSON: Yes.

COOPER: And you didn't find £ny?

POYSON: No.
,c..~. ,-:i

COOPER: Okay. So what happens next:? . : . -. . -^

POYSON: Uh, well, they come back, and then I Cell Frank chac we csn't do it and he wanted Co

know why and I told him, veil, Z couldn't find no bullets 'ca.use our ori.gina.l plan
US.S co shooc 'em all. And then Frank said, well, we could a.luava sUce Cheir chro&cs^

And so I went around che house, I sorted looking for s. knifa. I couldn't find one

,^:;^.

f-
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TAPE RECORDED ItrTESVCT - Cai . 96°U05Z " ROBOT PQYSGN
(Suspect)

Ditervlew by: Dec. Eric Cooper, D39
Mohave Councy Sheriffs Office

Kingcan, AZ

POYSON: and then Fra.nk walked up co me vich a, ic us-s like a bresd knife and he szid, well.

we csn use this. And I said all ri^hc;. And then we ws.lked all — me, '<im e.nd Frank

walked ouc into che cz-^iLer, we s&c cown and ve sc&rced ca.lking sbouc how ve vere

gonna do It.

/
COOPER.: Ok5.y. Sefors X forget, you know the cs.pe recorder's onj righc?

?OYSON: Yes, I do.

C30PER: And vou don c have & oroblem uith ch2.ti7

POYSOM: No.

COOPER: Ok^y. Uh, when Fraak brings out the bucter knife, i.ts—or—the brs^d kni;£, i3 Ki.-n

aware, Kimberly aware of this?

PQYSCN: (bni^elligible).

CjOPSR.: So she knows nov you have the ueasou?

=OY3GN: Yeah.

CCOPER: Okay. So you guys — uhs.c, vh^c ha.ooer.s nexc?

FOYSON; U'ra, I vatked up to Frank — well., ve vew: inco che trailer and •-•enc inco chs Lrsiler

s.bouc six o clock Tuesday nighc.

CCOP£R: Who's "we"?

POYSON: Me and Frs.nk £nd Kim snd Robert. And chen Kim uzLked out e.nd Robert: ua-Lked out: fi.nd

E Cold Frsnk.^ well. Let s sta-r^: it now. Let's gety lec s get ic over-rLth. Becsuse

E ws...I just wanted Robert — I. .didn £, E didn t even want Co see Robert.

COOPER: Ok2.y.

FOYSON: EC was originally pLann&d for Fcarjc co kiU Robert and I wzs to kill Leu. £Hd XoLsnd.

COOPER: Uhac's the r&lacionship b&tween Fr^nk and Kim?

POYSON: Lovers.

COOPER: Okay. Oksy, so you t&lL Frank, let's just get ic done wich^. Chen uha.t hsppens?

FOYSON: Frank, says, £.U right. I lure-Robert: into the Crsiler £nd I waUc out.

COOPER: Thac's chac Uccle EraveL crailer over there, right:7

POYSON: Yesh, where Robert was killed. And L walked out. And Fr^nk — I walked ouc. A ha-Lf

2.n hour Lacer abouc six thirty, six forty five, £, I walked bacSc. I chink. its dcme

and over—overwiLh. I walked ba.ck. and Robert's wa.lking ouCside, pacing oucside.
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96-L/'O^Z

Incarvleu b^: D&^. Eric COOL D39

Moh&ve. Councy Sheriffs Offica

Kisgman, A2

(Susoec^)

COOPER:

POYSOE^:

COOPER:

POYSCN:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPEX:

POYSON:

COOPER:

FCYSO^:

COOPER:

?OYSON:

COOPSR:

FOY30":

COOPER:

POYSON:

efcy,.;-

Why was he pacing oucside?

I don C know. And then E walked UD...

Well, let me. Let Re ssk 2. question r&ai quick. Because from one poinCy you'ce noc.

gonns, kill Robert now you are. Vhac ch£.ngad your mind a.5 fac as noc kiiLing
Robert or killing (ins.udible)?

Ue were gonna. kill him the whole c-lms.

Ok£y.

Th&t us-s the uno Le oLs.n.

Ok^r.

Iv'e juaC w'anted him co tihink t'm.t ve uereri E gol:1§ t0'

Okay. Ok£y^ so you walked back and, and Rob&rc's?

Pacing. So I go in che trailer and I asked Frsnk wsc ha.ppened. He ss.ys, wsli, I.ec s

noc do it now. Let s vs.it uncil ic scares gec^i^ C£.rk. And I said all "-ghc.

To r:e. t-'he-n I Looked ac Fr^nk, he looked a. UcEils paranoid like he did?! C vs.Tit to

do it. And I c-sked him if he vanced to stop sxid he sa.id no, he 'wanced co do ic.

So ue walked out: and ^o ajnd sii: down by che truck, pulled che cailga.te down sna sit

down snd start ts.lking.

fl II
Who's "we"?

He, Frank and Klm. Robert s walking vich us and then ne goes in che house. Urn, then

I started ta.lkin to Frznk. I saw Frenk ws.s gectin' pa.rA-noid so I sec up s. situs-cion

co where it would gee Frank jealous and Frank uoula kiU Robert end it was ba.sical.ly

ch2,c» Roberc uas Co mske love to [Cj.tn wich Fra.nk yacchi^g ."•-So tha.' I venc

with ic. AC first, it ws.s supposed co be ine, Frsnk watching while Kim snd Roben:
made Love on chs bed. Robert got pars.noid becs.use ?;ank keoc trTr-in to K&UC. UD and

star^ doin^ it. And !:his '-'£5 abouc seven chiCTiy, eight: o clock.

Un, Frsak keaps wa.lkin- up Co the bed vniie. ECim and Roben; are kissing and .isking

out. And Robert gets ps.ranoid. - I jump up and I say, well, wh^t s wrauz,) Soberc.

And he s&id, well, I, X just don't w^raa get stabbed if X do this. And...

Why,- why would he say £h2.c7

He had 2, suspicion.

Okay. Now,

Because of the way Frank kept: walking up to him £xid he hsd his h&nds behind his

back.
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_i
irviev by: Dec. Sri.c Cit. , D39

Mohava Couacy Sheriffs Office

[Cisgsa3.» AZ

(Sus&ecs)

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

Ye^h

Ok^y

Yes,

'Aat

he did.

vould fr'nhat vould make — yns. — how did vou convince hijn co ms.k.e Love co Kia wich •v-ou

tvo bein in Ehe trailer^ ac lease even givin it an sctenroc?

POYSCN: Urn, I told Roberc chat Frank coulantE: do -1c because he was stsrLle, or r.oc scerile,

he VS.S impoteuc for Chat Ciine because hs was coo ner/ous czuse of wha.c --.-as ZCTCT£

go down. Because Roberu had a.Lres.dy knew we were gonns. kilL Roland. He dicn'C knov

ve were gorm5, 1tU.U him and, 2.nd Lec^. He thouehc ve uers gorjia tie Lei^ up and

sces-t the Cwck. And sorie w^y, (unincelliaible) venc in throush tiha crsiler and

Eihey stcrr.ed taking ouc, £.bout hal.f way chrough ic, Roberc knew th&c ^e '--2.5 gonns.

die, too.

CCX3PER:

?OY5CN':

COOP£R:

POY30N:

COOPER:

POYSCM:

And chen you guy's did or^ you just ^hink. £b^.t: s ubac he thought?

The.;: s uhsr I think because he kepc gecc'-r.g up a.nd look.-.ng s.nd he, he '-ouidn ^ sLsy

chere £nd ^E.ke OUL with Kim.

Did he Like Ki?n?

Yes.

Then y'nax haDoened?

U'h..I ssked Roberr: vm.t was wrong. He said hs jusc didn c var.t so get kiUed for

doin^ u: and I told him. well, if he s goTCia. kill you, thfiu he 3 gonna 'f.Lii Tfi.

And so I, I Call Robert Co get up axid I. Cell him, well, I 11 mske out: uich her.
I'll ^et her t&s.dy for you, Roben:. And I 301: on che bed '-ish Kim. I sia.rrsd

a-cting Like I was kissing her and I was rubbing on her side so Robert -w-ould chink

th&c I ws-s trying co gee her rsa.dy. And chen I got up, I said^ see^ Roberc^ there s

noching vrong. tod he goes — sr.d Z don c remember w'ns.c he s&id. Oh, he sce.isd, um^

Chat ha didu c^ he didn £ care, cause he jusc didn E va.nt to die. And he Se.id he

couldn c do it in frcnc of an audience. And I toLd him, well, Frsnk h^s Co sca-y. I

said if./ouc if you want:, I will leave. He ssys yeahy so I Left. I wall<ed ouc of che

trailer. I wa.s sone for about ten tainuc&s.

COOPER: Where'd you go?

POYSON: Into che house, sa.c down. X ms.de a phone cs.tt.

COOPER:. Who'd you call?

POYSON: Klrscin Foster.

COOPER: Who's that?

POYSON: 1C vs.s Like a- .sir L chac I .was....seems....
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t

Incer/lev by: Den. Erie Csbc, D39
Mohave Cousty Sheiriffs Office

Kingsan, AZ

(Susoecs)

COOPER:

POYSON:

CQOPEH:

POY30N:

COOPER:

?OYSON:

CCOPSR:

?OYSOM:

030PE^:

POYSCN:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPSR:

POY30N:

COOPER:

POYSON:-

COOPER: -

POYSON:

Wiere does she Live?

In Kiptgman.

Do you know her phone number?

/
Yesh, 692-9523, E called her just to c^Uc uncil it was over because I was getting s.
liccle pa.ranoid ^v-self. And then X sts.rced hesring -scra^ming. So I hisig up with

Kirstin and I Left the nousa. I scarced u&lkin' cowards the trziler of the licsle

csnper £nd Kim came rurjiing up co :ne uich her ha-nds behind her hes.d sna her filbou

sticking out and she Looked s.t me, she ss.id he did it, he did it.

Okay. let me back up for Jusc s. second. You he^rd yeLLing, where vere L£L£ end
Roland, uhy didn't chey (^.na.udible)?

In the kitchen.

whv didu t: she'/ hea.r (ir^uaible) ?.

Laca na.a che rac.o on.

Does she go by. does, aoes she y by Shock-ey £3 £. rtickri£.7<e or someLhin^7

Yeah.

ALL right, so you walk. out, Kim b£.sic5,lly celts you that Frsnk did ic.

Ya^h. And chen as ; st2,--s^zrt to walk., Z cell Kim to go i.nto che house, ^rid £5 I, I

scarred co ualk (LminteUig.) could, .becs.use aLL the scras.TCi.ng scooped.

Does ICiiTi have any blood or anything on her?

No- I 5Ca.rt waLking ouc into the. st2.rt wzlking to the liccle trailer 2nd I stzrt

hearir.g screening e.g£in so £, I stsrced running. I ran chers and Frar.k Lookad up

2.C m& £Tid he says, I csn t cut hjy^ I can t cue him. And ha S£-i.d, 3obby, heLp.

So Z get: down there c.nd I sCc.zzed — I us.3 geCti-n resdy ^o cue his throat sna

Robert looked up s.t me and says why s-re you doing this. You lied co r-e. And I

sta-ned cryin . .^nd I, h^.d tha kr*ife in mr- hand sna S backed up, I said, no, no, we

were. jusc jpkin ,Robert, we were jusc fuckiu* with you. .^jid Frank looked e.t: me^ he

says no, he says I ve al.re2.dy cut him. He says we csn C change now.

So Bobby's alrssdy been, Robert 3 s.Lresdy been cue?

Yeah. So we st^rt — I started tzyi.n' to cut him^ U'EH, he's on die ground,. Frank ,

ha^ his hand over Robert's mouch and Robert's still tryin* to screacit Crj-i-n to bite

and then Robert goc hoLd of my finger and he bic down on it.

And thac's the (unintaUig.) finger Chat you showed me. Its your Little finger or youc
ri.ghc. band? - '"•
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E^Cervlev by: De^. £r D39 {

Mohave Councy sheriffs Of.fic

Kingnsn, A2

COOPSR: Ck^y.

POYSGN: And he bic on \i: and he wouldn £ let: go, so I sr^r.ed Dur;ching him •:n the hezd uich

my left hand. And when he let. go, he dropped his hand E cue him again in chs Eihroac

sna he vouLcn E:, he voulcn-n die, he just kepc sccu^gLing and stcuggling. So I sca.rcej cskin
his he&d and bashing ic inco che grour'.d. Ar.d chen he would look up ax me and keep

ta.Ucin to me, asking me why, uhy I was do^ng ic. He thoughc.-he won't Cell, ha

uon c cell.. He just -- he LI go wich us.

And then Kim ualk^ ^.n 2nd £.sks ;.s ic over. Are you gu>-s done. And as -- I took u?

Co see KL-i, Robert: tc-kes che knife out: of .-m' hsnd and cues >'ne in w i.src, my left

r^nd ri^hc above i'w elboi«'. And I tell K'lm co ^o gee me 2. rock. So she goes cue

2.nd she ^ecs fne -- ics li-ke & little cindar blcck.. IL uas cinder bLock but it '-'e.3

in lilc.e s. recczngle shape. No more cha.n four or five inches big and I grips, scipped

ic and i.c had a poinc on che boctom and I scarced hiccirg Roben: in che he^c --ich 'IE: .

And Elobem was scilL scrs^ning.And he, he kepc scre&ming, hs woulcr.'^ stop. So I jusn

sce.r^sd bashins his hesd inco che ground again. And then K.im came bs.ck and IOOK£G

and s£.ys you guys uanc anyxhing. I Cell her to go get me some us.cer and co bring me

a-nocher rock, one shs.c ^ c^n gr--?.

COOPER: She's com-Ln back tir>d for^h (Lmincel.li^.) she's nor. oanick-.ng or noi:h:.n?

POY3CN'; Sna is ^o z. coi^T. buc she's just ^r;".n' to be helpfu!. "l.ght 5.^ iiha.E: ^:.i~£.

COO?£R: So she's helpir.g in 5.LI chis?

POYSCN: Yeah -

COOPE3,: Now, you're jusc caUin^ her, I [nesn, this — if you C£HT "ow 2rs you celling her co

^ec you a^ocher, you know, vou're celJ.in her co wash up and co gee you ancchar rock,

r'-shc?

?OY£CM: ve^\.

COOPER: Isn'c that: -whst you jusc told me?

POYSCN: No, no. I, Is tsUing her to go ^ec me s. gU.ss of us.t.sr because 1 us-s sca^in co

gee chirscy and I was gec^in bLood in diy mouch. And I s.sked her co go gee Via £ COCK

chax I couLd grip.

COOPER: When w&re you oLsjming on drinking the '-ater7

?OYSON: .-^fcer it: vs.s all done.

COOPER: Okay. Now, chere, Chere's a CUD oucsid& Che front: door of the trailer or near ^\e.

trainer nea-r Cha.;: door,

POYSON: The...

COOPER: the smalL tr&vel trailer chat: you guys were in, would chac be che cup ChaC you used?
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InCarvlav by: Dec. Eric 030; , 039

Mohave County Sheriffs Office

iCLngman, AZ

ROBEST yOYSCN
(Suspect)

POYSON: No.

COOPER: yhac, what did you use7

?OYSON: Urn, the cup thac I used, I, I Slashed tc sg^inst che rock. IL was s. tail cup, it Looked
Uks s. mug sjid it: hzd l.ike a L:.E:cl& dian'ionds in it:.

I

C30PER: Did -:t: break.?

POY30N: Y££h, s-s ts-c as I know, -It did. I h&ird it s'rutcer. S don't think ic broke comoletalv.

COOPER: G'icsy. AU righc, so you re scruggLing in th&reT you send K.i.m Co see you a. rock e.nd a

gUss of w&cer?

PCYSON: Ye^h. And Kira comes bs.c;c-with the rock first...

COOPER: Are the/ stilt str'jggLing pretty hard i.n there?

?CY3GN: Vea^i. ;<L'n cocnes back vith the rock. and I grab che rock sna I ste.rt hittirLg Xober: in Eibe

h&s-d with it trying ^o, hoping i;hs,c Robert •-?1LL just giva up a.nd let ic go. Ks vouldn ^ so

Z a.sked Frsnk. to find che es.r. I "nave the knifs in ^•' nsnd s-t: chis ci;7£. I as'iced Frsric

to find che ss.r. ..ijid he found Chs aar r-r_=h his ^-'G fi~;ge;s and Z says a.11. ri'ghc, In

y^s. ?i:c ths kr:i:c by your fir.ge^s and I w-^nc. ycu to ?uc it in the car. And be ?uc

che knits in his ea.r £~*d I starred "- I hit: it E;T-ics £nd '-i: bounced out. .^nd ^hen X

panicked and I starred lookin for the knife again. ; gra-bbed ic:, a.s I s".ooed ^t:»

Robe rn took Cb2.t £uay from ;ne snd chen he sliced T<e righc hers in £.ha face.

Then £ c^ke the knife avs-y ?Tom hi.-n and I out ic baick ^.n his esr fine I jusc sca.med

hiLt^ng hL'n, hitcing the knife inco his ear. And :.t yenL i^ and ^h&n I sszrcea hicting
hi.'n on the he&d wich che rock.. Ro'cert; was scruggl-ir^ but: he wasn't struggUng &s hs.-rd.

He scarfed showin signs of being-~gecEing tired and beir.s w&ak. And cha.c s uhv I

jusc st2.rted hicting hi.'n in the head with che reek c.nd ^hen he wa—he vs.sn c inoving,

he w'ss ga.rgLing. And. theit when he quit: ga.rglir^y I 30t up and K^rrt cs.Tfi b&c.'c wiEh the

wax sr.

CCOF5R: \ihs.t was Fr^nk doing this whole Ci.-.e?

?OYSON: Holding Robert down.

COOPER: yhy the knife in Che &£r?

POYSON: Because I figured if Z uers to puc i.c inco here, ie would get his brsin and it: wouLd

kill him.

COOPER: Why not: the heart7

POYSO^: We aLresdy Cried twice. Frank stubbed him twice in the heart sna he woulda i: die.

COOPER: Oks./. So at Chis poinc, does he pass out?

POYSON: Robert?
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laterviey by: Dec. Erie COOL..-, D39

Kohave Countiy Sheriffs Offica

Kir^caa, AZ

(Suspect

COOPER:

?OYSON:

CCOPER:

POYSCN:

CCOPE^:

PQY30N:

CCOFER:

?GYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

Ye5.h.

As far as we know» he, he died.

Ok£v.

He w£sn t brea.ching. Ke sho..I checked his'pulse, he wa.s s'nowi". no signs of hs.ving

s. pulse. And I goc up and then ue '-'euc intio the 5hed and -•e col.d Kiro co go gel: us

two more glasses of va.cer, so chac I could take rn/..the shir: chat: I bed 011, it: '"as

like s. Utde Link top, s, vh'ite ta.nk EOD. I cook it: off ar.d I sca.rcsd dipping it '-n

wsxsr and I sca-r^ed vashin' my'seLf of;.

And nhen we got undressed — oh, FC£?JC got undressed firs;: £HG Kim '-Talked up to che

house to ra.ke sure che.c Leca. and Roland ueren t: chere and Fra.nk weuc inco the house

Co the showec.

Where uere t'nev?

The'/ w'ere in the kicc'nen.

Now; you got to^s-lly imdressed?

Yss. in fne shed.

And' r.heu us.Ucad to cha house?

Ye^h.

And '-ihac were you doing?

I US.S sit:£i,u§ there sci-Ll tryin to wash, wash myself off with che cloth. And caen-

when Frank cama ba.ck., Frsiik c^-ne. ba-ck dressed, no blood CFH hi^i. So Chen Z snuck ;.a.

Kim snuck. me in. And I went in &nd I took s. shower. And then I grabbed some Loiiet:

paoer and some like clear tape znd I puc toxlet paper Triyv. hsre sr.d ; starred wrapping

ic.with the t5.pe.Co stoo E.'na blseding. .^nd then ajcsr we were all vashed off, we s.LL

w-ent oucside and then Letz scarted calling for dinner.

About what: time 'was chat:?

AbouC eight fan:/ five, nine o'clock.

Now, uha-t uas ever^-body's demeanor &t this Cime^ I nieaUt were they scared? were Chev

haoov?

I was SL littLa sbak&y- Frank ws.s shaking a lot. He was nervous and. he.-iE:' showed

thac he was nervous. Kim vs.s joking a'oouc it:, kind of joking 2nd Kind of looking

serious and being — you could cell by she way she was joking that sh& was scared. .

So Lens, calls you in for dinner.

"nfr- Frank, ats, Kim fed her do..her. .food. Co StopDer.,......£he (iog._T went in, I

gra.bbed one piece — well, I oacsd a.round the house for about: five [in-nuCes t.Tyi.n to

CS.ITO- myself down complecely and Chen I walked inco the kicchen and I grabbed a pieca or
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u»'.;. pLECORDED IHIZIWIS.V •- C^se Ho. 96-17052

{
Locezviev by: .Eec. Eric COL. ., D39

Mohave County SharlLffs Office

KingT-an, AZ

(Suspecs)

POYSON:

CCCPE^:

POYSGN:

COOPER.:

POYSON:

COOPER:

PCY30N:

CCC?£R:

FOYSCN:

CCOFER:

PGYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

CCOPER:

EWSON:

COOFEa:

POYSON:

C30PEX:

chicken, a chicken Leg, and I '-^.Lked out. I told her all I wanted was s. Lic^le bit
of chicken. .And chen uhen I valked by che back door, E chrsu it ouc. And che-i we,

we started walking and thac s uhen Cannen showed up. Ca-nnen ws.lked over co ^--ve ;ne a

no beca-use I u£.s ^-riting her. And then £ g£.ve hsr s. kiss, pui: my a-cn a.round her £nd

Chen I asked her -- I told her Robert: v£.s ouc in che deserc a.nd he ua.3 surrounded bv

snakes j £.nd we needed some bullecs.

I

Then she goes okay, I LI go gee you some but she, and she goes you r.s.ve Co vaLk -wich

me.

Let me ask v-ou a auesc-.on. Didn c Lece, or Roland ask where for 5ob--or--whe;e Ro'oerT:

was

No.

any time? They weren t: even vorrie.d e.bout him?

No.

Oka.v. So Carmen savs voa need £0 Wc.lk »,-i,^h her.

To her house 50 she Can go gee che bui.le^s and so *"e — so me and Ki^i w'a.lked '-'-th

Car^e-n-;.. Z m hoLd:.?^ Czcr'en s hand-^ I puc ^y hsac e.round C^.i^ie'n as ve ;£ valking £.ud

then she goes in and she brir-gs KS c'-.-o cuency &.-o bullscs.

Where d she ^££ che twency cvo buLLec.s from?

Her dad used to have a Cwency c^'o pistol sna be had excrs. bullets and he ler^ em --

I don c know where he left em but she tatew yhere be lefc em.

And v'na-t baooens7

She gave me the buUecs, E ge.vs her 2. kiss. Told her I'd see her che nec..Como rrow.

And then me and Kim walked back.

Cwo
So Kira wenc over wich you to the house?

Ye&h. And Chen I went: into the house, I goc the cwenty/rifle and I loaded :.t.

Where d you get She rifle from? -

The rifle belongs co RoUnd.

And where was it?

It u£.s in Sto land "s room d.^ht ne.'cc ^o the bed.

So ic was in the ma.scer bedroom?
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C-e No. 96-L7Q^2

( . ' spect

Z^ter.-^sv by: Ce=. £n= Csopcr, 239

Hohave Councy Sharlffs Offica

ICr^raa, AZ

POYSW: Yes.

COOPED: And you load ic^ then whst do you do?

POYSOM: Then I v&Iked oucside...

COOPER: Where do you puc the r-^rle? ''

FOYSCN: Huh? It vs.s with .-ne.

COOPER: In vour (unincellisible) okay.

POYSON: I -- we walked oucsl.ds behind the truck £nd thsc's where E sc^r:: playing w-Lfch --c co

make sura-chat if..because \ts s. single shoe rifle £r;d cheu I sca-n. playing yith is to

r.a.ke sure cha,c --r I shoe- once £nd I cocked it, Co cock. it back if the1 buUec vouldn'i

get stuck.. Because the, the rifle hs.ve oroblens , it vs.s doing- chs-t.'. Sb I sac ouc shere £7.d

I pUyed '-'ith ic for abouc five ^inuCes and then 1 yzikea over and I DUG it bv tins sfteci.

The ::e 5 s. shed righc nexc to the house with lika a rusced, L cor'.'t know, ^s like che

rust: color cin chir.g sit:t:ing up. I r-;er.c over anc I ?uc ii: on i:he ocher side of it.

And Z Lefi: i^ r.here uncil Letd. £r>d Roland venc to bed.

C3C?£S: '•'(ha.; ciT.e did they go co bed?

POYSON: Abouc eleven o'clcck..

COOPER: Now, bec'w-esn the t'^ie tbs.t you took. the rifle s-nd you tested is: co tnzke sure thac you

could load it &nd, and ic would work properly, im, £nd el.e'.''en o clock, vere you guys in

che house, walked around (uniTicellistbLe).

POYSON: No, we were oucside behind the bmck sitting on the she..on the E^-lgE.ta axid Cheu I goc

UD sad I walked s.round for a Li.ttle bit

COOPER: (ZnaudibLe)..

POYSON: tiyin to, t:r/*ln Co gee enoughf get up enough nerva co do ic.

CCOPE3.: Vna.t were you guv's talkin 5.bouc whUa you yere ouc there?

?OYSON: About: how we were gonna. do it. Wha.c we were gonns, taks snd how long ic would c^ke Co

get to Chicsgo.

COOPER: When did, when did Ca.rmen see Sobert's body?

POYSON: X don't: fcnow*. Sh.-the vhole cime I uas there, Carmen didn't- see it.

COOPER: Go £hea.<L

POY50N: Then about eleven thirty — ueU» LetA and Roland uenC co bed about: eleven or eleven

thirty and chen we went in che house. And I was siccin there and ue were t^Bd-n £DOUC

it, uhisperLng &bout wha.c we were gonna. do end how we were goms. do it. And chen I came

??*-. *^
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TAPE sXECORDES HST^TH;^ " C^-se ^Q» 96«

\ . ' uspecs)

Incervlev by: Dec. Eric Coop.. , D39

Hohave Councy Sheriffs Office

Kisgnaa, AZ

POYSON: up with the idei fch^c I uouLd hold the gun, buc Frank uould have to bold the Larao.

And tbs.t I uoald go inco Lec& s room vich the sun sna CsI.L her I'm ^onna see £

book becs-ase I like Co read and she kneu ic. I was ^orma get a book and chen I K£S
gorma uaLk out.

COOPER.: Where were you gonna get a book from?
*'

POYSON: From her room in the ms.ster bedroom. There s — she s goc Star Trsk. books and &

bunch of other books against che uali on =. book sheLf. And then I walked in [excuse

me], E walked iuto the -- e.bout £'"elve o cLockt tveive fifc-een, we uere £.11 done

ca.lking about: it. ?carJ<. took Kim oucs-^de because ICi^ didn c want to hea.r ic oc see

is. And so I w^Lk.ed in co che becrsom -- or, un, I 5£t douu i-hile Fra.nk took. ;<i5i

oucside. -Frank, c^me be-ck s.nd we smoked a cigacecce before '"a did it. And then we

got up £nd we wenc into [ITV room f'lrsc co see if they were e.sleep. I opened !W thing

up with Jusc s. slight bit: to see if chey were c.sles? and they were s.si.e&o. So then

we wenc inco cheir bedroom and I uenc. bs.ck co, c.o gsc a book. £ grabbed s. book and

I gave it co Frank. And Chen l^cs. lock^c ^p 2.nd she goes whs-t: a.re you coin s.^ '•

she saw the ri.fle.

COOPER: ^l-ien did you get the rifle?

POYSGN: I 02.0 che rifle wheTT Z -^eru: bs-ck. --nco che house s.bouc elev&7i thir^v,

COOPER: And while you guys uers in the LLvin^ rooFT..

POYSON: fs£h. And ch&Ti I vs.iked — Lacs. sa-w che rifLs and she asked me, she goes puc iiha.t

thing back.

COOPE3,: A quescion. Uhich side of the bed was she on?

POYSON: [No verbs.l repLy].

COOPER: If you re facing from the fooc of cha bsd looking tov&rd the bed, was she on the

Left

?OYSON: From iA& sooc?

COOPER: or the right:? (Ins-udible).

POYSON: Facing the way they were Laying? •

COOPER: Yesh.

POYSON: Lszt.

COOPER: So if you're Looking at: her, she was on the left: RoLand was on the right. .

POYSOM: Yeah. Roland was nact to the..closest Co the wall.

COOPER: Oksy. And nearest the celephone?

?CYSON: Yeah.
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; • l spect)

Istervlev by: Dec. Eric Co^^r, D39
Hohave County Shariffs Office

'(Cir.gsan, AZ

COOPER: Okay.

POYSON: Risht above 'em.

Oh, LEH, abouC CweLve oc Lock. I w&lk oucside ^nd I snioped the Caleohone line.

COOPER: yhac'd you snip it with? '/

POySON: Scissors. It was like ha.ir—ha.ir cucc-.'ng scissors. Tnert Leca. ss.w the gun...

COOPER: Uhv'd you snip Ehe wires, I'm sorry?

PGYSON: So chat: chsy couLcm t call ouc. If I — Li'ice if we messed w, £nd I bsd billed one of te.f",

50 they coulan C call.

CCOPSR: Whose ides. vs.s thsc?

POYSON: Mine. I vs.lked oucsi.. — well, ok^y; Z ^as in the room snd LSC£ s^w che gun'and she,

she Lold ^.e to put chat: ching away, c^Lki-tg abouL che gun. .^nd so I 'w&Lked en her

side aoouc Co ^he fooc to ynere her fesc ---srs and £3 she sts-^ed to roLl. over, I

pickEd the gun up e.nd I ai^ed -Lt and as she cumed a.roL'nd and Looksd a.C ^s, she S£:-d w-h£.t

are you and £ pulled the tici^er. And she fell insc^ncly s.nc seamed ^ar^Li.ng.

Roland jumped. I anlos.dsd zud raloadec ar.d £her. pcir'.ced a.c RoLaFtd a.nd I shoii. RoLa-nd

fell b^ck =.nd ch&n jumped back up s. !J.ct:L&. Ajid £ particked. I bumped Fr^nk. s.-^d che

lanc&ra wenc out:.

COOPER: Oksy. So frs.nk was in there when you did chis wlch th& Uncsm?

POYSON: Ye^h.

COOPER: Okav.

POYSON: He had the Lancam.

COOPER: Is chis just: like a CoLeinan UnCem?

?OYSON: Ye£h.

COOPER: Then whax hs.opeTis?

POYSCN: I run outside,, me and Frank, run out, we scam penicking.

COOPER: Now, you say,, "run outside", do you go inco Che living room? Did you go outside?

POYSON: Into che baLlway.

COOPER: Okzy.

POYSON: We sc.s.^t ps.nicking. We lighE it: a^ain wich the lighcer znd then by the time we light it

and we're geccin' bs.ck over to where the room's s-tj Roland's ac che door. -RoUTid
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' . ' ( spect)

I==s—/iev by: 3a^, !:^.^ Csc^^, D39

Hohave Coincy Sher±f;3 Qf.fice

Kir^saa, AZ

POYSON: starts scresming.

COOPER: Okay. I'm sony, I m jusc Crying co gee all...

POYSON: - Ye^h.

COOPER: understand everyching, ok^y. yhen you come^nto the bedroom at firsc, okay, was
Le.ts. dressed or undressed?

?OYSON: When ve first wenc in?

COOPER: Right:.

POYSON: She was undressed. Sha..a.U she ha.d was a sheat over.

COOPER: Okay.

Una.c abouc RoUnd?

?OYSON: He was ur.dr&ssed in She bedroom.

CCOPE3,: Did he r.a.ve ssy und&rwea-r ot anyching on?

POYSON: No.

COOPE3.: Okay. So when he gets up out of bed, he s naked?

POYSON: He gets up — well, okay, as ue re doing the whole thing, gecsing the Lancer^ to light
again, we hea.r slapping sounds. And chen I hea.r Lhs phone get pickad up. And I he&r,

E hear Roland saying, stia.rc saying heLLo, heLLo and chen I heard che phone hit the waLL.

And then I heaxd somebody gecting off the bed. I didn c. know who it vsjs and I hsa.r
Roland's kays- .ji=3l£ because-^e'-was puc&ing on'his panes- When t S2.v' So'Lind.

Roland ha-d his panes on 2nd Cha,t s ic.

Umy he, he sees me as I get Co the door 2nd he shuts the door and he st&rts scre2rair^

Bobby, no, Bobby,no. I've. never hurt you. Ar.d so then I sLirtsd kicking the. door.

I kicked at it about four ciaes. Hia fourch ci^e I kicked ic, Frank gra,bbed i.t snd

pulled iC away.

And RoUnd waUced out and he st^.rca'd calkin Co ms tTyin' 'to gee me to cs-Ln down. Said

he couldn't hear .Tie 'cause I, I sta.nsd CeLling hijn, CelUn him Co come cn^ coine on.

JusE waUc over to ;ne.
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-C ^o. 96-17052 -K

Irxervlev :y: Dec. Erie Cooper, D39

Koha.ve Councy Sheriffs Office

Kicgsan, AZ

ROBEST POYSGN
(Suspfic^)

BEGIN SIDE o:

. .(TAPE 'ENDED).

COOPER: Tha cime is 2125. The dacs 15 sTiill, un, August: 2^, 1996. ^•hac we're y^rs. do is
ve-r-e..rte Jus^ uer.c Co cne secoriC side.

^e're gonna cake a br£s,k a.nd.um, ve'tl csncinue this, uh, a-s soor* as w-e see c<3ne wich

the •bres.k.. 3e s.bouc zi'.'e minuces.

T^a r<iw is 2135. We re back on c^oe. ' . . •

COOPER: Urn, we really didn t: ta.ll< a.bouc this incsrvieu did we, £'DOUE:. un...

POYSON: No.

COOPER: We talked about ubs.t vs^ garma possibly happen to you a.bout goin back to Ar'-zons.y um.

and I chink vou said you wanced to vaive extraditioti?

=OYSCN: Yes, E did. .

COOPER: Oks.y. Urn, during ChaC tins.. did -I, did I tell you Ch&ti, hey, if you talk to me, I .T^ke

you 2. promise thax somsching s gorma ha.ppen?

POVSONt So.

COOPER: So there s no promises, noChin been made Co you, right:7

POYSON: No. .

COOPER: Okay. Urn, you shoe Lats-t you sh..did you hic Roland when you shoe him7

POYSON: Yes, I did. I goC him in che moudi.

COOPER: Okay. So yoa shoe him in the mouth, he gets up and he's naked, you, you struggle Chere

in th& bedroom, is thsx right? ^ ^ /^
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TAPS: R£CORDED ItOSWm - L 'To. 96 micide ^ R03E3T POYSCN

(Suspect)
Incerview by: Det. Eri.c Cooper, D39

Hoha.ve County Sheriffs Office

Kingman^ A2

POY30N: ^'e — un, me and Frank were oucside iu the haLLvay...

COOPER: Well, l£t--ie£ — you shooE him, do you trrmedis.taly go out iuco the haUway or?

POYSON: Yes. I panicked. I stamsd backin ua and I hi ..I bumped Frank., eh, X bicnped, I
bumped che lautsm ana the lanceru wer'x ouE''£nd ue, we both ps.nick.ed snd we, we ra.u

ouc inCo the hs.Ll.way co lighc it a.sain.

COOPER.: Buc it didn't f^LL, it jusc wenc cue?

POYSON: Yeah.

COOPER: Oksy.

POYSON: We then. " I sca.med kicking the door because when we lie •_i: u? ags.in. by che ^ime ue

lit it up and'-^'e goc back co che, che encranc0 of ihe be=rccHi, RoUnd '»£.s alres.cy ^here

cryir.' to get cue. And he S^M ^e, he suarzed sc^aa.'nip^, s^a^csd sa.v-.r^, 3obby; 3£.o?.

Bobbv, don't. I never did s.nynhine co hurt you. And I scarced kickir^ che door.

Tits u'noLs ti^'iS Z wss k_ck—~^ -^; Re Ls.nc 'wc.s sc ^££^*j,.r.& •

C20PIR.: Thax dooc, which "•£./ does ic OD&T'., Eo^-ard the bedroom or toward che ha.Llw-c.y?

I

PCYSON: Towards the n£LLw£y.

COOPER: Yoa'r0 -- why are you kicking che door?

POYSOM: 3ec£.use it KS.S just Like &. cLcsec, s. closec sL:.de-"-sL:.ding door. AHG wheu I shuc it,

it went: :.nto Lhe room. It stayed on tha vaLl. The '-£.11 Aept :.£ from fa.IUng.

COOPER: So was che door stuck closed?

POYSON: Yeah.

COOPER: Were you trying co open.iC?

POYSON: No, Roland was tryins t;o slide ;.t and the way L cried ^o open it was I w^s kicking it.

COOPER: Oksv.

?OYSON: E kicked it about four times. On the fourth time, I kicked it, i.t went in aLl the w^y

and c£me all the way ouc £nd Fcsnk grabbed it and puLLed it out.

COOPER: So it ended up in the hallway?

POYSON: Ye^Ji. And Frank — or Roland sciLl had hold of it and Rokjid used that to^ try co Like

ba.rrica.de me a.way.

COOPER: Ok£y. Why was he cryin' co barricade you away?
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TAPS E^CORDED ZNTSVIEV - C^ lT'i. 9 ccri.cide ( R05EO' POYSCN

(Susoecc)

Incervlev by: Dec. Erie Cooper, D39
Mohave County Sheriffs Office

Kir^aan, A2

FCYSON: So chac £ cou..I wouldn't: do any-^hing else. Beczuse 1, 1 sciLJL h^d the rLfle in m-
hand and I ha.d it: gripped by che barrel.

COOPER: Why did he noc uanc you Co do £u\-i:hing else s.t chis point:?

POYSON: He didn't want we. to finish. Hfi didn't want: to die.
*

COOPER: Who W5.3 barricading you out, Frznk wa.s bs.rricading you?

FOYSON: No, Roland was.

CCOPSR: RoLind was, ok&y.

POYSON: And then as he scarted coinins to'-ards ^e vith the door, Z started t£uncl:,H5 his, Celling

him to come on, come on.. Then as he starred wa.lking covsrds me, I taU hisi, c.old h-^-i in

a. Joking fnanr.er or, or in a sarcascic vz.y, ths-i: he ha.d sorr.ebody behind him. '-hich Frank.

w£.s behind hiTr U'm, and then he Looked and he saw Frank. &Ttd bui: didn t dc sn^-criins End

he scill ksoc cryin co go iiouarcs me. Fca.rJc grabbed che door fro^i him ar.d shs-n chrev is

and chen thrsw the lancem at hi.Tt.

C30PES.: Did che U.ntem hit hi^?

?QYSON: Ye^h.

COOPSR: Wnere did iC hi.C hisi?

?OY3CN: In t:he he^d.

COOPER: Tneu.wh&t: hsopens?

POYSON: Then Frszuc ran ouc^ ue were going into ;ny bedroom and he got anocher one.

COOPSA: Anocher?

POYSON: L£H~-lantern. Then RoLend st£CT:ed coming cowa.rds me again and chen I tiic him -wlch the

bunt or the scock. of che gun. L nic hiai twice, che second cime I feLL. And chen —

No, wait. E hit him thres times. The first: Cime I hit him was he stamed. he st£.r^ed
caLking to me and EhsTi he uanted co go in his room and grs-b She hes.ring, grab his hs3,rin§

aid because Roland wes.rs s. hea.ring s.id. And E Cold him all righc. And then as he wenc

into che room, 1 followed him. And as he turned his back co me and start&d reaching ror

i-t, I hit him up side che head £nd then he dove for me. And E moved back. and I went:

back. inco, ouc into Cha ha.Llway and then he started coming towa-rds me again and I hit

him again with che stock of the gun. And h& feLL find Enen he £0t: bade up- And then I.ait:

hun a.gs.in and L cripped Ofver someching.

COOPER: Uhera'd you hit him?

POYSON: In Che head.

CCOPEX: —W&re a.LL these head-.-.-hitti.ng him tha.t you wei.-e (uni.nLelligibie/lTia.udibI.e)?
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TAPS RECORDED I^TSWCT - (' ^o. 96-17052 - 

I^c&r'/iev by: Dec. Eric Cooper, 339
u.oh2.ve County Sh&riffs Ofzica

Ki=g3"art, AZ

S05E3T ?OYSCN
(St;£?^CZ;

POYSON: Yes. And chen when I feLL, I panicked. I Jumped uo snd then I st..L ran to the front
door.

Frank — my bsck was tumec to Rol2.Tid a.nd RoLand ran ouc che b£ck. door £nd FrsrJc told

me chac. So I venc ouc the front: door, circled around s.nd 2.3 I circled around che

house to where Che Cruck was, I s^w RoUnd^cryin to get inco &he czruck.

So I ualked uo on Roland and I hit hL-t -rlth the stock of the run a.sain s.-id ^he stock

broke, s.nd chen Rotand felL. And he st^r^ed crawlir.g £nc chen he ^oc b£ck on his

feet. Z hit: hi.Ti 2,gain uich jusc zhe barrsl of che sun. Ha r^r., or he cidn'!: r'-Tt, he

fsl.L and £3 he fell he grabbed a s^ick and he ssa.r^ed sw-.^i^ Lt ac ,-.e. AT*G chsn e.5 he

vs.s swirling — when he s-wung avay frcm ^e, I c'&sched over e.nd I hiL hin --.'iLh ^he bs.rreL

of the ^un again buc he hic ^e. Ke goc .T£ on che Left arm in the fronc of .T\' c.r^i

r-y^ here.

COOPER: Jusc ^bove che '-r-.st?

?CY3CN: Y&s.h. Jusc a littile scrs.Eich. ^c chen 1 just: kepi: h^iLCins hi^ •^-is.h the ba.r-rsl of chs

g'jTi and chen chfi i-ever for che gun to unlcac it £,nc relcac --?:. goc ^^-jck i~. Re La-.d 5

h&s.d. Ther. Z pL;lLed cue and I cropped ^he b£rr&L :;ec£.c3£ I.. cause Rolar.c •"•£ 5^ t ^ovin§

^~id I '-'enc over ^o vbers Frank '"£,s. L:£ h&d. he s^'-ii had ^he U.IID on s.r.d he '-.'£s oucsids.

i.nd cherz Z tcLd hL-i its dcrie. I.^e re done- And chan he, he Looked a.c ^s ".s ec Id Tie "iC.

we c= HOC done. Tne". ^ Lookfid'over c.na RoLand wa.s scill cr^-^n^ to ge^ up. -.nd ttoUnc

^cc up. fra.zuc grabbed a c-lndsr bloc'x. 2^d chrsw :.t s.c Rolc.nd s bs.ck..

CCOFER': (iT.&udibLe/unintalii^ble).

POYSCN': Roland reLl. Yesh, he hit hi^i --n the bs.ck. I haacd 2. crackLins scur.d, iihsn pvOUnc fell

co che ground and then RoL&na u&s scill ."iovin§ his he&d up and I l^.cksd h^-n ^'ics :.n Ehe

head and I told hi-"i co puc his head back. down. Scresmins; ?uc your head "sa.ck, down. •EClcked

him cwics in the bes.d and then he DUC his head Gown. I grabbed Lhe c'-nde;- blcck and I

threw it about chres or ;3ur fciriss =.:: his hes.d. And then he uasn ^ "*ov;.r^. I ^rc.bbed

his u2.Ll.ec and then Z w'enc lookins for the kevs. I round the kevs abouc five or a--x

feec away from where Roland was Uylng. They were ?uU of blood. I venc in, I unlocked
the door and I let (GLm in. Ki.'n was £.c the back of Lhe fcruck the whole time.

CCOPER: So she witnessed what hsDoened ouc3ide but uot insid&?

FOYSON: Yaah. Uh^ after Roland vs.s d&s.d^ve. uenc in, ve grsbbed che stereo, w'e grs.b&sd a CoLeirar.

lamp chac we could pa.wn. It wss sreen, it V£S in che back of the tcuck. And !;h£n '-'e goc

in the Ccuck. and we left:. We, we stc.rced driving off.

COOPER: Who drove?

FOYSQN: Fr^nlc did.

COOPER: Ok&y now, I wann5. back up before we (inaudible), ok^y?

POYSCN: Uh-huh.
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(Suspect)
IncerYl&v by: Get. Eric Coo^r, D39

Hohave County Sherl.ffs Office

Kingaan, AZ

COOPER: The door to che craiLec?

POYSOM: Urn, Frsnk locked ic up. He puc a board up againsc -1c so thac it wouldn'): falL open
and nobody- can get: tnco it.

COOPER: Oksy. The bandages on y-ouc arm when you went in, you put: those on before dinner, the,
Che toilet papec and the tape,

POYSON: Yesh.

COOPER: didn'c, didn't, uh, LeC£ ask you what hapDened?

POYSON: Mo.

COOPER: How come7

POYSON: She realLy didn E cs.ce wh^.C happened s.round there.

COOPER: And during the whoLe s'-tu^ttou 'Lnside the t:r;iUer, the shooci-ng of, of Leta and the-fighc

with Roland, Kim was outside didn t-. see ic?

FOYSON: She didn E see wha.t hapoened inside the ccaiLer because she us.s outside •ln the back

o£ the truck, with, uh, un, the tailgate down.

COOPER: When you're outside yelling, didn c you wocry about anybody hearing you?

FOYSON: No.

COOPED: How come?

POYSON: E jusc uanced t:o get it: over-'U'n. I had & sccuggle with Robert and then I had s.

struggle uith Rola.nd. .^d it uasalL supposed to be so clean. JUSE cut his t.hros.bt

Robert wouLdn c move. Urn, shooti Roland and he wouldn t move. Uhsn I aimed the gun

at Roland, he l.ooked up and he looked at [rfi and I panicked. And that s when, th2.t s

why I missed. I was aiming toward Ro Land 3 h&a.d and Cheu I panicked and as I shot, I

shot down.

COOPER: Who came up with Che wsy f-.hai: you were gonna. do this?

POYSON: It was a Little of bor.h me and Fcsnk. I came up with most of ic but: Frank car-e up

with s. LiEde bit.

COOPER: And Kim was ba.sically- the one that: planCed the -Ldea. in evei^-body s head?

POYSON: fesh.

COOPER: Nou, when you're drivln' out of there, Frank's dci.vin1, why..how come you didn t drive?

POYSON: I don't know how Eo drive a. stick.

COOP Eft: - Wh'nn vou lei'ive r'herp, ...hou'ii v^" ^? Hou d_v-ou leave there?_

POYSON: We left che back road, uh...
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TAPE RECORDED 2TTStVCT - Q ^o. 96-17052 - 

Zncervlev bv: Ce=. ^ric Cooper, D39

Mch^va Coincy Sheriffs Office

Kicgman, A2

ROBOT ?OYSCN
CSirsoec^)

COOPED:

FOYSON:

COOPER:

?OYSOM:

COOPER:

?OY50M:

COOPSX:

POY30N:

C;OP£R:

POYSON:

C30PIR:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPSX:

POYSON:

COOPER:

?oYso?r:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

Did you go out Ehe driveway?

No. We went out, ok&y, the truck -w£S pa.^kec in ^e back of the house bv che back

door.

Oh, one, one other thing before you...

You kill Roland? '/

And I covered him uo. X out a ^s.rks.'s,^ s.nd s. couple of big Long cs.rd-.weU, not:, noc...

a, Loc like pLyw'ood s-r.d I CC..DUC it: over him. I puc s. couple of si:ick5. cwo by fours

end sc.uff, over hisi so Lhs-c hs uoul.d be hidden.

Okay. So.now you. you v& hidden hif^ when you leave, do you have che hea-dlighcs on

oc off?

Oct.

Ok^y.

U-^il'we g&t to the road, get: ha.Lf -- Z — there s Ya.vapai, ac the end of Yavaps.i,

there 3 a l.i^^le road chsx ^ces like this. we uenc ouc chac '"a.y £r;d ye cook s. cighc

or.Lo tha ocher rce.d. we drove viih bea.dLishn.s 2.LL the '-£v co end of chs.^ roa.d. ha.!;

u£.v down iihe oc.her one s.nd chen ve cur~;ed ^hs hsadlishcs en and Isrt:.

:rihose i.dea'was ('tsisnc&llig.y'lssve- the h&s.dlighcs on?

Mine.

Ok&y. And uhe'n you lesve -- do you know uhers Shir'a.rusip, Shir^.nm? a-rs. un.

Y&£h.

(unintsLLigibLe)? Did you get, ^ec on Sh-i.^^.risnp?

Yes, ve did.

And did you go toward 1-^0 or, or towsrd Golden Valley?

1-w.

OK.

/So you get on Shina.rump end you're—or-" r?.nks driving, uhers ars you sitting?

I'm sitting on right, righc nexc Co cne passenger seac, passanger seat.. Kim uas in the

middle.

Ok^y. And do you gee on I.-W!

Yes» we did.

And chen where d you so?

POYSON: Towards FU.gstaff.
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TAPS RSCSRDED rKISWISV - i i No. 96-1705

Incar/lav by: Dec. Erie Coo&sr, D39
Mohave County Sheri;;'s Offica

Kisgraa, AZ

(Suspect)

COOPER: And did you stop in King^s.n ac aLL?

POYSON: No, ue didn't.

COOPER: Did Frank aopeac when, when he ^oc down to GoLden ValLey, uhen -be firsi: c£-fne shere,

chat he knew his us-y around Kingnsn or knew^amxhing a.bouc Xingman?

FCYSON: Na-v-huh-uh.

COOPER: Did he ever say Chat: he ks.d knoun anybody l.n ;<ingET£u?

POYSON: Yes, he said he knew sor.ebody '-;ho worked at 2. c-este.ura.nc. He nevsr 3£.:.d which rsscauranc

As f£r as I know, it was nexc to & moteL room, next to £. .-noceL. And u'nen -- I guess when

he wenc there when he csn'e bfi.ck. — well. they '-'enc there Honda.y, Mouds.y mor-.ing snd

when Lhey cs.'ne bsck., Fr2.Bk CoLd me ChaC the guy lefc. Tney.-chey cha-nged :n£?^.ge":-£Tic

a.nd che gLn.* chac he Knew ch£t; vas <Ti£.n£.5-_r.^ the rascaura.r'i^ '-as no longer tTis.ns.^ng

'..c •

C20P5R: Okay. Ok^y. How. you re on 1-40 s.nd you rs headed tcwsrd FLagsts-ff.

?OY30N: .And £hen we jusc, we jusc nic I-<y) £.1!. c^e •-a.y c.o, iim we s0^ to fifty r'-ve. 1-53.

w'& w-enc uo a LitiLle...

COOPER: Did you, did you snop on I-u0 s.t aLl.? (Sneeze). [Excuse ^e].

PGYSON: w*e scopoed in Flagstarf. We stoDped in s. little town — --e s^opced ba.sica.Lly s.c ever-/

oc'ner ;:ZUCK s^op..

COOPER: How CLome?

POYSON: To try to hustle money so we could ^st gas.

COOPER: .^z\d uere vou so successful?

?OYSON: Yes.

COOPER: ?0 V3.s doiTig Che hustling?

POY30N: 1C us.s Kim snd Frs-nk.

COOPER: Did you — did you pa-wi anyrhin^ or sell anything rigbc s.vay?

POYSON: Yes, we, we pawned a. drill and I dou't: re.'cemb&r wha.C else ve pswned- Two chir^Sf we -

goc fifteen doLUrs for both of em.

CCX3PER: Okay. And do you know where you pawned those?

POYSON: No.

JFEK 4^ys^

POYSON:

COOPERL

^o yo

Yeah.

u scoop< -JT

Did you ever stop at a crude stop '-here Frank szid he knev somebody? 230
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ROEEST FOYSC^
(Susoec^)

tncer/lev by: Dec. Erie Cooper, D39
Moh2.ve Councy Sheriffs Office

Kisgmas, AZ

POYSON: Yes, uh, it was -- he used to work there. I don C re.T.ember u'ners it was buc he

used co work chere. I guess he worked seven y&srs there £nd ha y&s gonna IT-/ to

gee some gs.s. And chen we took the cooL box :.n e.nd ve shoved em the cool box s.nd

he save us ten dollc.rs for the cool box.

COOPER: And whose Cool box was th^c? /'

POYSON: Roland's.

CCOPES: Uh, did Frar'k: see his fr-.end?

POYSON: t-to. He saw somebodv else cha.t worked ch£re.

C30PSR: Did he seen Co know this guy?

?CY50N: Ye^h.

C3CFER: Did he call him by "£^.& oc a.r^thi.ng?

?OY30N: Kuh-uh.

C3GFE?.: Okav. And tb^c 3 where you sold the tiool box?

?OY30N: Yes..

CCOFER: And you get: ten doLLa.rs for c.hs.t?

POYSCN: LTh-huh.

CCOPER: Did you pawn Che ocher (unintelJ.i§.) before or ajcer tha.c?

PCYSON: After.

COOPER: So now you ra, you re st::.!! on 1-^0 and you're 5t:.Ll..a.re you scill scoopin' a.c every

ocher ctuck scoo?

FOYSCN: Yesh.

COOFEX: Okay. And then, chen u'ns.t happens?

FOYSON': And we were scoppin at: every other truck stop did then ve got to 2. Utde cown and

Chey had two pool sticks in the, in back of che sea.c. Ve. grabbed chose and we scopped .
ac s. bar^ And Frznk wenC in and got, un, ten doLla.rs for each of em.

COOPSa: Whose idea was \t to. go onto 1-^02

POYSON: Frank's. ?11^ ic was ny i.des.. He ua.uced Lo get to Chicaso.

COOPER: Why Chicago?

POYSON: They Cold ma ch^Cj ail righc, the whole, che whol-e reason why I even did it was because
Frank said he was gonna be godfather of the IcaUait Mafia, and he looked serious about: iC

up here in Chicago. And Cha-t he would help, he would heLp me changs ny idenci.Cy, change

AN
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TAPS RSC3RDE2 QnSWCT - C^; ^o. 96-17052 - 

Incervleu by: Cec. Eric Cooped, D39
Mohave County Sheriffs Offica

Kingraa, AZ

80BEST POYSC^f
(Suspecc)

FOYSON:

COOPER:

?OYSON:

C30PEX:

POYSON:

CSOP^R:

?OYSON:

COOPER:

POY30N:

COOPER:

ROYsar:

COOPER:

PCYSCN:

C30PER:

?OYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPER:

POYSON:

COOPSR:

POYSON:

fny f^ce & tittle and then I was ^onns. crsnsport; snd sell drugs for him. And ^y- living
situa-cion with Lsca and them compared co whac I uould ve goccen if it uas all crue, I

picked ^oing up and selling drugs bec2.usfi I've done it before.

Okay. So it us.s Frank, s idea to go co CTLca.go?

/
Yes. '

You con t: know s-nvbody here?

^o» I don I.

Did Fi-amc'say, sh. Fcsruc ss.id he cid.

Ya^h.

Okay. At this point: y'-th KimberLy, she s^'-U lcind£ cLingi^' onco Frank?

They re righting. Urn; ve r^de it zll the way co Arkansas £7id chen they scs.^ac fishciri;

corisi^c.e-tClv over i-ne. 5ec2.use ?;ank knew th£.c Kl^i likEd ^a. Ki^ ("£nE£d co be wich :T£

i.r.sc&s.d of FrarJc.. So =hey st^.rcea ri;hs::.ng over it. And sher. when we nic Eihe mocel

room '-n w-_sc3n5-_n...

Veil, we c£-fT;e here.abouc haL; way uo -^n Chicago, a.boui: ^'-'er.cy .'niles en ?:.fcy Seven, 1-51

Frani!: cold me ic w'as all. fake. 1c h'asTi'c true.

?2.t to's.sn £?

Abouc i:ha M^fia.

uhsx d you do wich the cloches chat you ^LEVS yere wea.T^.ng?

w threw em in che ^arbs^s s.c tha.1;; ac che moceL room a.t. in Wisconsin.

Okav. Uhac d vou do with the rock Cha^ vou used?

3och rocks are, un, there s che Li^le Sre.Uer and then chers s z. rusced oLd bum

barrel, right: next to it:. They re i.n chere covered.

So you got rid of your cLothes -Ln^yisconsin

Yes.

-_n cns.c trasn...

Huh?

You threw ic away in the crash can?

Well, we threw ic away :.n a ba.thcoom crash can, bagged it up 2-nd then Frsnk. tools, it: out.
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